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CHAPTER 1
In tro d u c t io n
In the philosophy of m athematics one asks questions like: ‘W hat does it mean 
for a mathem atical statem ent to be true?’ or ‘In what sense do mathematical 
objects exist?’. A possible way to answer these questions is to use the construc­
tive interpretation of mathematical statements. In constructive mathem atics an 
object exists if one can construct it and a statem ent is true if we have a proof 
for it. So to prove constructively th a t ‘there is an x such th a t P (x ) ’ we need 
to construct an object x and prove th a t it satisfies P. To constructively prove 
a disjunctive statement, ‘A or B ’, we have to pick an alternative and prove it. 
Brouwer [Bro08] pointed out th a t under this interpretation one can not accept 
the principle of excluded middle, ‘either A or not A ’, as an axiom, as this would 
mean th a t we would know the answer to all questions in mathematics. So this 
foundational standpoint has clear implications for the practice of mathematics.
Apart from the foundational motivation one could also study constructive 
mathematics because one is interested in rigorous computer programming. Con­
structive mathematics can be viewed as a high-level programming language. 
From a formalized constructive proof of an existential statem ent one can ex­
tract a program together with a proof th a t the program is correct. See for in­
stance [Bis70][M L82][BR99a].
We see th a t there are good reasons for developing mathematics constructively, 
but one may wonder: ‘Constructive mathematics may be very nice from a foun­
dational point of view, but is it strong enough to do advanced m athem atics?’. 
Bishop [Bis67] showed th a t large parts of real and functional analysis can be de­
veloped constructively. Constructive algebra was developed by Mines, Richman 
and Ruitenburg [M RR88]. Furthermore, there is a respectable and growing 
amount of research in constructive mathematics. But recently the discussion 
about the applicability of constructive mathematics started again. This discus­
sion mainly focused on the question whether constructive mathematics suffices 
to develop mathem atical physics, especially with regards to quantum mechanics. 
See for instance [B ri95][H el93b, Hel97][Fef98, Ch.14][Ric00].
This discussion gave rise to a number of precise mathem atical problems. Some 
of these problems have been solved. Bridges and Richman [BR99b] gave a con­
structive proof of Gleason’s theorem. Ye [Ye00] gave a constructive substitute 
for the spectral theorem for unbounded self-adjoint operators on Hilbert spaces. 
Some other problems will be answered in this thesis. To be precise, we will
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find a constructive substitute for the ergodic theorem, a constructive Peter-Weyl 
theorem for representations of compact groups, an approximation theorem for 
almost periodic functions and we will develop some parts of operator theory con­
structively. We will also extend Ye's results on unbounded operators on Hilbert 
spaces.
These problems all belong to functional analysis. In this thesis we develop 
constructively some parts of this subject, building on the work of Bishop and his 
followers. At the end of this introduction we give an overview of the results we 
obtained.
Some words should be said about our conception of constructive m athem at­
ics. We follow Brouwer's and Bishop's style of doing constructive mathematics. 
This way of doing mathematics is characterized by the use of intuitionistic logic. 
Brouwer in addition used several principles which were not accepted by Bishop, 
most notably the fan-theorem and the continuity principle, which we will discuss 
in section 2.2.2. Bishop showed how one could still have the benefits Brouwer 
draws from these axioms by using appropriate definitions. The price he has to 
pay is tha t some of his definitions are not the most natural ones. In some cases, 
we will prove the intuitionistic theorems which connect Bishop's definitions with 
the more standard definitions. We feel th a t this also helps one to the understand 
the definitions and theorems in Bishop-style mathematics.
We now give an overview of the contents of this thesis.
In chapter 2 we introduce some notations. We give a short discussion of 
several varieties of constructive mathematics.
In chapter 3 we discuss some topics in constructive integration theory. We 
redevelop some parts of the theory of measurable functions using a metric which 
induces the topology of convergence in measure. Moreover, we prove tha t many 
measures are regular, th a t is, integrable sets can be approximated by compact 
sets. We use this to extend some intuitionistic theorems. Finally, we characterize 
L ^  as a subset of L \ and show th a t L\ is N O T  an algebra.
In chapter 4 Chan's measurable spaces are studied. We give a representation 
theorem for these spaces, which makes it possible to understand them intuition- 
istically.
In chapter 5 we discuss Hilbert space basics. We will consider the dual of 
a Hilbert space and the weak topology on a Hilbert space. We discuss several 
versions of the spectral theorem.
In chapter 6 we develop a constructive theory of unbounded operators on 
Hilbert spaces. We prove a spectral theorem for unbounded normal operators 
with a located graph.
In chapter 7 we prove constructive versions of the mean and pointwise ergodic 
theorems.
In chapter 8 we study the Fourier theory of (non-Abelian) compact groups. 
We will show th a t the group algebra can be split in a direct sum of matrix 
algebras and give a constructive proof of the Peter-Weyl theorem. This theorem
states th a t every representation of a compact group is a direct sum of irreducible 
representations.
As a corollary we will derive the Bohr approximation theorems for almost 
periodic functions on (non-Abelian) metric groups.
In chapter 9 we develop constructively some parts of the theory of algebras of 
operators. We will concentrate on von Neumann algebras. We prove a representa­
tion theorem for finite dimensional von Neumann algebras and a representation 
theorem for Abelian von Neumann algebras. We give a simple proof tha t the 
spectral measure is independent of the choice of the basis of the underlying Hil­
bert space. We prove a representation theorem for normal functionals. We show 
th a t the weak and the strong closure of a normbounded convex set of opera­
tors are equal. We show th a t the classical double commutant theorem can not 
be proved constructively, but we prove this theorem for Abelian von Neumann 
algebras with a weakly totally bounded unit ball.
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CHAPTER 2
P re lim in a r ie s
In this chapter we will introduce some notations. Most definitions are copied 
from Bishop and Bridges [BB85]. Intuitionistic logic will be used throughout 
this thesis.
2.1. N o ta tio n
2.1.1. S e ts . A set is defined by describing what must be done to construct 
an element of it, and what must be done to show tha t two of its elements are 
equal. We will say more about sets in section 2.2.2. An apartness relation on a 
set X  is a binary relation =  such th a t for all x , y , z  G X,
(1) if x =  y, then not x =  y;
(2) if x =  y, then y =  x;
(3) if x =  y, then x =  z or y =  z.
Many sets have a natural apartness relation. When =  is an apartness relation on 
X, x, y G X  and x =  y, we say th a t x is apart from y. Bishop and Bridges use 
the word ‘inequal’ or ‘distinct’ instead of ‘ap a rt’. In the intuitionistic literature 
#  is used instead of =  . Note th a t =  should not be confused with the negation 
of the equality relation, for which we do not introduce a symbol. An apartness 
=  on a set X  is tight if for all x, y G X, x =  y if and only if not x =  y.
We denote the set of natural numbers by N , the set of natural numbers 
without 0 by N *, the set of integers by Z, the set of real numbers by R , and the 
set of complex numbers by C.
Let A and B be sets. A function f  from A to B is an operation such th a t if 
a =  a' in A, then f  (a) =  f  (a') in B. A function is also called a m ap . A function 
f  from A to B is a bijection if there is a function g from B to A such th a t for all 
a G A, g ( f  (a)) =  a and for all b G B, f  (g(b)) =  b. A function f  from A to B is 
onto if there is a function g from B to A such tha t for all b G B, f  (g(b)) =  b. We 
will also say th a t f  maps A onto B.
A set A is inhabited if there is an element in A. Bishop and Bridges use the 
term  ‘non-empty’ for ‘inhabited’. A set A is called finitely enumerable if there are 
a natural number n  and a map from {1 , . . . ,  n} onto A. A set A is finite  if there 
are a natural number n  and bijection from { 1 , . . . ,  n} to A. A set A is countable 
if there is a map from N  onto A. So a countable set is inhabited. A subset of a 
set B is a pair (A, i) consisting of a set A and a map i : A ^  B such th a t for 
all a, b G A, a =  b if and only if i(a) =  i(b). Most of the time we will suppress
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the map i. A subset B of a set A is decidable in A if for all a G A, a G B or not 
a G B.
Let (X, p) be a metric space. The binary relation =  defined on X  by x =  y if 
and only if p(x, y) >  0 is an apartness relation. If Y C X  we denote by X  ~  Y , 
or by ~  Y, the complement {x G X  : Vy G Y [x =  y]} of Y in X. A property P  
holds for all but countably many x G X, if there is a countable set Y C X  such 
th a t for all x G ~  Y, P (x ). In this case we will say th a t x G ~  Y is admitted for  
P  by Y, or when no confusion is possible th a t x is admissible.
Let for all £ >  0 and x G X, Be(x) :=  {y : p(x, y) <  e}.
A set Y C X  is a located subset o f X , if for all x G X,
p(x  Y) :=  inf{p(x ,y) : y G Y}
exists. Let A C X, then clA denotes the closure of A, tha t is the set of all x G X  
such th a t for each n  G N, there is a G A such tha t p(a, x) <  1/n.
2.1.2. C o m p a c t se ts . Let (X, p) be a metric space, let Y C X  and let 
e >  0. An e-net for Y is a set { x i, x 2, . . . ,  xn} C Y such th a t for all y G Y, there 
is i G {1 , . . . ,  n} with p(y,x¿) <  e. A set Y is called totally bounded if for all 
e >  0, there is an e-net for Y . The set Y is compact if it is totally bounded and 
complete. The set Y is locally compact if every bounded subset of Y is contained 
in a compact subset of Y.
It should be noted th a t this definition of ‘locally com pact’ is different from the 
usual classical definition: ‘every point has a compact neighborhood’. For instance 
the set [0,1) with the usual metric is not locally compact in our sense. On the 
other hand there is a metric p on [0,1) such th a t ([0,1), p) is locally compact, see 
also [BB85, p112].
Let X  be locally compact and let Y C X  be compact. We define the metric 
complement — Y of Y by
—Y := {x G X  : p (x , Y) >  0}.
It follows from the ‘fan theorem ’, an intuitionistic axiom which we will discuss 
in 2.2.2, th a t the metric complement — F  and the complement ~  F  of a compact 
set F  coincide.
Let X  be a locally compact space. A real or complex function f  on X  is 
said to be continuous if it is uniformly continuous on every compact subset of Y. 
One can prove using the ‘fan theorem ’ th a t every pointwise continuous function 
is continuous. A real or complex continuous function f  on X  is called a test 
function  if there is a compact set Y C X, such tha t f  =  0 on —Y. The space of 
test functions on X  is denoted by C (X ).
We will sometimes use terminology from topology. Unless stated otherwise, 
we will only do this in the context of metric spaces, quasi-normed spaces or 
uniform spaces, so the reader will have no problem understanding what is meant.
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2.2. V a rie tie s  o f c o n s tru c tiv e  m a th e m a tic s
In this section we give a short description of three varieties of constructive 
mathematics, Bishop-style mathematics, intuitionistic mathematics and recursive 
mathematics. Let us stress tha t these are not formal systems, but informal ways 
of doing mathematics. There have been quite a few proposals for formalizing 
these varieties, see for instance [Bee85, TvD 88].
2.2.1. B ish o p -s ty le  m a th e m a tic s . In Bishop-style mathem atics one rea­
sons constructively, but does not assume axioms th a t are classically false. There 
are good introductions to Bishop-style mathematics, for instance [Bis67, B B 85 , 
BR87].
It is not clear to us what kind of choice axioms are allowed in Bishop-style 
mathematics. Let us just observe th a t the axiom of dependent choice seems to 
be all th a t is used, see also [M yh75]. This is also all th a t we will use when 
working in Bishop-style mathematics. See for instance [TvD 88, pp.189-192] for 
a definition of the axiom of dependent choice.
2 .2.2. In tu i t io n is t ic  m a th e m a tic s . Intuitionistic mathematics was initi­
ated and developed by Brouwer [Bro75]. Bridges and Richman [BR87] claim 
th a t intuitionistic mathem atics is an extension of Bishop-style mathematics. This 
means th a t any argument acceptable for someone working in Bishop-style m ath­
ematics should be acceptable for someone working in intuitionistic mathematics. 
This claim does not seem to be obviously true, because Bishop was less strict in 
the introduction of sets than Brouwer was. Nevertheless we will defend this view, 
and at some points we will indicate how seemingly difficult statem ents can still 
be understood intuitionistically, possibly by invoking extra hypotheses.
Before we discuss the use of sets in intuitionistic mathematics, we will first 
introduce some notations and discuss some intuitionistic axioms.
D e f in i t io n  2.2.1. Let Seq(N) be the set of finite sequences of natural num­
bers. Define the map 7 : N N x N  —► Seq(N) such th a t for all a  G N N and 
n G  N, a n  is the initial segment of a  which has length n. Define the relation 
GC N N x Seq(N) such th a t for all a  G N N and a G Seq(N), a  G a if and only if 
a is an initial segment of a .
Let d be the metric on N n defined by
d(a, ß)  :=  inf{2_” : a n  =  ßn}.
We will sometimes implicitly use this metric without mentioning it.
D e f in i t io n  2.2.2. A spread S  is a closed subset of N N such th a t for all 
a G  N N and n  G N , either there is a a  G S such th a t a  G a n  or for all a  G S, 
a an. A fan  is a spread F  such tha t for all n  G N , {a n  : a  G F }  is finite. Let 
S be a spread. A bar B for S is a set of finite sequences of natural numbers such
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th a t for all a  G S there is b G B such th a t a  G b. A subbar of a bar B is a subset 
of B th a t is a bar.
The fan theorem and the continuity principle are two of the most charac­
teristic principles of intuitionistic mathematics. Brouwer considered them  to be 
theorems. Bishop and Bridges [BB85, p.76] seem to believe th a t these principles 
hold, but they do not consider them to be mathem atical theorems. They avoid 
using these principles by adapting their definitions. We think th a t the intuition- 
ists have made it clear th a t it is worthwhile to find out what the consequences of 
these theorems are, so we will treat these principles as axioms. We will always 
make it clear when we use these axioms. A discussion of these axioms can be 
found for instance in [Vel85],[BR87] and [TvD88].
A xiom  2.2.3. The continuity principle(CP): Let S  be a spread and let A C 
S x N . I f  for all a  G S there is an n  G N  such that A (a, n), then for each a  G S, 
there are n ,m  E N  such that i f  ß  G S  and, ß m  = am , then A(ß,  n).
A xiom  2.2.4. The fan theorem(FAN): Let F  be a fan and B a decidable bar 
for  F, then there is a finite subbar B ' C B which is also a bar for  F.
Note th a t the fan theorem also holds when read classically.
A xiom  2.2.5. The extended fan theorem(FANext ): Let F  be a fan and let 
A C F  x N . I f  for all a  G F  there is n  G N  such that A(a ,n) ,  then there is 
N  G N  such that for all a  G F  there is an n  <  N  such that A (a, n).
The following theorems are useful for later reference. They can be found for 
instance as Corollary 5.2.4, Corollary 5.3.7 and Theorem 5.3.6 in [BR87].
T h e o re m  2.2.6. [CP] Every function on a complete separable metric space 
is (pointwise) continuous.
T h e o re m  2.2.7. [FAN] Let h be a continuous function on [0,1] such that for  
all x G [0,1], h(x) >  0. Then there is e >  0 such that h(x) >  e, for all x G [0,1].
T h e o re m  2.2.8. [FAN] Every pointwise continuous function on a compact 
space is uniformly continuous.
Gielen gave an intuitionistic proof of the Riemann perm utation theorem, 
see [Tro77, p.96]:
T h e o re m  2.2.9. [CP] Let (x*)ieN be a sequence o f real numbers such that for 
every permutation  n of N , ¿=0 xn(*) exists, th e n Y l¿=0 |x*| exists.
There does not seem to be a definitive intuitionistic set theory. Kleene and 
Vesley [KV65] only considered intuitionistic analysis and they had no need for a 
more general notion of set than the notion of a spread. Gielen, de Swart and Veld­
man [GdSV81] used a similar approach. Most sets in constructive analysis are 
subsets of complete separable metric spaces, see for instance [Bis67, pp.349-351].
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Every complete separable metric space is the continuous image of a spread, see for 
instance [TvD 88, p.351,p.363]. These sets can be understood intuitionistically 
by considering the underlying spread. But we sometimes encounter sets th a t are 
not of this form. We will explain how to understand these intuitionistically when 
we use them.
Let us make a general remark about how to understand sets intuitionistically. 
For instance, it is not clear th a t we can accept the collection of all subsets of a 
given set as a set, since we do not have a general method to construct all elements 
in this collection. There seem to be two ways in which such sets are used. The 
first is fairly innocent, we use sets to say th a t an object has a certain property. If 
A and B are previously defined sets, we may write A G P (B ) instead of A C B. 
This usage is intuitionistically understandable by simply reading A G P (B) as 
A C B. This idea leads to what Goodman and Myhill [GM 71, p.91] call a virtual 
theory of sets, see Bishop [Bis70] for similar ideas. We prefer to call a collection 
like the collection of all subsets of a given set a class, rather than  a set.
The second usage is more problematic, we quantify over a set to define new 
objects. Fortunately there is a solution th a t often works. For instance, consider 
Lebesgue measure on [0,1]. Bishop [BB85, p.259] quantifies over all integrable 
subsets of [0,1] in his definition of a measurable function. In this case, one can 
replace the set of integrable sets on [0,1] by a set of sequences of continuous 
functions, see 3.2.1. One is actually quantifying over a spread, which is intuition- 
istically understandable.
Let us mention another example. In the definition of the completeness of a 
uniform space [BB85, problem 24, p.124] Bishop and Bridges quantify over all 
Cauchy filters in a uniform space. A Cauchy filter is a collection of subsets satis­
fying a certain property. We do not see how to understand this intuitionistically. 
We choose to define completeness only for a restricted class of uniform spaces. 
See section 2.4.
It is interesting to note tha t, according to Bishop [Bis67, p.355], when one 
is interested in computer programs, one wants a program to work on an input 
consisting of a growing infinite sequence of natural numbers and generate an 
output consisting of another such sequence. Bishop suggests how large parts of 
his book can be rewritten so tha t the theorems can be realized as such computer 
programs. The description given by Bishop seems to have a close connection with 
Brouwer's conception of the continuum, more precisely with the intuitionistic 
notion of a spread.
2 .2.3. R ec u rs iv e  m a th e m a tic s . Recursive mathematics was developed by 
the Markov school. See [A be80, B R 8 7 , K us85] for more on recursive m athe­
matics. Before we discuss recursive mathem atics we first state two axioms.
A xiom  2.2.10. Markov’s principle(MP): Let P  C N  be decidable; then
— 3n[P(n)] ^  3n[P(n)].
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A xiom  2.2.11. Church’s thesis(CT): Let P  C N 2; then 
Vn3m[P(n, m)] ^  3eVn[P(n, {e}(n))].
Here {■} is the Kleene bracket notation for recursive functions.
Recursive mathem atics may be seen as Bishop-style mathematics with the 
axioms CT and MP added, although, there seem to be similar problems with 
Bishop's set theory as in intuitionism.
The following theorems hold in recursive mathematics. They can be found 
for instance in [Bee85] as Theorem 4.6.1, Theorem 4.3.1 and Theorem 4.8.1 
respectively.
T h e o re m  2.2.12. [CT] Let e >  0. There is a sequence (In)neN of intervals 
such that R  =  |J^= i In and for each m G N, Yhm= i 1(In) <  e. Here 1(I) denotes 
the length o f the interval I.
We call such a cover {In : n  G N} an e-singular cover.
T h e o re m  2.2.13. [CT,MP] Every function on a complete separable metric 
space is pointwise continuous.
T h e o re m  2.2.14. [CT,MP] There is a (uniformly) continuous function on 
[0,1] such that for all x G [0,1], f  (x) >  0, but for each e >  0, there is an 
x G [0,1] such that f  (x) <  e.
Theorem 2.2.14 should be compared with Theorem 2.2.7.
2.2.4. I s h ih a ra ’s tr ic k . Ishihara has developed a technique to find a proof 
which is acceptable in Bishop-style mathem atics for certain statem ents for which 
we have both an intuitionistic and a classical proof. This technique rests on 
two observations. First, many theorems in classical analysis can be proved in 
Bishop-style mathem atics assuming only LPO, instead of the full form of the law 
of excluded middle. Here LPO denotes the ‘limited principle of omniscience’,
Va G N n [3n[a(n) =  0] V Vn[a(n) =  0]].
Second, given a discontinuous function on a complete metric space we can prove 
LPO.
The precise statem ent of Ishihara's trick is the following.
T h e o re m  2.2.15. [Ish91b]Let (X, d) be a complete metric space. Let f  be 
a strongly extensional map from  X  to a metric space Y, and let (xn)neN be a 
sequence in X  converging to a point x G X. Then for  b >  0, either LPO or 
d (f  (xn) , f  (x)) <  b for all sufficiently large n.
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2.2.5. W eak  c o u n te re x a m p le s . In constructive mathem atics one uses so- 
called weak, or Brouwerian, counterexamples to indicate th a t certain statem ents 
can not be proved constructively. In many cases there is a straightforward way 
to construct a contradiction with CP from these counterexamples, see for in­
stance [Vel85].
To construct Brouwerian counterexamples one derives from a statem ent a 
solution to an unsolved mathematical problem. We usually use the problem: 
‘Is there a block of 99 consecutive 9s in the decimal expansion of n ? ’. It is 
convenient to use the notation kgg for the hypothetical first natural number n  such 
th a t directly following the n -th  digit there are 99 consecutive 9s in the decimal 
expansion of n. This notation will be used as follows. For every natural number n, 
we define ‘n  <  kgg’ to mean: ‘for all m <  n, there are no 99 consecutive 9s directly 
following the m -th  d igit’. The real number ^  is defined as inf{n-1 : n  <  A;gg}. 
These examples should make the use of kgg sufficiently clear. We will never use 
the symbol kgg on its own.
2.3. Q u a s in o rm ed  spaces
Quasinormed spaces are a substitute for what would be inseparable normed 
spaces in classical mathematics. Quasinormed spaces were introduced in [Joh77].
D e f in i t io n  2.3.1. [BB85, p.343]Let X  be a linear space over a scalar field 
F, where either F  =  R  or F  =  C. A seminorm  || ■ || is a map from X  to R  such 
th a t for all a G F  and x ,y  G X, ||x|| >  0, ||ax|| =  |a |||x || and ||x +  y|| <  ||x|| +  ||y||. 
A quasinorm  on X  is a family {| | -| |* : i G I } of seminorms on X  such th a t for 
each x G X, {||x ||j : i G I } is bounded. Define the apartness relation =  on X  by 
x =  y if and only if there is i G I  with ||x — y||* >  0. If, for all x, y G X, x =  y if 
and only if not x =  y, we call (X, {|| ■ ||* : i G I }) a quasinormed space.
Examples of quasinormed spaces are the space L ^  of all bounded measurable 
functions and the space B (H ) of all bounded linear maps on a Hilbert space H. 
We will discuss these spaces later. Another example is the space Cb(X ) of all 
bounded continuous functions on a locally compact space X  with the quasinorm 
{px : x G X }, where px(f) := | f  (x)|, for all f  G C6(X ).
D e f in i t io n  2.3.2. A subset X  of a quasinormed space {Y, || ■ : i G I } is to­
tally bounded if for each e >  0, there is a finitely enumerable set {xi , x2, . . . ,  xn} C 
X  such th a t for all x G X, there is j  <  n  such th a t for all i G I, ||x — x¿||* <  e.
Remark th a t we do not assume th a t the set {xi , x2, . . . ,  xn} is finite, rather 
than finitely enumerable, as we do in the case of normed spaces.
D e f in i t io n  2.3.3. Let (X, {|| ■ |  : i g I }) and (Y, {|| ■ | j  : j  g J }) be 
quasinormed spaces. Then a function f  : X  ^  Y is called uniformly continuous, 
if for each e >  0 there is 5 >  0 such tha t if x, x ' G X  and | |f  (x) — f  (x ')||j >  e for 
some j  G J, then ||x — x'||* >  5 for some i G I.
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The following lemma is proved in the same way as the corresponding lemma 
for normed spaces.
Lemma 2.3.4. Let X  and Y be quasinormed spaces. I f  C  C X  is totally 
bounded and f  : X  ^  Y is uniformly continuous, then f  (C) is totally bounded.
C o r o l l a r y  2.3.5. Let X  be a quasinormed space. I f  C  C X  is totally 
bounded and f  : X  ^  R  is uniformly continuous, then supC f  exists.
2.4. U n ifo rm  spaces
We briefly discuss uniform spaces, a convenient generalization of metric spaces.
D e f in i t io n  2.4.1. Let X  be a set. A pseudometric p on X  is a map from 
X  x X  to R  such th a t for all x, y, z G X, p(x, y) >  0, p(x, y) =  p(y, x) and 
p(x, z) <  p(x, y) +  p(y, x). A uniform space (X, M ) consists of a set X  and a set 
M  of pseudometrics on X, such th a t the relation =  defined on X  x X  by x =  y 
if there is p in M, such th a t p(x, y) >  0, is a tight apartness relation on X. A 
function f  : X  ^  Y from a uniform space (X, M ) to a uniform space (Y, N ) is 
uniformly continuous if for each d in N  and each e >  0 there are pi , . . . ,  pm in M  
and 5 >  0 such th a t for all x, y G X, d (f  (x), f  (y)) <  e whenever for all i <  m, 
p*(x, y) < 5 . If f  is a uniformly continuous function from (X, M ) to (Y, N ) with an 
inverse which is also uniformly continuous, then f  is called a metric equivalence 
and X  and Y are metrically equivalent.
In case X  is a linear space and the set M  is a set of seminorms the uniform 
space (X, M ) is called a locally convex space. This definition is slightly different 
from the one stated on p.395 of [BB85].
The family of subsets
Ux,e,p1,...,pk :=  {y G X  : Vi <  k[p*(x  y) <  e]}
with e >  0 and x G X  and pi , . . . ,  pk a finite sequence in M  forms a neighborhood 
structure on X  as defined in [BB85, Section 3.3]. The words open, closed and 
dense refer to this neighborhood structure.
D e f in i t io n  2.4.2. Let (X, M ) be a uniform space. The uniform space (X, M) 
is complete if (X, M ) is metrically equivalent to a uniform space (Y, {d}) and the 
metric space (Y, d) is complete. A uniform space (Y, N ) is a completion of (X, M ) 
if (X, M ) is dense in (Y, N ) and (Y, N ) is complete.
Any two completions of a uniform space are metrically equivalent, so we can 
talk about the completion.
D e f in i t io n  2.4.3. A uniform space (X, M ) is totally bounded if for all finitely 
enumerable sets F  C M, the metric space (X, \ / pgF p) is totally bounded. A 
uniform space is compact if it is complete and totally bounded.
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Let us finish this discussion with a word of caution. The uniform space I™ 
of all bounded sequences of complex numbers, with pseudometrics pn(f, g) : =  
|f(n ) — g(n)|, where n ranges over N , is metrically equivalent to the uniform 
space l™ with metric d := i 2-n pn. Both spaces contain a countable set that 
is metrically dense. The latter is also separable as a metric space, but the former 
is not separable as a quasi-normed space. That is, there is no countable subset 
A C l™ such that for all e >  0 and f  G l™, there is a G A such that for all n G N,
pn(f,a ) <  e .

CHAPTER 3
Integration theory
In this chapter we discuss some topics in constructive integration theory. The 
first three sections are introductory. In section 4 a metric approach to measurable 
functions is presented. In section 5 we prove that many measures are regular, 
that is, integrable sets can be approximated by compact sets. Regular measures 
will be used in section 6, where we prove some intuitionistic theorems. In section 
7 we point out that the natural embedding from L™ into Li does NOT map L™ 
onto Li and that L[ is NOT an algebra. These facts are connected with the 
Radon-Nikodym theorem.
3.1. In trod u ction
There are basically two ways to develop integration theory: one may start 
from a measure, or one may start from an integral. The first approach is a bit 
more natural in probability theory, the second in functional analysis.
Some classical treatments of measure theory first define a class of ‘measur­
able ’ functions from a a-algebra of sets, not immediately mentioning a particular 
measure or integral. In constructive mathematics, it seems to be important to 
introduce measurable functions simultaneously with some measure or integral.
3 .1 .1 . B rouw er’s approach. Brouwer ’ s approach to integration theory is 
close to Lebesgue ’ s original approach. It has been developed for R  and R n, with 
n G N . We sketch the construction of the Brouwer-Lebesgue measure ß on the 
unit interval.
First the measure ß is defined for a finite union of open intervals as usual. 
Then integrability of open sets is defined. An open set O is integrable if there is 
a sequence (In)neN of intervals such that O =  IJ^L0 In and limN^™ ß(U N= i In) 
exists. This limit can be shown to be independent of the choice of the intervals. 
A compact set is integrable if its metric complement is integrable. An arbitrary 
set A is integrable if there are a compact set C and an open set U such that 
C C A C U and ß(U ) — ß(C ) is arbitrary small.
Once this measure is defined, the definition of the integral proceeds in the 
natural way. See [Hey56] for an exposition of this approach.
It should be noted that NOT all open sets in [0,1] are integrable. Indeed, the 
measure of the open set (0, | )  U {x  G ( | ,  1) : 3n[n =  &gg]} can not be computed.
Although Lebesgue measure on R  is very useful, we are also interested in other 
measures. For instance, Lebesgue-Stieltjes measure, Haar measure on locally
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compact groups or positive linear functionals on the space of test-functions C (X ), 
where X  is locally compact. To extend Brouwer s approach to more general sets 
and measures, we have to overcome the problem that, for instance with respect 
to Dirac measure, not all basic open sets are integrable. See Gibson [Gib67] for 
a possible solution.
The path we will take is to follow Bishop ’ s approach and show that for so- 
called regular measures a lot of intuitionistic ideas can be used.
3 .1.2. B ish o p ’s approach. Bishop ’ s approach is more functional analytic. 
The basic idea is to switch the focus from sets and measures to continuous func­
tions and integrals. The main advantage of this approach is that, whereas not 
all open sets are measurable, all continuous functions are. Bishop [Bis67] first 
developed the theory for positive linear functionals on C (X ), where X  is locally 
compact. Later he and Cheng [BC72] made an abstract theory, close to the clas­
sical Daniell theory. A key result in this theory is the fact that for a measurable 
function f , for all but countably many t, the set {x : f  (x) >  t} is measurable.
3.2. In tegration  th eory  basics
We will now develop integration theory, mainly following Bishop. We will 
point out how certain sets can be understood intuitionistically.
D e fin it io n  3.2.1. A triple (X, L, I ) is an integration space if X  is an in­
habited set with an apartness relation = , L a set of strongly extensional partial 
functions, and I  is a mapping from L into R, called the integral, such that the 
following properties hold.
(1) If f , g G L and a, ß G R, then a f  +  ßg, | f  | and f  A 1 belong to L, and 
I  ( a f  +  ßg) =  a I  ( f  ) +  ß I  (g) .
(2) If f  G L and (fn)neN is a sequence of nonnegative functions in L such 
that ™=i I ( fn) converges and i I ( f n) <  I ( f  ), then there exists x 
in X  such that i f n(x) converges and i f n(x) <  f  (x).
(3) There exists a function p in L with I(p) =  1.
(4 ) For each f  in L, limn^™ I  ( f  A n) =  I  ( f  ) and limn^™ I  ( |f  | A n - i ) =  0.
(5) The normed space (L, f  ^  I ( | f  |)) is separable.
Bishop and Bridges did not demand separability, but it seems natural to do
so.
When R denotes the Riemann integral, then ([0,1], C [0,1], R) is an example of 
an integration space. More generally, let X  be a locally compact space and I  any 
nonzero positive linear functional on C (X ); then (X, C (X ) ,I ) is an integration 
space. A linear functional I  on C (X ) is called positive if I ( f )  >  0 whenever 
f  > 0. Such a positive linear functional is called a positive measure.
Let (X, L, I) be an integration space. Let f  be a partial function on X. The 
function f  is a canonical integrable function  if there exists a sequence (fn)neN in L 
such that Y ™ i I ( lfn|) converges, and f  (x) =  fn(x) whenever the sequence
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(E r = i lfn(x)|)m€N converges and D om f  =  {x : i |fn(x)|)mSN converges}.
We define I ( f  ) := I ( f n). A strongly extensional partial function f  on X
is integrable if it is the extension of a canonical integrable function g. We define 
I ( f  ) =  I(g) and write Li for the set of all integrable functions.
3 .2.1. Interm ezzo: th e  class o f integrable functions. Bishop accepts 
the class of all strongly extensional partial functions on X  as a well-defined set. 
We feel hesitant to do so. These worries are shared by several people, see for 
instance [M yh75, pp.354-355] or [Bee80, p.41].
In the terminology of section 2.2 the integrable functions form a class, but 
not a set. We read ‘f  G Li ’ as ‘f  is an integrable function ’. Sometimes we want 
to quantify over the integrable functions. In such a case we restrict to the set 
of canonical integrable functions. This restriction is inessential. We will use this 
interpretation without mentioning it.
As we noted before we mainly consider positive measures on locally compact 
sets. In such cases the set L will be either a set of continuous functions or, when 
the completion is taken, a set represented by infinite sequences of continuous 
functions.
We now return to our discussion of Bishop’s integration theory.
It can be shown that (X, Li , I ) is an integration space. In fact it is complete 
in the sense that if f  is an integrable function in (X, Li , I ), then there is g G Li 
such that g C f. Hence (X, Li , I ) is called the completion of (X, L, I ). It is also 
complete as a normed space with respect to the norm f  ^  ƒ  | f  |. Two elements 
f , g G Li are equal if ||f  — g | i =  0, or equivalently if f  =  g on a full set. A full set 
is a set which contains the domain of an integrable function. When a property 
holds on a full set we say that it holds almost everywhere ( a.e.).
The completion of the Riemann integral is the Lebesgue integral.
3.2.2. Sets. In integration theory, sets are identified with their (partial) 
characteristic functions. To make this identification work nicely we introduce 
complemented sets, i.e. pairs ( a 1 , A0) such that ai =  a0 whenever ai G a 1 and 
a0 G A0. Let A =  (A1, A0) be a complemented set. We define its characteristic 
function by D o m := A1 U A0 and (a) =  i if a G A* and i G {0, 1}. In­
tuitively, we identify the complemented set A =  (Ai , A0) with the set Ai and we 
will talk about the set A, when we really mean a complemented set A =  (A1, A0). 
A set A is integrable if its characteristic function is integrable. Two integrable 
sets A and B are equal as integrable sets if ƒ  |xA — l = 0 . We define the mea­
sure ß of an integrable set A to be ß(A) := I (x A). Conversely, one can construct 
an integral from a measure [BB85, p.282]. We will not be too careful about 
the distinction between a integral and the measure associated to it. When ß is 
a measure and I  is the integral associated to it, we will sometimes write I  (A) 
instead of ß(A), when A is an integrable set. Similarly, we will sometimes write 
ß (f)  instead of I(f), when f  is an integrable function.
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The following theorem is a fundamental result in integration theory. Let f  be 
an integrable function and let a  >  0. Define the complemented sets
[f >  a] := ({x : f  (x) >  a}, {x : f  (x) <  a}) and 
[f >  a] :=  ({x : f  (x) >  a }  {x : f  (x) <  a } ) .
T h eorem  3.2.2. Let I  be an integral and let f  be an integrable function; then 
for all but countably many a  >  0, the sets [f >  a] and [f >  a] are integrable and 
have the same measure. Moreover, for each admissible a  >  0 and each e >  0, 
there is 5 >  0 with
|I [f  >  a] — I [ f  >  a']| <  e, 
whenever a ' >  0 is admissible and |a — a'| <  5.
In the context of the previous theorem, a  is called admissible for  f, if a  is 
admissible for the property ‘the sets [f >  a] and [f >  a] are integrable and have 
the same measure'.
The set of integrable sets inherits a metric from Li by identifying a set with its 
characteristic function. The following classical lemma also holds constructively.
Lemma 3.2.3. The integrable sets form  a separable metric space i f  and only 
i f  the integrable functions form  a separable metric space.
Thus the integrable sets form a separable metric space, since we assumed that 
the integrable functions form a separable metric space.
3.3. M easurable functions and convergence
We now quote definitions from [BB85]. In Section 3.4 alternative definitions 
will be given, which will be shown to be equivalent to the ones we now quote.
As we noted in the introduction to this chapter it is important to define 
measurable functions together with an integral. So the following definitions may 
look different from the ones the reader is used to, although they are classically 
equivalent to them.
D e fin it io n  3.3.1. A function defined on a full set is measurable if for each 
integrable set A and each e >  0, there exist an integrable set B C A and an 
integrable function g such that ß(A — B ) <  e and |f  — g| <  e on B .
Let (fn)neN be a sequence of measurable functions, and f  a function defined 
on a full set. The sequence (fn)neN converges to f  in measure if for each integrable 
set A and each e >  0, there is N  G N  such that for each n > N , there is an 
integrable B C A with ß(A — B ) <  e and |fn — f  | <  e on B.
The sequence (fn)neN converges to f  almost everywhere if to each integrable 
A and e >  0, there is N  G N  and an integrable B C A with ß(A — B ) <  e and 
| f  — fn | <  e on B for all n >  N.
The sequence (fn)neN converges to f  almost uniformly if to each integrable 
A and e >  0, there is an integrable B C A with ß(A — B ) <  e and the sequence 
(fn)neN converges uniformly on B.
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The the definition of ‘convergence a.e.’ may seem ad hoc at first sight, but it 
is classically equivalent to the usual one. For a regular measure this definition is 
also intuitionistically equivalent to the usual definition, see Lemma 3.6.3.
In Definition 3.3.1 the quantification over all integrable sets may be under­
stood as explained in Section 3.2.1.
D e fin it io n  3.3.2. An integration space is a-finite  if there are integrable sets 
K i C K 2 C ■ ■ ■, such that IJ^Li Kn is full and the sequence (xKn)neN converges 
to 1 in measure.
3.4. A  m etric approach to  m easurable functions
For a positive measure on a locally compact space, the space of integrable 
functions is the metric completion of the space of test functions, see [BB85, Cor. 
6.2.17]. In this section this idea is extended to measurable functions. It is possible 
to define a metric such that the set of measurable functions is the completion of 
the set of test functions with respect to this metric. Instead of a metric we prefer 
to use a uniform structure. Uniform spaces were defined in Section 2.4. Using 
this approach was suggested to me by H. Ishihara. For similar classical ideas see 
for instance [SK78, pp.98-101].
To show how this approach works we will rewrite Sections 6.7 and 6.8 of Bishop 
and Bridges [BB85]. New definitions for ‘measurable function’ and ‘convergence 
in measure' will be used. These new definitions will be shown to be equivalent 
to the ones used in [BB85], which were quoted in Section 3.3.
In this section (X, L, I ) is a fixed integration space. The principal example 
we have in mind is L =  C (X ), where X  is a locally compact space.
Recall that Li is the completion of L in the norm f  ^  I ( | f  |).
When V is vector space with an order >  and zero vector 0, define V + := {v G 
V : v >  0}.
For all h G L+ we define a pseudo-metric by
dh( f  g) :=  ƒ  |f  — g | A h f  g G Li .
If hi , h2 G L+, then for all f , g G Li ,
|dhl ( f , g) — dh2 ( f , g)| <  llh1 — h2 Ili .
So the uniform space (L, {dh : h G L+}) is metrically equivalent with the uniform 
space (L, {dh : h G K }), when K  is a dense subset of L+. Let {h i , h2, . . . }  be a 
countable dense set in L+. Define the metric d by d(f, g) := i 2-n (dhn(f, g) A 
1), for all f , g G Li ; then (L, {dh : h G L+}) is equivalent with (L, {d}).
One may wonder why we use a uniform space instead of a metric space. There 
is in general no canonical metric space equivalent with (L, {dh : h G L+}), so 
we prefer not to pick one. This makes the development of the theory is a little 
smoother.
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Convergence in the uniform space (L, {dh : h G L+}) is called convergence in 
measure. So a sequence (fn)neN in L converges to f  in L in measure if and only 
if for all finite sequences hi , . . . ,  hm G L+, and e >  0, there is N  such that for all 
n > N  and all i G { 1 , . . . ,  m},
dh f  ) <  e .
Because V™i h* < Y mi h* < m \J ™i h*, in order to show that a sequence 
(fn) neN in L converges to f  in L, it is enough to show that for all h G L+, and 
e >  0, there is N  such that for all n >  N,
dh(fn, f  ) <  e .
A sequence (fn)neN in (L, {dh : h G L+}) is Cauchy in measure if for all h G L+ 
and e >  0 there is N  G N  such that for all n, m > N, dh(fn, f m) < e.
D e f in it io n  3.4.1. An element in the completion of the uniform space (L, {dh : 
h G L+}) is called a measurable function . The collection of measurable functions 
will be denoted by M.
Notice that convergence in the Li -norm implies dh-convergence, for all h G L+, 
so the {dh : h G L+}-completion of L is the {dh : h G L+}-completion of Li , which 
is also equal to the {dh : h G L+}-completion of Li . So we can use the set of 
pseudometrics which is most convenient for the situation at hand.
In calling an element of M a function we allow ourselves some poetic free­
dom, but in Section 3.4.1 we show that elements of M  may be identified with
a.e. defined functions.
Because for all h G L+: dh( |f |,  |g|) <  dh(f ,g )  on L, we can extend the 
operation f  ^  | f  | from L to M. We then define the operations f + , f - , A, V and 
the relation < on M, using | ■ |. They extend the already defined operations and 
relations on L and the usual relations hold. For instance, to see that | f  +  g| <
|f | +  we have to show that | f  | +  |g | — |f  +  g | >  °  i.e. | |f | +  |g | — |f  +  gH =
|f  | +  |g| — |f  +  g|. But this holds on L and therefore on M.
T h eorem  3.4.2. [Dominated convergence] Let f  be a measurable function  
and let (fn)neN be a sequence in Li and g G Li such that for all n G N, |fn| <  g. 
Suppose that f n ^  f  in measure. Then f n ^  f  in norm.
P roof. Because ƒ  |fm — fn| =  ƒ  |fm — f n| A 2g ^  0, when m, n ^  ro, we 
see that there exists f ' in Li such that f n ^  f ' in norm and hence in measure, 
so f  ' =  f  and f n ^  f  in norm. □
We have not assumed that f  G Li as Bishop and Bridges did.
T h eorem  3.4.3. I f  f  G M , g G Li and | f  | <  g, then f  G Li .
P roof. Let h G L+. If f  <  g, then for all f '  G Li , dh(f' A g, f ) <  dh(f', f) .  
Indeed,
| f  — f |A  h  =  (ƒ' — f  )+ A h  + ( ƒ '  — ƒ ) -  A h
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>  ( ƒ '  A g  -  ƒ )  +  A h  +  ( ƒ  A g  -  f ) -  A h  
=  | f  ' A g  -  f  | A  h -
I f  ( f n )  n e N  is  a  s e q u e n c e  i n  L  a n d  f n  ƒ ,  t h e n  f n  A g  ^  ƒ  i n  m e a s u r e .  
N o w  a p p l y  T h e o r e m  3 .4 .2  a n d  u s e  t h e  c o m p l e t e n e s s  o f  L . □
Lemma 3 .4 .4 .  The uniform space ( L , : h  G L + }) is metrically equivalent 
to the uniform space ( L , { d XA : x A G L }).
P R O O F .  F i x  e  >  0 a n d  h  G L + .  P i c k  a n  i n t e g r a b l e  s e t  A  a n d  c  G R  s u c h  t h a t  
ƒ  ( h  — c%A) +  <  e / 2 .  I f  ƒ ,  g  G L i  s u c h  t h a t  d XA (ƒ ,  g )  <  e / 2 c ,  t h e n
4 ( A  g ) =  ƒ  ^  — g | A  h  <  c  ƒ  | ƒ  — g | A  Xa +  ƒ ( h  — cXa)+ <  e .  □
D e fin it io n  3 .4 .5 .  A n  i n t e g r a b l e  f u n c t i o n  is  c a l l e d  simple i f  i t  is  a  f i n i t e  l i n e a r  
c o m b i n a t i o n  o f  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  f u n c t i o n s .
Lemma 3 .4 .6 .  There is a unique continuous extension o f the multiplication 
operation as defined on the set o f the simple functions to the set o f measurable 
functions. Equipped with this multiplication, M is an algebra.
P R O O F .  F i x  h  G L + .  B y  L e m m a  3 .4 .4  w e  m a y  a s s u m e  t h a t  h  <  1. L e t  
ƒ ,  ƒ ,  g i , g 2 b e  s i m p l e  f u n c t i o n s .  T h e n
1 y’i g i  — Í 2 g2 | A  h  <  i i l g l  — A g 2 | A h  +  t f l  g2 — Í 2 g2 | A  h
<  G / H  A h ) ( | g l  — g 2 | A h )  +  ( | g 2 | A h ) ( | / ' l  — A2 | A h )
<  ( | g l  — g2 | A  h )  +  ( | / l — A2 | A  h ) .
S u p p o s e  t h a t  ( ƒ  ) n e N  a n d  (g n ) n e N  a r e  s e q u e n c e s  o f  s i m p l e  f u n c t i o n s  s u c h  t h a t  
ƒ  ^  ƒ  a n d  g n  ^  g .  T h e n  ( ƒ  ■ g n ) n e N  is  a  C a u c h y  s e q u e n c e  a n d  w e  d e f in e  ƒ  ■ g  
a s  i t s  l i m i t .  T h i s  l i m i t  is  i n d e p e n d e n t  o f  t h e  c h o i c e  o f  t h e  s e q u e n c e s  (ƒ„,) n e N  a n d
(g n ) n S N . □
C h o o s e  b y  L e m m a  3 .2 .3  a  d e n s e  s e q u e n c e  A l , A 2, . . .  in  t h e  m e t r i c  s p a c e  o f  
i n t e g r a b l e  s e t s .  T h e n  t h e  s e q u e n c e  n  ^  V n= l X a is  C a u c h y  i n  m e a s u r e ,  b y  
L e m m a  3 .4 .4 .  H e n c e  m u l t i p l i c a t i o n  in  t h e  m e a s u r a b l e  f u n c t i o n s  h a s  a  u n i t  1.
T h eorem  3 .4 .7 .  Let ( ƒ  ) n e N  be an increasing sequence o f integrable func­
tions. Then ( ƒ  ) n e N  converges in measure to an integrable function i f  and only 
i f  l i m n ^  I ( ƒ  ) exists.
P R O O F .  S u p p o s e  t h a t  l : =  l i m n ^ ^  I  ( / n ) e x i s t s .  T h e n  ƒ  ( ƒ  — / m ) ^  l — l =  0, 
w h e n  n ,  m  ^  r o .  S o  t h e  s e q u e n c e  ( ƒ„,) n e N  is  C a u c h y  in  n o r m  a n d  h e n c e  c o n v e r g e s  
t o  s o m e  ƒ  G L l .
C o n v e r s e ly ,  s u p p o s e  t h a t  t h e  s e q u e n c e  ( A ^ ^  c o n v e r g e s  i n  m e a s u r e  t o  a n  
i n t e g r a b l e  f u n c t i o n  ƒ  G L l . W e  m a y  a s s u m e  t h a t  fo r  a l l  n  G N ,  ƒ„, >  0. F o r  a l l  
m ,  n  G N ,  s u c h  t h a t  m  >  n ,
J  / m  — / n  =  J  1 / m  — A ƒ,
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which converges to 0 when m, n ^  ro. So the sequence ( ƒ  converges. □
T h eorem  3.4.8. Let ƒ be a measurable function. Then there is a countable 
set T C R  and a partial function  t ^  gt defined on R  ~  T such that for all 
t G ~  T, gt is a measurable function such that gt =  g |, /g t <  t and ƒ (1 — gt) >  t. 
Moreover, we may construct this function such that gt ^  1 as t ^  ro.
Intuitively, for all t G ~  T, gt may be identified with X[/<t] or X[/<t].
PROOF. We first assume that there is N  G N  such that 0 < ƒ <  N. Let 
(Am)meN be a countable dense sequence in the metric space of integrable sets. 
Fix m G N. Remark that /x A m is integrable by Theorem 3.4.3. Theorem 3.2.2 
supplies a countable set Tm such that for all t G R+ Tm, ^XAm < t] is 
integrable and equal to [ /x Am < t] as an integrable set. We may drop the 
assumption that ƒ is bounded, by noting that if N  G N  and t G [—N /2, N/2] is 
admissible for /x .4 „ , them ^X a., <  i] =  a n /2 )  +  N /2 < i +  N /2] and
0 < (,/XAm A N /2) +  N /2 < N.
Remark that for every t which is admissible for ƒ, every pair of integrable sets 
A, B and h G L+,
dh(x [/xA<t], X[/XB<t]) <  dh(xA, XB).
Define for all N  G N , BN := V N= l Am. Then
gt :=  a1!1^ « X[/xsn <t]
exists and is independent of the choice of the dense sequence. It is clear that gt 
has the properties mentioned in the theorem. □
Let p be a polynomial on R  and ƒ a measurable function. We define p o ƒ 
using Theorem 3.4.6.
T h eorem  3.4.9. Let P  be the set o f polynomials on R. The map o : P  x M  ^  
M  defined by o(p, ƒ ) =  p o ƒ can be uniquely extended to a continuous map 
C  x M ^  M. Here C is the uniform space o f continuous functions with the 
sequence o f pseudometrics (pn)neN defined by pn( / ) := sup[-n n] ƒ, for all n G N  
and ƒ G C.
PROOF. First let M G R+ and let ƒ be a bounded measurable function, such 
that —M < ƒ <  M. Let e >  0. Suppose that p G P  and |p| <  e on [—M, M]. 
Then for all integrable sets A and all measurable functions g bounded by M, 
I A p(g) A 1 <  eß(A), because this holds for all simple functions g bounded by M .
We see that when ƒ is bounded, then 0 ^  0 o ƒ may be uniquely extended 
to a continuous function on C.
Fix a bounded measurable function ƒ. We use the notation of Theorem 3.4.8 
and write 0 ( / ) for 0 o ƒ, when 0 G C. Remark for all 0 G C, 0 ( /g t) =  0(/g í)g í 
and 0 (ƒgt)gs =  0 ( /g s)gs, for all s ,t  which are admissible for ƒ and such that 
s <  t.
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Let us now drop the assumption that ƒ is bounded. Let s, t be admissible for 
ƒ and remark that
0 ( / gt) — 0 ( / gs) =  0 ( f  (gt — gs)) =  0 ( f  (gt — gs))(gt — gs) .
So for every integrable set A, f A 0 (fg t) — 0 (fg s) <  dA(gt,g s). Finally, remark 
that gt ^  1 as t ^  ro. Consequently, 0 (fg t) converges and we define 0 ( f ) := 
limt! «  0 ( ƒ gt). □
3.4.1. E quivalence w ith  th e  other defin itions.
P r o p o s it io n  3.4.10. A sequence (fn)neN of integrable functions that is Cauchy 
in measure in the sense o f [BB85] is dh-Cauchy for every h G L+.
P R O O F .  By Theorem 3.4.4 we may restrict ourselves to the case h =  XA, 
where A is an integrable set. Suppose that the sequence (fn)neN is Cauchy in 
the sense of [BB85]. Let e >  0. Choose an integrable set B C A and N  G N  
such that for all n, m > N : | f m — f n| <  e/ß(A ) on B and ß(A — B) <  e. Now
[  |fm — /«I A 1 =  [  |fm — /«I A 1 +  [  |fm — f n|A 1 
JA JA-B JB
< 2e.
□
P r o p o s it io n  3.4.11. Let (fn)neN be sequence o f integrable functions that is 
Cauchy in the uniform space (L, {dh : h G L+}). Then (fn)neN is Cauchy in 
measure in the sense o f [B B85].
P R O O F .  Let A be an integrable set. Suppose that ƒ, g G Ll and dA(f, g) <  a 2 
and a  is admissible for ƒ  — g|. Define B := [|f — g| <  a] and observe that 
ß(A — B) < a 2/a  =  a.
Let e >  0 be admissible for all integrable functions |fn — f m |, where n and 
m range over N . Choose N  such that for all n, m > N, dA(fn, f m) < e2. Then 
for all n, m > N  there is an integrable set B such that ß(A — B) <  e and 
| /n — /m |XB < e . □
3.4.2. C onvergence a lm ost everyw here.
R emark 3.4.12. As we have already seen convergence in norm and conver­
gence in measure are topological properties. One would hope that the same is 
true for convergence almost everywhere, that is, that there is a collection of open 
sets such that a sequence (fn)neN of measurable functions converges almost ev­
erywhere to a measurable function ƒ if and only if for all open U, if ƒ G U, then 
for all sufficiently large n, f n G U . This is not the case as the following adaptation 
of a classical example shows. Our example uses the extended fan-theorem.
Identify a G Seq{0,1} with the set {a  G { 0 ,1}N : a  starts with a} and define 
the measure ß on { 0 ,1}N, by ß(Xa) := 2-n , where n is the length of a. For all
a, the sequence n ^  X«n converges to the 0-function almost everywhere. Fix an
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open neighborhood U C Ll of the 0-function. Then for all a, there is an N  G N  
such that for all n >  N, X«n G U. By the extended fan theorem there is N^ 
such that for all a  and for all n >  N^, X«n G U. Hence U contains all functions 
associated with finite sequences that are sufficiently long.
Define the sequence f l, ƒ2 , . . .  by Xo,Xl,Xoo,Xol,Xlo, X ll, X000, . . .  As we just 
showed, for all open U containing 0 there is N  G N  such that for all n >  N, 
f n G U, but the sequence (fn)neN does not converge almost everywhere to the 
0-function, in fact it does not converge at any point. It follows that convergence 
in measure is not a topological property.
We have been deliberately vague about what a topology is. But the argument 
above should work in any framework for constructive topology, for instance the 
one in [Waa96]. □
3.5. R egular m easures
In this section we study regular measures. Regularity is very useful when 
combined with intuitionistic axioms, as we will show in section 3.6.
We want to have a good substitute for the classical notion of a Borel measure 
on a complete separable metric space. Classically, a Borel measure is a measure 
such that all open sets and hence all Borel sets are measurable. Constructively, 
even for Lebesgue measure on [0,1] not all open sets are measurable. For measures 
on locally compact spaces a good substitute is to demand that all test functions, 
and hence all uniformly continuous functions are measurable.
Remark that there is an example in recursive mathematics of a pointwise 
continuous, but not uniformly continuous, function on [0,1] that is not Lebesgue 
measurable, see [BD91, Cor. 1, p.272].
We may define a Borel measure as a measure such that all uniformly contin­
uous functions are measurable. We choose to make an a priori weaker definition. 
A Borel measure is a measure on a separable metric space such that all Lips- 
chitz functions are measurable. Recall that a total function ƒ on a metric space 
X  is called Lipschitz if there is a constant L > 0 such that for all x, y G X,
|f(x ) — f ( y)| <  LP(x ,y) .
D e f in it io n  3.5.1. Let X  be a metric space. A measure ß on X  is regular 
if for every measurable set A C X  and e > 0 there is a compact integrable set 
C C A such that ß(A — C ) <  e. A finite measure ß on X  is tight if for each e > 0 
there is a compact integrable set C C X  such that ß (X  — C) <  e.
Positive measures on locally compact sets are regular [BB85, Thm. 6.6.7]. 
Theorem 3.5.3 tells us that many more measures are regular.
Lemma 3.5.2. A tight finite Borel measure is regular.
PROOF. Let ß be a tight Borel probability measure on a metric space X  and 
e >  0. Choose a compact integrable set A C X  such that ß(A) >  ß(X ) — e/2  
and apply [BB85, Thm. 6.7, p.257] to the restriction of ß to A. □
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T h eorem  3 .5 .3 .  Let X  be a complete separable metric space and let ß  be a 
finite Borel measure on X . Then ß  is regular.
W e  w i l l  f i r s t  g iv e  a  c l a s s i c a l  p r o o f  o f  t h i s  t h e o r e m ,  w h i c h  is  d u e  t o  U l a m ,  
s e e  [ B i l 6 8 ,  p .1 0 ] .  W e  t h e n  g iv e  a n  i n t u i t i o n i s t i c  p r o o f  u s i n g  C P ,  a n d  f in a l ly  
w e  w i l l  i n d i c a t e  h o w  t o  r e m o v e  t h i s  h y p o t h e s i s  a n d  so  o b t a i n  a  p r o o f  t h a t  is 
a c c e p t a b l e  i n  B i s h o p - s t y l e  m a t h e m a t i c s .
W e  a s s u m e  t h a t  ß ( X ) =  1.
C la s s ic a l  P r o o f . D e f i n e  f o r  a l l  x  G X ,  t h e  L i p s c h i t z  f u n c t i o n  p x b y  p x (y )  : =  
p ( x ,  y ) .  R e m a r k  t h a t  f o r  a l l  x  G X  a n d  e  >  0, B ( x ,  e )  =  [px <  e],  so  a l l  b a s i c  o p e n  
s e t s ,  a n d  h e n c e  a l l  o p e n  s e t s ,  a r e  m e a s u r a b l e .  L e t  Q  =  { q l , q2 , . . . }  b e  a  c o u n t a b l e  
d e n s e  s e t  in  X . L e t  e  >  0. F i x  m  G N .  B e c a u s e  X  =  ( J « = l B ( q n , 1 / m ) ,  t h e r e  is 
N m such that MU^Ti B(qn, 1 /m )) > l - e 2 “m. Define C := f |m Un=i B(qn, 1/m ). 
T h e n  C  is  c o m p a c t  a n d  ß ( C )  >  1 — e .  □
T h e r e  a r e  t w o  m a i n  p r o b l e m s  w h e n  w e  t r y  t o  i n t e r p r e t  t h i s  p r o o f  c o n s t r u c ­
t iv e ly .  F i r s t ,  w e  c a n  n o t  c o n c l u d e  in  g e n e r a l  t h a t  i f  ( X n ) n e N  is  a  s e q u e n c e  o f  
i n t e g r a b l e  s e t s  a n d  X  =  | J « =  l X n , t h e n  t h e r e  is  N  s u c h  t h a t  ß ( U N= l X n ) >  1 / 2 .  
S e c o n d ,  i t  is  n o t  c l e a r  c o n s t r u c t i v e l y  t h a t  a  s e t  l ik e  t h e  s e t  C  d e f i n e d  in  t h e  
c l a s s i c a l  p r o o f  w i l l  b e  t o t a l l y  b o u n d e d .
W e  e l a b o r a t e  o n  t h e  f i r s t  p r o b l e m .  I n  r e c u r s i v e  m a t h e m a t i c s  t h e r e  is  a  s e ­
q u e n c e  ( / n ) n e N  o f  i n t e r v a l s  s u c h  t h a t  [0 ,1 ]  =  U « = l I n  b u t  f o r  a l l  N  G N ,  
ß W N= l  J n  ) <  1 / 2 ,  s e e  T h e o r e m  2 .2 .1 2 .  H e r e  ß  is  L e b e s g u e  m e a s u r e ,  w h i c h  is 
r e g u l a r .  I n  i n t u i t i o n i s t i c  m a t h e m a t i c s  t h i s  p r o b l e m  d o e s  n o t  o c c u r  fo r  a n y  m e a ­
s u r e  ß  w h i c h  is  r e g u l a r  ( s e e  T h e o r e m  3 .6 .3 ) .  B u t  r e g u l a r i t y  is  e x a c t l y  w h a t  w e  
a r e  t r y i n g  t o  p ro v e !
L e t  N  b e  t h e  o n e - p o i n t  c o m p a c t i f i c a t i o n  o f  N ,  a s  i t  is  d e f i n e d  in  D e f i n i ­
t i o n  4 . 6 .6  in  [ B B 8 5 ,  p .  112] a n d  l e t  o o  b e  t h e  p o i n t  a t  i n f in i t y .  R e m a r k  t h a t  N  is 
a  c o m p l e t e  s e p a r a b l e  m e t r i c  s p a c e .
P R O O F  usin g  C P .  I t  f o l lo w s  f r o m  L e m m a  3 .5 .2  t h a t  w e  o n l y  n e e d  t o  p r o v e  
t h a t  ß  is  t i g h t .  T o  d o  so ,  w e  f i r s t  p r o v e  a  l e m m a .
Lemma. Let X  be a complete separable metric space, D  a finite subset o f X  
and ß  be a finite Borel measure on X . Then for each e  >  0, there is a closed 
separable ß -measurable subset A  of X  such that there is an finite e-net for  A  
which contains D  and ß ( X ) — ß ( A )  <  e.
P R O O F  o f  t h e  lem m a. L e t  Q  =  { q l , q2 , . . . }  b e  a  c o u n t a b l e  d e n s e  s e t  i n  X  
s u c h  t h a t  t h e r e  is  d  G N  s u c h  t h a t  D  =  { q l , . . . ,  } . L e t  T  : =  { p ( x ,  y )  : x ,  y  G Q } .  
R e m a r k  t h a t  T  is  c o u n t a b l e .  N o t e  t h a t  fo r  a l l  s  G ~  T  a n d  x ,  y  G Q ,  w e  c a n  
d e c i d e  w h e t h e r  x  G B ( y ,  s )  o r  n o t .  D e f i n e  f o r  a l l  N  G N ,
h N ( x )  : =  m i n  p ( x ,  qn ) A 1.n<N
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Remark that for all N  G N  and a  G (0,1] ~  T which are admissible for hN,
N
(J  B(qn, a).
n=l
Observe that because a  is admissible for hN, ß[hN < a] =  ß[hN < a] and because 
hN is continuous,
~N
[hN < a] D y  B(qn,a).
n=l
Remark that for all n G N, hn is Lipschitz with constant 1. Because Q is 
dense the sequence (hn)neN converges pointwise to 0. Hence, we may extend the 
map n  i—► hn from N  to N  such that hoo = 0. Remark that for all ß  G N, hß is 
Lipschitz with constant 1.
The function ƒ : N  —► R  defined by ƒ (ß) := ß(hß) is continuous, by CP. 
Because ƒ (to) =  0, there is an N  such that ß(hN) < e. Remark that for all 
positive integrable g and every a  >  0 which is admissible for g, aß[g >  a] <  ƒ  g. 
So for fixed a  >  0, ß[hN > a] ^  0.
Choose N  > d and a  G (0, e/2] ~  T such that a  is admissible for hN and 
ß[hN < a] >  ß (X ) — e. Define A := [hN < a]. We claim that A satisfies the 
required properties. We only show that A is separable. Indeed, A is separable, 
because for all q G Q, we can decide whether q G UN=l B(qn, a) or not. So 
UN=l B(qn, a) is separable and hence A is separable. □
Let e >  0. Let Al be a closed separable ß-measurable subset of X  and a finite 
e-net D l for Al such that ß (X ) — ß(A l ) < 2- l e. Suppose that n is a natural 
number and closed separable ß-measurable subsets Al , . . . , A n C X  have been 
defined such that for all i <  n, Aj+l C A* and ß(A*) — ß(Ai+l) <  2-je. Moreover, 
suppose that finite sets D l , . . . , D n C X  have been defined such that for all 
i <  n, D* C D i+l and for all i <  n, D* is an 2-je-net for A*. Remark that An is a 
complete separable metric space. So we can apply the lemma to the space An, the 
set Dn and the restriction of ß to An to obtain a closed separable ß-measurable 
set An+l C An and a finite set Dn+l C An+l such that ß(An) — ß(An+l) <  2-ne, 
Dn C D n+l and D n+l is an 2-(n+l)e-net for An+l. It follows that A := p)i=l A* is 
a compact set such that ß (X ) — ß(A) <  e. □
To remove the assumption of CP from the proof above we can use Ishihara’s 
trick (see Section 2.2.4). The function ƒ we defined above is a strongly extensional 
map on the complete space N , by [BB85, Lemma 6.1.3]. Let e >  0. By Ishihara’s 
trick, either for all sufficiently large n, ƒ (n) <  e or LPO. Assume LPO. In this case 
the descending sequence ƒ (n) =  ß(hn) of non-negative real numbers converges. 
So the sequence (hn)neN is Cauchy in Ll , and as it converges pointwise to 0, it 
converges in Ll to the constant function with value 0. Hence limn^ ^  ß(hn) =  0.
[hN < a] =  {x : min p(x, qn) <  a} =n< N
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We conclude that in both cases we can compute an n G N  such that ƒ (n) <  e 
and continue as in the proof above.
Note that not every compact set is measurable. Indeed, consider the set 
cl Un<fcgg{i/n : 0 <  i <  n} C [0,1] with Lebesgue measure. Another example is 
the set {0} and Dirac measure £x, where we do not know if x =  0.
3.6. In tu ition istic  th eorem s
Every compact set can be represented as the image of a fan, see for in­
stance [TvD88, p.363]. This fact can be used to obtain the following four striking 
results. Such results were first proved by van Rootselaar [vR54] for Lebesgue 
measure on [0,1], see also [Hey56]. The first theorem was proved for positive 
measures on locally compact spaces by Bridges and Demuth in [BD91]. They 
also used intuitionistic axioms.
T h eorem  3.6.1. [FAN,CP] Let ß be a regular measure on a metric space X . 
Every ß-a.e. defined function is measurable.
P roof. Let e >  0. Let ƒ be an a.e. defined function and let A be an integrable 
set. Choose a compact set C C A n Dom ƒ such that ß(A — C ) < e. By FAN 
and CP, ƒ is uniformly continuous on C. Construct by [BB85, Thm. 4.6.16] a 
continuous extension g of ƒ |C to X. Then g is integrable and ƒ =  g on C. So ƒ is 
measurable. □
A simple, but interesting consequence is the following. If ƒ is measurable on 
a regular measure space and g is a measurable function on R, such that ƒ (x) G 
Dom g for almost all x, then g o ƒ is measurable. In particular, if ƒ >  0, then one 
may choose g(x) := x- 1 on (0, to). This should be compared with [BB85, Cor. 
6.7.10].
The hypothesis that ƒ (x) G Dom g for almost all x is necessary, because, in 
order to be measurable, the function g o ƒ needs to be defined on a full set.
T h eorem  3.6.2. [Egoroff] Let ß be a regular finite measure on a metric space. 
I f  a sequence ( ^ ) n e N  of measurable functions converges a.e. to ƒ , then the se­
quence ( ^ ) n e N  converges almost uniformly.
P roof. [FANext] The sequence ( A ) « ^  converges to ƒ on a large compact 
set. By the extended fan theorem it converges uniformly on this set. □
Bishop and Bridges [BB85, Thm. 6.8.16] proved the previous theorem with­
out the fan theorem, using the strong definition of convergence a.e. we gave in 
section 3.3.
The following result motivates this definition of convergence a.e.
Lemma 3.6.3. [FANext] Let ß be a regular measure. I f  a sequence (ƒ«)« eN  of 
measurable functions converges pointwise on a full set, then the sequence (/ „ ) n eN  
converges almost everywhere.
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P roof. Let A be integrable. Take a large compact set C C A, such that 
ß(A — C) < e. By the extended fan theorem the sequence (A )neN converges 
uniformly on this set. □
Note that the fan theorem is crucial here. There is an example in recursive 
mathematics [BD91, Cor. 1, p.272] where ƒ is the pointwise limit of uniformly 
continuous functions on [0, 1], ƒ is pointwise continuous and bounded, but not 
Lebesgue integrable.
Note that Lemma 3.6.3 can also be proved classically.
T h eorem  3.6.4. [Lusin] Let e >  0, ß be a regular measure on a metric space 
and let A be an integrable set. I f  ƒ is measurable then there exist an integrable 
B C A such that ß(A — B ) < e and ƒ is uniformly continuous on B .
P roof. [FAN,CP] Choose a large compact set C C A on which ƒ is defined. 
By FAN and CP ƒ is uniformly continuous on C . □
A similar result can also be obtained in Bishop-style mathematics, but then 
the proof is somewhat longer:
T h eorem  3.6.5. [Lusin] Let e >  0, ß be a regular positive measure on a 
locally compact space and let A be an integrable set. I f  ƒ is measurable then there 
exist an integrable B C A such that ß(A — B ) <  e and ƒ is uniformly continuous 
on B .
P roof. First assume that ƒ is a characteristic function of an integrable set 
B =  (B l ,B 0). Take compact integrable sets B l C B l and B0 C B 0 such that 
ß (B j — B*) < e /2  for all i G {0 ,1} and the distance between B0 and B l is 
strictly positive, see Theorem 6.6.7 in [BB85] for this last fact. The function 
ƒ is constant on each B* and hence uniformly continuous on B0 U B l . When ƒ 
is a simple function, we can construct in a similar way a large integrable set on 
which ƒ is uniformly continuous. Now let ƒ be the limit of a sequence ( ƒ )keN 
of simple functions. There is a sequence (Ck)keN of measurable sets such that 
for all k G N , ß(A — Ck) <  e2-k-:l and ƒ  is uniformly continuous on Ck. By 
applying Theorem 3.6.2 to this sequence of functions we find an integrable set 
C0 such that ß(A — C0) < e /4  and the sequence (ƒ«)neN converges uniformly on 
C0. Now there is a measurable set C C C0 n p|£=  Ck, such that ß(A — C ) <  e. 
It follows that ƒ is uniformly continuous on C . □
3.7. T he R adon -N ikod ym  th eorem  and du ality  th eorem s
In this section we briefly discuss the Radon-Nikodym theorem and the duality 
theorems, as treated by Bishop and Bridges [BB85]. We also show the difference 
between Ll and L^ : L^ is an algebra, but Ll may not be.
Let p >  1, denote by Lp the set of measurable functions ƒ such that | ƒ |p G Ll . 
Define the norm y ƒ ||p =  ( ƒ  | ƒ |p) l/p. With this norm, Lp is a complete linear space.
Let p >  1. The space Lp, the dual of Lp, is the set of all continuous linear maps 
form Lp to R. Let q := (1 —^)_1. For g G L q, the map ug defined by ug( f )  := ƒ  f g  
is in Lp. Classically, all elements of Lp are of this form. Constructively, an 
element of Lp is of this form only if it is normable. A functional u is normable if 
su p {u ^ ) : !(ƒ ||p < 1} exists. Note that ug is normable for all g G Lq, so that the 
normability condition is necessary. One can show that n o t  every element of Lp 
is normable.
T h eorem  3.7.1. [Duality Theorem] Let p > 1, q := (1 — ^)_1 and g G L q. 
The linear functional ug is normable and ||ug|| =  ||g||q. Conversely, i f  u is any 
normable linear functional on Lp, then u =  ug for some g G Lq.
In the duality theorem it is important that, for p >  1, Lp is uniformly con­
vex, because every normable functional on a uniformly convex space assumes its 
norm [BB85, Prop. 7.3.23]. This remark is essential in the following approach 
to the Radon-Nikodym theorem.
When we are given two integrals I, J  on a common initial set L, we want to 
know under what conditions there is an I  -measurable function g with J  (ƒ ) =  
I (gƒ). We assume that I  and J  are finite. Classically, the condition: for every 
set A that is both I  - and J  -measurable,
(3.7.1) J  (A) =  0 ^  I  (A) =  0,
is sufficient. A classically equivalent condition is: for all e >  0 there is a 5 >  0 
such that for all sets A which are I-measurable and J  -measurable,
(3.7.2) I (Xa) < 5 ^  J (Xa) < e .
In constructive mathematics we say that J  is absolutely continuous with re­
spect to I  when this last condition is satisfied.
If there is a I-measurable function g such that for all ƒ G L, J (ƒ) =  I (gƒ), 
then condition 3.7.2 is satisfied, and hence the condition is necessary for a con­
structive Radon-Nikodym theorem. As was the case with the duality theorem, 
we need an extra condition. Because I  and J  are finite, L2 (I +  J ) C Ll (I +  J ), so 
J is a functional on L2(I +  J ). The hypothesis that J  is normable as a functional 
on L2(I +  J ) turns out to be sufficient.
The idea behind the proof is the following. If J  is normable, then by the Riesz 
representation theorem there is g G L2(I +  J ) such that for all ƒ G L2 (I +  J ),
J (i0 =  (I +  ^ M ;  hence J ^ (1 — g)) =  I ^ g ^  And we hope that J ( ì )  =
I ^ g /( 1  — g)). This last expression is of course not well-defined in general and a 
more delicate argument is needed, see [BB85, Thm. 7.3.34].
3 .7 .1 . Ll and L^. We will now study the dual of Lp for p = 1 ,  a case not 
considered in [BB85]. Classically the dual of Ll is L^. Constructively, L^ can 
be embedded in Ll, as we will now describe.
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Define the space of essentially bounded functions
Lrc> := {ƒ  : ƒ is measurable and there is M such that |ƒ | <  M  a.e.}.
For g G L^ and ƒ G Ll we define ug(ƒ) := ƒ  ƒg. The map g ^  ug is 
an embedding of L^ into Ll. The image of this map is dense in the pointwise 
topology, that is the topology generated by the semi-norms pj(u) := |u( /) |.  To 
see this, let u G Ll and take simple functions ì 1, . . . ,  ƒ« and choose characteristic 
functions Xi ,X2, . . . ,Xm and an , . . . , a nm G C with ƒ* =  ^™=l a*j Xj. Define 
h := Sm=l u(Xj)Xj; then u ^ )  =  u^ /* ), that is p j (u — uh) =  0. Because the 
simple functions are dense in Ll , this proves the claim. Classically the map 
g ^  ug is also surjective, but constructively this is not the case, as we shall show 
shortly.
We assume that I  is finite; then L2 (I) C Ll (I) and hence L'2 D L l. Observe 
that ug is normable as a L2-functional, i.e. sup{|ug(ƒ)! : ƒ ||2 <  1} can be 
computed, and ||ug ||¿2 =  | g 12.
The converse is also true.
T h eorem  3.7.2. Let I  be a finite integral. I f  u in Ll is normable as an 
L2-functional, then there is a g in L^ such that u =  ug.
P roof. Let u in Ll be a normable L2-functional. Because u is normable, 
the Riesz Representation Theorem [BB85, Thm. 3.25, p.324] supplies a function 
g G L2 such that u =  ug on L2. Because u is continuous, the image of the unit 
sphere is bounded, i.e. there is an M  > 0, such that |u( /) |  <  M  if ƒ  | l <  1. We 
will prove that g <  M on a full set. Take r >  M such that [g >  r] is integrable. 
Suppose ß[g > r] >  0. Let ƒ  := ß[g > r]- X[g>r]. Then ƒ  G L2 and
u(/r ) =  I (Írg) >  r,
but I (ƒ )  =  1. We conclude that ß[g > r] =  0 for all r >  M . Hence g <  M a.e.
Because g is bounded, I(Zg) is well-defined for all ƒ in Ll and because L2 is 
dense in Ll , we see that u( / ) =  I ^ g )  for all ƒ in Ll . □
Note that u in L;2 is normable if and only if its kernel is located, see [BB85, 
Prop. 7.1.10].
Example 3.7.3. Let r be a non-negative real number, for which we do not 
know whether r =  0 or r >  0. Define g := X[0,r]; then ug is L2-normable 
((g ,g )l/2 =  rl/2). If r >  0, then ||ug||Ll =  1. If r =  0, then ||ug||Ll =  0. 
Therefore ug is not Ll -normable.
We will give an example of the converse, i.e. an Ll-normable functional which 
is not L2-normable. Consider the Lebesgue measure on [0, 2]. Define r =  k-9l and
r
g(x) = (x + —  sin(27nr/r))x[o,i) +  3(æ -  l)X(i,2],
where r sin(x/r) is defined to be 0, if r =  0. Finally let ßg be the Stieltjes integral 
induced by g. That is, for all ƒ G C [0, 2], ßg(ƒ) := ƒ  ^ g .  The functional ßg is
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Ll-normable (||ßg||Ll =  3) and g is differentiable for all x G [0,1) U (1, 2]. Easy 
computation shows that ||/¿s ||l2 =  =  \/ÏÖ if r =  0 and ||/¿s ||l2 =  -\J  10 |
if r >  0. It follows that ßg is not L2-normable. A similar example was given by 
Johns [Joh77]. □
Notice that the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus shows that if g is con­
tinuous and of bounded variation, then ßg is L2-normable if and only if g is 
differentiable a.e., in which case ßg(ƒ) =  ƒ  ƒ ■ g'dÀ.
The multiplication on L^ can not be extended to L l, so Ll is not an algebra 
in the natural way. To see this consider gr := r sin(x/r) on [0, 2n]. If r > 0, 
then gr =  cos(x/r), so that ß2r (1) =  ƒ  g'2 ^  n, when r ^  0. But g0 =  0, so
ß20 (1) =  0.
Coquand [Coq96] proposed to define L^ as the dual of L l. When the algebra 
structure of L^ is needed, it is better to use the usual definition. This algebra 
structure is used for instance in the spectral theorem for operators on a Hilbert 
space [BB85, Thm. 7.8.22].

C H A P T E R  4
M easurable spaces
Probability theory is an important application of integration theory. So it is 
interesting to test the applicability of constructive measure theory to probability 
theory. Chan [Cha74] developed a constructive probability theory. This theory 
is not directly understandable intuitionistically, because we meet problems similar 
to the ones discussed in 3.2.1. We will show how to understand Chan’s theory 
intuitionistically. As a bonus we obtain a representation theorem for so-called 
measurable spaces. See Theorem 4.0.4 and Theorem 4.0.8.
In definition 3.4.1 we defined measurable functions by convergence in mea­
sure, relative to one measure. In probability theory it is sometimes necessary to 
use more than one measure, for instance in the theory of stochastic processes. So 
we need a more general concept than that of a measure space. Classically, one 
sometimes defines measurable functions starting from a a-algebra of sets. Con­
structively, this does not seem to be very useful. Instead, Chan introduced mea­
surable spaces, which roughly relate to measure spaces as locally convex spaces 
to normed spaces. Define a probability measure as an integral I  with I (1) =  1. A 
measurable space is a triple (X, L, M ), where M is an inhabitedl set of integrals, 
such that for each I  G M , (X, L, I ) is an integration space and I  is a probability 
measure.
As an example consider for x G [0,1] the Dirac measure on C [0,1] defined 
by (ƒ) := ƒ (x) for all ƒ G C [0, 1]. Then ([0, 1],C [0, 1], {£x : x G [0, 1]}) is a 
measurable space. A more interesting example is the following. Think of a point 
moving through a space X . Let (A) be the probability that if the point starts 
at x G X  then it will be in the set A C X  at time t G R+. We assume that for 
all t G R+ and x G X, the integral associated with is a positive measure on 
C (X ). Then (X, C (X ), {pi;x : t G R+, x G X }) is a measurable space.
Chan defines the set of measurable functions in a measurable space (X, L, M) 
as the set of functions that are measurable with respect to every I  G M. We 
have expressed our concerns about such sets in 3.2.1. The solution we proposed 
for integration spaces does not work for measurable spaces, at least not until we 
have proved the representation theorems 4.0.4 and 4.0.8.
Chan remarks [Cha74, p.58] that if M  is parametrized by a probability space, 
the situation will usually be such that for a fixed ƒ in L and for all but countably
lIn fact, Chan did not demand that the set be inhabited, but it seems natural to do so.
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many a  in R, the set [ƒ > a] is integrable with respect to almost every I  G M . 
We will prove that this indeed holds under certain weak conditions.
Let (X, L, M) be a measurable space such that there is a probability space 
(Y, K, J ) satisfying the following conditions. There is a function y ^  Iy such 
that for all y G Y, Iy is a probability measure and M  =  {Iy : y G Y } and 
the function y ^  Iy is J  -measurable; that is, by definition, for all ƒ G L the 
function y ^  Iy (ƒ ) is J  -measurable. Note that when J  is a regular measure on 
a metric space, then y ^  Iy can be proved to be J  -measurable intuitionistically, 
see Theorem 3.6.1.
Remark that if m G N , ƒ G L and 0 <  ƒ < m, then 0 <  Iy(ƒ) <  m for all 
y; so the function y ^  Iy (ƒ) is J  -integrable. Define I  (ƒ) := ƒ  Iy (f)d J  (y), for all 
bounded ƒ G L. Remark that
(X, {ƒ  G L : ƒ is bounded}, I ) 
is a integration space. We can apply the usual construction to complete it.
T h eorem  4.0.4. Let (Y, K, J ) be a probability space and let (X, L, M) be a 
measurable space. Suppose that there is a function  y ^  Iy such that for all y G Y, 
Iy is a probability measure and M =  {Iy : y G Y } and the function  y ^  Iy is J  - 
measurable. I f  ƒ is I -measurable (integrable), then ƒ is Iy measurable (integrable) 
for almost all y. Moreover, i f  ƒ is integrable and a  is I -admissible for  ƒ, then a  
is Iy-admissible for  ƒ, for almost all y.
P roof. First assume that ƒ is I  -integrable. Choose a sequence ( fn)nsN of 
functions in L, such that the sequence (^m=0 f n)mSN converges to ƒ in Ll (I) and 
the sequence (I ( |fn|))nsN is summable. Then the sequence (y ^  Iy(|fn|))nsN 
of functions is summable almost everywhere. So for almost all y, the sequence 
&  ƒ«) msN is Ll (Iy)-Cauchy, and hence converges to some g in Ll (Iy). Re­
mark that ƒ (x) =  g(x) =  f l (x) +  E ^=0(fn+l (x) — f n(x)) and both ƒ and g are 
defined when |f0(x)| +  0 |fn+l (x) — ƒ«(x)| exists. Hence ƒ =  g Iy-a.e. and 
therefore ƒ is Iy-integrable.
Now let ƒ be I  -measurable. Choose a sequence (An )nsN of I-integrable sets 
such that I(A n) ^  1 when n ^  to, and for all n G N, the function fX An is 
I  -integrable. Then fX An is Iy-integrable for all n G N  and almost all y. Because 
I(A n) ^  1, the sequence of functions y ^  Iy(An) converges to the constant 
function with value 1 almost everywhere. This means that ƒ is Iy-measurable for 
almost all y.
Let £ >  0 and let ƒ be I  -integrable and suppose that a  > 0 is I  -admissible 
for ƒ. Then [ƒ >  a] is Iy-integrable for almost all y. If ô G (0, a) is chosen such 
that I  [a — ô < ƒ <  a  +  ô] <  £2, then Iy [a — ô < ƒ <  a  +  ô] < £, for all y 
in a set A with J  (A) >  1 — £. So for almost all y there is a ô > 0 such that 
Iy[a — ô <  ƒ <  a  +  ô] < £ . □
Alternatively, we could obtain a similar result by applying [Cha74, Thm. 
4.2] with (ƒ) := I y (ƒ), Qi := Y, O2 := X, E l := {J } , E 2 := M, Ll := K  and
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L2 := {ƒ  G L : ƒ is bounded}. Here we used Chan’s notation on the left hand 
side and ours on the right hand side.
In Theorem 4.0.8 we give an intuitionistic proof of the converse of this the­
orem, in the case where J  is a regular measure. We need some preparations 
first.
Let X  be a metric space.
D efinition 4.0.5. Let F, G C X  be compact. Define m(F, G) =  sup{p(x, G) : 
x G F } and p(F, G) := max{m(F, G), m(G, F )}.
Suppose that F  C X  is compact. Recall that —F  =  {x G X  : p(x, F ) >  0} 
and that ~  F  =  {x G X  : Vy G F  [x =  y]}. Observe that by the fan theorem 
—F  =  ~  F . If G is compact and G C ~  F , then by the fan theorem, p(F, G) >  0.
Remark that [0,1] U [1, 2] is NOT closed, so in general F  U G is NOT equal to 
F  U G, for compact sets F  and G.
D e fin it io n  4.0.6. Cantor space C is the subspace { 0 ,1}N of Baire space N N.
Every inhabited compact metric space is a uniformly continuous image of 
Cantor space, see [TvD88, Cor. 7.4.4].
Lemma 4.0.7. [FANext] Let X  be a metric space and let C be a compact metric 
space and let for each c G C a compact set Fc C X  be given. Suppose that ƒ is a 
strongly extensional partial function on X  such that |JcgC, Fc C Dom ƒ. Then ƒ 
can be uniquely extended to a continuous function on |JcgC, Fc.
P roof. By FANext, ƒ is uniformly continuous on Fc, for each c G C. By 
FANext, the modulus of uniform continuity of ƒ on Fc can be chosen uniformly 
in c. Let £ >  0. Fix ô >  0 such that if c G C, x, z G Fc and p(x, z) <  ô, then 
| f  (x) —ƒ (z)| <  £. Each compact set Fc can be covered by compact sets F-f,. . . ,  F«c 
with diam F¿c < ô. By the extended fan theorem n =  nc can be chosen uniformly 
in c. By replacing C by the compact set C x { 1 , . . . ,  n} if necessary, we may assume 
that diam Fc < ô for all c G C . Because every compact set is a continuous image 
of Cantor space C =  { 0 ,1}N, we may assume that C =  C.
For all a, ß G C either Vx G Fa,y  G Fß [ƒ (x) — ƒ (y)| >  £] or 3x G Fa,y G 
Fß[ƒ(x) — ƒ (y)| <  2£]. In the latter case Vx G Fa, y G Fß[ƒ(x) — ƒ (y)| <  4£, 
because diam Fa < ô and diam Fß < ô. So either Vx G Fa, y G Fß[ƒ (x) — ƒ (y)| >  
£] or Vx G Fa, y G Fß[ƒ(x) — ƒ (y)| <  4£. Choose sets Al and A2 such that 
C x C =  Al U A2 and Al C {(a , ß ) : Vx G Fa, y G Fß[ƒ (x) — ƒ (y)| >  £]} and 
A2 C {(a , ß ) : Vx G Fa , y G Fß[|f (x) — ƒ (y)| <  4£}. By the extended fan 
theorem there is a uniformly continuous function h : C x C ^  {1, 2} such that 
for all i G {1, 2} and a, ß G C, (a ,ß ) G A*, whenever h (a ,ß ) =  i. So we may 
assume that Al n A2 =  0 and that Al and A2 are fans. Let (a, ß ) G Al , x G Fa 
and y G Fß. Then ƒ (x) =  ƒ (y), so because ƒ is strongly extensional x =  y. By 
the fan theorem p(Fa , Fß) >  0. Set d := inf(a ß)sAl p(Fa, Fß); then d >  0.
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Let a, ß G C. Suppose that x G Fa and y G Fß and that p(x, y) <  d. Then 
p(Fa, Fß) <  d and hence (a ,ß ) G A2, so |f  (x) — ƒ (y)| <  4£. Define F  := |JagC Fa. 
Then ƒ is uniformly continuous on F. So ƒ |F can be uniquely extended to a 
uniformly continuous function g on F.
We claim that if x G Dom ƒ fi F, then f ( x )  = g(x).  Suppose that f ( x )  ^  g(x).  
Because ƒ is strongly extensional, x G —Fa for all a  G C. Hence by the fan 
theorem there is d >  0 such that for all a  G C, p(x, Fa) >  d. A contradiction with 
the fact that x  G F.  □
T h eorem  4.0.8. [FANext] Let (Y, K, J ) be a probability space such that Y is 
a metric space and J  is a regular measure. Let (X, L, M) be a measurable space. 
Suppose that there is a function  y ^  Iy such that for all y G Y, Iy is a probability 
measure and M =  {Iy : y G Y } and the function  y ^  Iy is J -measurable. Let 
ƒ be Iy-measurable for almost all y. Then there is an I -measurable g D ƒ such 
that g =  ƒ Iy-a.e., for a.e. y. This g is unique in the following sense: i f  gl and 
g2 both have these properties, then gl =  g2 I-a.e. and Iy-a.e. for almost all y.
P roof. Because J  is a regular probability measure there is a sequence (Cn)nsN 
of compact sets in Y such that J(Cn) ^  1. For each n and y G Cn, there is a com­
pact set F ” C Dom ƒ such that Iy (F ”) >  1 — 2-n . By the previous lemma ƒ can 
be uniquely extended to |JysCn F ”. Let g be the extension of ƒ to |Jn U ysCn Fy1. 
Then g is I-fully defined, hence by Theorem 3.6.1 g is I  -measurable. By Theo­
rem 4.0.4 g is Iy-measurable for almost all y, but ƒ C g, whence ƒ =  g Iy-a.e. for 
almost all y.
The unicity follows from the observation that if gl and g2 have the required 
properties, then gl =  ƒ =  g2 Iy-a.e., for almost all y. Hence gl =  g2 I  -a.e. □
In Theorem 4.0.8 we really need an extension of ƒ, instead of ƒ itself, as the 
following example shows. Let Y  =  {0 ,1}, J  =  |(£o +  ^i), X  =  [0,1], L  =  C [0 ,1], 
x, y G [0,1], J0 =  ix and I\ =  £y, so /  =  \(5 X +  £y) and finally, let ƒ =  0 and 
Dom ƒ =  {x, y}. Suppose that ƒ is I-measurable. Then ƒ is defined on an I  - 
large compact set C. The set C contains {x, y}, and hence {x, y}, because C is 
compact. Assuming CP, one can prove that the set {x, y} is only equal to {x, y} 
when x =  y or x =  y. So ƒ has to be extended to {x, y}.
The previous theorem can not be proved in Bishop-style mathematics with­
out intuitionistic axioms, because if we assume the axiom of choice in classical 
mathematics there is a function on [0,1] which is not Lebesgue measurable. So 
we may take (Y, K, J ) to be [0,1] with Lebesgue measure and (X, L, M) to be
([0, 1],C [0, 1], {ôx : x G [0, 1]}).
Theorems 4.0.4 and 4.0.8 above suggest that most examples of measurable 
spaces are in fact of the form (X, L, M ), where M  =  {Iy : y G Y } and (Y, K, J ) 
is a measurable space such that ƒ on X  is Iy-measurable all y if and only if ƒ is
I  -measurable, where I  (ƒ ) is defined as ƒ  Iy (ƒ )dJ (y). So it seems that measurable
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spaces mainly add flexibility, rather than generality. In this sense there seems to 
be a similarity with the situation of the uniform spaces.

CHAPTER 5
H ilbert space
In this chapter we study Hilbert spaces. The chapter is mainly a preparation 
for the next chapters. We study the dual of a Hilbert space and the weak topology 
on Hilbert spaces. We then turn our attention to the spectral theorem, the 
fundamental theorem of Hilbert space theory. In chapter 6 we will extend this 
theorem to unbounded operators.
5.1. Prelim inaries
D e fin it io n  5.1.1. A Banach space is a complete separable normed space. A 
Hilbert space is a complete separable inner product space. In particular, a Hilbert 
space is a Banach space.
An important example of a Hilbert space is the space L2 of real or complex 
square-integrable functions of a given integration space. The inner product is 
defined as ( ƒ, g) := ƒ  fg . Recall that we assumed that Ll is separable and hence 
L2 is separable.
Let V be a subset of a vector space over a field F . Then spanV denotes the 
span of V, that is the set
n
{ a v  : n G N , al , . . . ,  an G F, vl , . . .  vn G V }.
i=l
A basis of a Hilbert space is an orthonormal sequence (en)neN, possibly con­
taining 0, such that the closure of its span is the Hilbert space. The Gram­
Schmidt orthogonalization process produces an orthonormal basis in a given Hil­
bert space, see [BB85, p.368]. If it is not known whether the Hilbert space is 
finite or infinite dimensional, we use 0 as a basis vector.
In this chapter let H be a fixed Hilbert space and let e l , e2, . . .  be a basis of
H.
D e fin it io n  5.1.2. An operator on a Hilbert space H is a continuous linear 
map from H to H. A linear map A is called bounded if there is an M  G R  such 
that for all x G H, ||Ax|| <  M ||x||.
One can prove that a linear map from a Hilbert space to itself is bounded if 
and only if it is continuous.
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D e fin it io n  5.1.3. Let A be an operator on H. If B is an operator such that 
for all x, y G H : (Ax, y) =  (x, B y ) , we say that B is the adjoint of A, and write 
B =  A*. An operator can have at most one adjoint. Classically, every operator 
has an adjoint.
The unique operator A such that for all n G N,
Ae =  j 0 if n =  k99, 
n \  el if n =  kgg,
does not have an adjoint. Indeed, suppose that A* exists; then ||A*el || =  1 if 
3n[n =  kgg], and ||A*el || =  0 if Vn[n =  kgg]. So by computing ||A*el || we would 
be able to decide whether kgg exists.
D e f in it io n  5.1.4. An operator A is Hermitian  if A* exists and A =  A*. An 
Hermitian operator P  is a projection if P  =  P 2. The identity operator, I , is 
defined by Ix =  x, for all x in H. An operator U is unitary if U * exists and 
U * U =  UU * =  I.
A fundamental result in the constructive Hilbert space theory is: a closed 
linear subset M C H is located if and only if there is a projection P  such that 
Ran P  =  M. If this is the case M is called a subspace. If M  is located, and P  
is the projection on M, then P x := I  — P  is the projection on its orthogonal 
complement M x , which is also located. See [BB85, p.371].
5.2. T he dual space
In this section we study the dual space and the weak topology. Unfortunately, 
they do not seem to be as important as they are in classical mathematics. In 
particular the dual of a Hilbert space is not a Hilbert space and the unit ball of 
the Hilbert space is not weakly compact.
D e fin it io n  5.2.1. The dual of a Hilbert space H is the space of all bounded 
linear functionals on H . A functional 0 is called normable if its norm
sup{|0(x)| : x G H and ||x|| <  1}
exists.
Let 0n be the functional x ^  (x, en).  The functional 0 k99 is not normable, 
hence the dual is not a normed space in the usual sense, but it is a quasinormed 
space, with quasinorm
{0 ^  |0(x)| : x G H and ||x|| <  1}.
T h eorem  5.2.2. I f  0 is in the dual o f H and bounded by M  G R, then for  
all N , Y N=l |0(en) |2 <  M 2. I f  conversely, we have a sequence (an)neN in C and 
M  G R+, such that for all N , ^ N=l |an|2 < M 2 and we define 0 (e n) := an||en||, 
then -0 can be uniquely extended to a bounded linear functional on H .
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Recall that for all n G N, ||en || =  1 or ||en || =  0.
PROOF. Suppose that 0 is a linear functional bounded by M  G R  and there
^  \<t>{en)\2 > M 2. Define y :=is a natural number N  with Yn= i l0 (e«)|  Yn= i 4’(en)^n-
Then
N N N
|0 (y )|/M I =  £  |0(en)|2/ ( £  |0(en)|2) l/2 =  ( £  |0(e„)|2) l/2 >  M.
n=l n=l n=l
A contradiction.
Conversely, suppose that 0  is defined as in the statement of the theorem. Fix 
N  G N  and suppose that yl , y2, . . . ,  yn G C and y =  ^ N=l ynen, then
N N
|0 (y)| =  ^  anyn|e n |i <  ^  | an| ) l/2 11 y 11,
n=l n=l
by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. This shows that 0  is bounded by M on a 
dense set. So 0  may be uniquely extended to H. □
Theorem 5.2.2 is a supplement to the Riesz representation theorem [BB85, 
Prop. 8.2.3], which says that for a normable functional 0 there is a y such that 
0(x) =  (x, y). In other words, the space of normable functionals on a Hilbert 
space is isomorphic to the Hilbert space itself. It would be tempting to define 
the dual as the space of normable functionals. One of the reasons that we do not 
do so is that one can not prove constructively that the unit ball of this space is 
compact in the weak topology, a topology which we will now discuss.
5.2.1. W eak top o logy . The natural topology on a Hilbert space is the norm  
topology, also called the strong topology. The weak topology is the locally convex 
topology induced by the seminorms {y i—> | (x, y) | : x G H }. We write xn x 
if the sequence xn converges to x in the weak topology.
A bounded set is closed in the weak topology if and only if it is closed with 
respect to the metric d defined by d(x, y) := ^ ^ = l 2-n | (x — y, en) |, for all x, y G
H, cf. [BB85, Prop. 7.6.3].
Classically the unit ball is weakly compact. Constructively the unit ball is 
weakly totally bounded, but not complete. This was already observed in [Ash66, 
p.15]. Indeed, consider the weak Cauchy sequence
ƒ e« if n <  kgg, 
x” X efcgg if n >  kgg.
Suppose that there is an x in H, such that xn —w x; if ||x|| >  0, then 3n[n =  kgg], 
if on the other hand ||x|| <  1, then Vn[n =  kgg].
The unit ball S * of the dual is the set of all linear functionals bounded by 1. 
The unit ball of the dual is compact with respect to the so-called double norm, 
see [BB85, Thm. 7.6.7].
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A natural alternative for the weak topology is the topology on H induced 
by the seminorms x — |0(x)|, for all, not just the normable, linear functionals
0 G S *. It turns out that this is not very useful.
Lemma 5.2.3. [FANext] Let (xn)neN be a converging sequence in the locally 
convex topology induced by the seminorms x — |0(x)|, where 0 G S *. Then the 
sequence (xn)nSN converges strongly.
P roof. For all 0 G S *, there is an N  G N  such that for all n, m > N, 
|0(xn — xm)| <  £. By the extended fan theorem, there is an N  G N  such that 
for all 0 G S * and for all n, m > N, |0(xn — xm)| <  £. So for all n, m > N,
|x n xm y <  £. □
The following lemma is sometimes proved classically by deriving a contradic­
tion from the assumption that a point in the weak closure is in the complement 
of the strong closure. Such an argument only seems to work constructively when 
the set is located.
Classically, the hypothesis that the set is bounded is superfluous. It is not 
clear if this hypothesis is necessary in constructive mathematics.
Lemma 5.2.4. The weak closure and the strong closure o f a bounded inhabited 
convex subset o f a Hilbert space are equal.
P r o o f . Let B  C H be bounded, inhabited and convex. Suppose that 
(xn)nSN is a sequence in B converging weakly to x G H . By looking at the 
bounded inhabited convex set {y — x : y G B}, we may suppose that x =  0. We 
may also suppose that B is bounded by 1. Then for each i G N, (x¿, xn) — 0. So 
we can choose a subsequence (yn)nSN of (xn)nSN such that for all i G N  and all
j ^ | (yi, yj) | <  2 - i - j . T hen
n n n
||yl +  y2 +  . . .  +  yn |2 <  ^ | | yi||2 +  2 ^ X /  | (yi ,yj )|
i=l j=l i=j+l
< n  +  2
We see that ^(yi H------- h yn) ~^s 0. □
5.3. T he sp ectra l th eorem
We discuss the spectral theorem for analytical, continuous and measurable 
functions on appropriate algebras. Moreover, we discuss the Gelfand theory for 
C*-algebras. These discussions are meant to introduce notations and to help the 
reader to recall the results. We will omit some details of the proofs.
Let A  be an algebra over the complex numbers. Define for all n G N, P (Cn) 
to be the set of polynomial functions on Cn. Define the polynomial map ^  from 
P  (C) x A  to A  by ^ ( / ,  a) =  ^ « = 1 bj aj , when a G A, bl , . . . ,  bn G C and for all 
x G  ^  f  (x) =  E n=l bjx j. The map ^  can sometimes be extended naturally to
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three classes of functions: the analytical functions, the continuous functions and 
the measurable functions. To make these extensions we need to impose conditions 
on the algebra.
We will now proceed to define these extensions. We first consider analytical 
functions.
D e fin it io n  5.3.1. A Banach algebra A  is a complex algebra with a unit 
element that is also a Banach space and such that for all a, b G A, ||ab|| <  ||a|
Note that by definition a Banach space is separable and hence a Banach 
algebra is separable.
Let A  be a Banach algebra and let /  be an analytical function on C, that 
is there is a sequence of complex numbers (bj)¿eN such that for all z G C, 
/ (z) =  E /=o bjzj . The sequence n — E«=0 bj||a||j converges to / (||a||). Hence the 
sequence n — E«=0 bjaj converges in the Banach algebra A. We define ^ ( / ,  a) 
as the limit of this sequence. So the map ^  can be extended to the analytical 
functions on a Banach algebra.
Now, we turn our attention to the continuous functions.
D e fin it io n  5.3.2. An involution on an algebra A  is a map * : A  — A  such 
that for all a, b G A  and À G C,
a** =  a;
(a +  b)* =  a* +  b* ;
(Àa)* =  Àa* ;
(ab)* =  b*a*.
A *algebra is an algebra with an involution. A C*-algebra is a Banach algebra A  
with an involution such that ||a*a|| =  ||a||2.
When X  is a compact metric space, then C (X ) is a C*-algebra.
We give an example of a C*-algebra which will also be useful later.
D e fin it io n  5.3.3. An operator A on a Hilbert space is compact if {Ax : 
||x|| <  1} is totally bounded.
R em ark . Every compact operator is normable and has an adjoint. The sum 
and the product of two compact operators are compact. Moreover, the set of 
compact operators on a Hilbert space is a C*-algebra. In this C*-algebra the 
involution of a compact operator is its adjoint. See [Ish91a] and [BRS02]. □
Let A  be a C*-algebra. We want to extend the polynomial map in such a way 
that for all continuous functions /  on R  and all a G A, ^ ( / ,  a) =  ^ ( / ,  a*). In 
particular we want to do this for the function z — zz =  zz. This is only possible 
if we assume that a*a =  aa*. Such elements are called normal. Now, assume that 
a is a normal element of .
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We copy some more notation from the theory of operators on Hilbert spaces. 
An element b G A  is Hermitian  if b =  b*. Elements b, c G A  commute if bc =  cb.
Because
a +  a* .a — a*
a = ---------- h i -------- ,
2 2 i ’
a is a linear combination of two commuting Hermitian elements. We consider f  
as a function on R 2 instead of as a function on C. Split /  : R 2 — C in a real 
part / r : R 2 — R  and a imaginary part /  : R 2 — R. So /  := / r +  i / . The 
function / r can be approximated uniformly by a sequence (p«)nSN of polynomials 
on the compact set [—||a||, ||a||]2 C R 2. Define ^ ( / r, a) as the limit of the sequence 
(^(pn, a))«eN. The element ^(/¿, a) is defined similarly. Finally, define ^ ( / ,  a) := 
^ ( / r, a) +  itf(/i, a). Let N  (A) C A  denote the set of normal elements of A. We 
have defined a map ^  from C (C) x N  (A) to N  (A) which extends the restriction 
of the polynomial map to N (A ).
Let us now consider the measurable functions.
Classically, the bounded operators on a Hilbert space form a C*-algebra with 
the adjoint as involution. Constructively, this is not the case because the norm 
of an operator can not be computed in general. Fortunately, we do not need 
the norm in the construction of ^ ( / ,  a) we just sketched. All that is needed is a 
bound for the operator. We will sometimes write / (a) instead of ^ ( / ,  a).
Let A be an Hermitian operator and b a bound for A. For all /  G C [—b, b], 
/ (A) can be defined in a similar way as it was defined for C*-algebras. Remark 
that A need not be normable, so the C*-algebra theory may not apply.
Define the integral ß on C [—b, b] by
œ
(5.3.1) ß ( / ) : = £ > - ' ■  / (A )e„ ,e„).
n=l
The measure ß is called the spectral measure. In Remark 9.6.2 we show that when 
(e«)nSN is another basis of the Hilbert space and v is the spectral measure define 
as in (5.3.1) but with respect to the basis (e«)«eN, then v and ß are equivalent 
measures.
The polynomial map can be further extended to Lœ ([—b, b], ß). We obtain the 
following spectral theorem [BB85, Thm. 7.8.22].
T h eorem  5.3.4. Let A be a Hermitian operator. The polynomial map can be 
extended to a homomorphism  /  — / (A) from onto an algebra o f commuting 
Hermitian operators, such that
ß ( / ) =  J > - “ <ƒ (A)e«, e « ) ,
n=l
for all /  G Lœ .
Moreover, i f  (/«)«sn is a bounded sequence in Lœ and /«  — /  G Lœ in 
measure, then the sequence ( /« (A))«eN converges strongly to / (A).
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As a consequence we obtain a decomposition of the Hilbert space in invari­
ant subspaces. A subspace M C H is called invariant under the operator A 
if AM  C M. Let £ >  0 and observe that the function x — x on [—b, b] can 
be £-approximated by a simple function J^«=l c* Xb with cl , . . . , c «  G C and 
B l , B2, . . . ,  B« disjoint measurable sets. So for all x G H, | |Ax— «=l c*xb (A)x|| <  
£||x||. Because X% = Xb = Xb , the operator Xb (A) is a projection commuting 
with A. Hence for each i, the range of x b  (A) is an invariant subspace and for 
all i G { 1 , . . . ,  n}, IIAx — c*x| <  £||x|| on R an xb  (A).
5.3.1. G elfand th eory . We will sketch a proof of Gelfand’s theorem which 
states that every Abelian C*-algebra is isomorphic to the space of continuous 
functions on its spectrum. The spectrum E of an Abelian Banach algebra is the 
set of nonzero bounded multiplicative linear maps. We equip E with the metric 
which it inherits from the weakly compact space of all linear functionals on the 
Banach space which are bounded by 1, see [BB85, Thm. 7.6.7].
From Gelfand’s theorem one can obtain the spectral theorem for C*-algebras. 
Indeed, let A  be a C*-algebra and let a G A  be normal. Let B be the closure 
of {p(a, a*) : p G P (C 2)}. One can show that B is an Abelian C*-algebra. Let
i : C(Eb) — B be the isomorphism in Gelfand’s theorem. Let /  G C (C). Define 
$ ( / ,  a) := i ( /  o ¿- l (a)). One can check that $ ( / ,  a) =  ^ ( / ,  a), where ^  is the 
map we defined in the beginning of this section.
Classically, the spectrum of an Abelian Banach algebra is compact. Con­
structively, this is n o t  the case for general Banach algebras [BB85, p.452], but 
it is true for C*-algebras. This is the Gelfand representation theorem. It is 
proved in [BB85, Thm. 7.8.30] for the special case where the C*-algebra consists 
of normable operators on a Hilbert space. In fact, this proof works for general 
C*-algebras.
T h eorem  5.3.5. Let A  be an Abelian C*-algebra and let E denote its spec­
trum. Then A  is isomorphic to C (E).
P roof sketch . Let u belong to the spectrum E of A. The functional u is 
completely determined by its restriction to A sa, the space of self-adjoint elements 
{a G A  : a =  a*}. Let (a«)nSN be a sequence of elements in A sa bounded by
1, such that span{al , a2, . . . }  is dense in A sa. Let I  := nœ=0[—1,1]. Then there 
is a norm-decreasing algebra-homomorphism 0 : C ( I , R) — A sa such that for 
all n G N , 0(nn) =  a«, where nn is the projection on the n-th coordinate. The 
existence of this map follows from the fact that every continuous function on a 
compact interval can be uniformly approximated by polynomials.
Define the seminorm p ( /) := ||0 (/) ||, for all /  G C (I). Then p is an algebra 
seminorm on C ( I  ), that is, p (/g ) <  p(/)p(g), for all / ,  g G C ( I  ). By [BB85, 
Thm. 7.8.24] there is a compact set K  C I  such that p (/) is equal to | | / | |K the 
supremum-norm on K. In fact, K  is the set of x G I  such that for all /  G C ( I ), 
/  (x) < p (/). Remark that if /  G C (K ) and / l , / 2 G C (I) are extensions of
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/ ,  then p (/l — / 2) =  ||/l — / 2 ||k =  0, so 0 ( / ) =  0 ( / ). We see that there is a 
unique map : C (K, R) — A sa such that if / l G C ( I  ) extends /  G C (K ), 
then ( / )  =  0 ( / l ). By [BB85, Thm. 7.8.25] the spectrum S of the Banach 
algebra C (K ) is compact in the weak topology. Finally, there is a norm-preserving 
bijection from S to E, so E is compact. One can prove that A  is isomorphic to 
C(E). □
In Theorem 9.7.1 we extend Gelfand’s theorem to the set of bounded mea­
surable functions.
C H A P T E R  6
Located O perators
We study located operators, that is operators with a located graph. It is 
shown that a bounded operator has an adjoint if and only if its graph is located 
(section 3). Locatedness of the graph is a necessary and sufficient condition for an 
unbounded normal operator to have a spectral decomposition (section 4). These 
results suggest that located operators are the right generalization of bounded 
operators with an adjoint.l
6.1. In trodu ction
Unbounded operators are a natural and important extension of bounded oper­
ators. As unbounded operators are discontinuous, one might be tempted to think 
that they can not be handled in constructive mathematics [Hel93b][Hel93a] 
[Bri95][Hel97]. If this were the case, it would be a serious problem for the 
application of constructive mathematics in physics, as the unbounded operators 
/ (x) — / '(x) and / (x) — x /(x )  on L2(R) play a fundamental role in quantum 
mechanics.
In constructive mathematics discontinuous functions are usually handled as 
partial functions. Since unbounded operators are partial functions, it is not a pri­
ori impossible to treat unbounded operators in constructive mathematics, but the 
challenge to give a good theory of unbounded operators still stands. Ye [Ye00] de­
veloped a theory for unbounded self-adjoint operators, giving constructive proofs 
for the spectral theorem and Stone’s theorem. For Ye a densely defined operator 
T is self-adjoint if T is symmetric (T C T *) and Ran(T ±  i l ) =  H . He did not 
seem to know if this definition was really stronger than the usual one: T =  T *. 
We found that it is. In fact, when T =  T *, the hypothesis Ran(T ±  i l ) =  H is 
equivalent to the locatedness of the graph of T (section 3). It turns out that lo­
catedness of the graph is a very useful property not just for self-adjoint operators, 
but also for unbounded operators in general.
lMost of this research was carried out when I visited Douglas Bridges at the University of
Canterbury, New Zealand. This visit was partially supported by NWO, the Marsden Fund of 
the Royal Society of New Zealand, and the University of Nijmegen. The results of this chapter 
have been published in [Spi02].
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6.2. Prelim inaries
In this section we introduce some notations and quote several theorems from 
the literature. The main references for the constructive theory are Bishop and 
Bridges [BB85] and Bridges and Ishihara [BI96]; we used Pedersen [Ped80] and 
Rudin [Rud73] for the classical theory.
We extend the notion of an operator to include the unbounded operators. So 
we make the following definitions. An operator is a partial linear map from a 
Hilbert space to itself. An operator T is bounded if it is total and there is M G R  
such that, for all x G H , ||Tx|| <  M ||x||. We use the adjective ‘unbounded’ to 
stress that a given operator is a partial function. The expression ‘unbounded 
operator’ is synonynous with the term ‘operator’. In this terminology a bounded 
operator is a special case of an unbounded operator. An operator T is located if 
its graph, G(T), is located.
Write 0 for the subspace {0}. Let T be an operator such that (Dom T )x =  0. 
The adjoint T * of T is the operator defined as follows. Dom T * consists of those 
y for which there is y* such that for all x G Dom T, (Tx,y) =  (x, y*). Because 
(Dom T )x =  0, there can be only one such y * and for y G Dom(T * ), we define 
T*y := y*. Classically ‘(Dom T )x =  0’ is equivalent to ‘T is densely defined’, but 
constructively the latter is stronger, as we shall see in example 6.3.6.
If T is bounded by M , then for all x in H, ||T*x|| <  M ||x||. We can not prove 
in general that T * is densely defined, but if it is, T * is totally defined and hence 
a bounded operator.
Let A, Al , A2, . . .  be a sequence of bounded operators. We say that the se­
quence (A«)nSN converges to A in norm, if there is a sequence (Mn)«eN of real 
numbers converging to 0, such that for all x G H and n G N, ||A«x — Ax|| <  
M«||x||. Let B, B l , B2, . . .  be a sequence of unbounded operators. We say that 
the sequence (Bn)«eN converges strongly to B , B« —s B , if Dom B =  {x : 
lim«^œ B«x exists} and Bx =  lim«^œ B«x for every x in Dom B.
Let A be bounded; define the resolvent
R(A) := {À G C : A — A has a total bounded inverse}
and the spectrum o'(A) := ~  R(A) =  {A G C : A =  v, for all v G R(A)}.
For n G N, let nn be the map (xk)keN — xn of n g [—1,1] to [—1,1]. A 
polynomial is a function generated from the constant function 1 and finitely 
many functions nni, . . . ,  n«k, by addition and multiplication. Let (A«)«eN be a 
sequence of commuting bounded Hermitian operators. Define the polynomial map 
^  as the unique algebra homomorphism from the polynomials to the Hermitian 
operators such that ^(1) =  I  and for all n G N, ^ (n n) =  A«.
Let ß be a measure. Then L g (ß) and Lg’(ß) denote the spaces of real and 
complex bounded ß-measurable functions, respectively. When it is clear which 
measure is meant we just write L g  and L g .
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A finite measure ß on a set X  is said to be concentrated on a set Y C X, if Y  
is integrable and ß(Y ) =  ß (X ).
We have the following constructive spectral theorem [BB85, p.378].
T h eorem  6.2.1. Let (An)«eN be a sequence o f commuting Hermitian oper­
ators, with common bound 1. There is a measure ß on n°°[—1,1], concentrated 
on n °= l a(An) and a bound preserving homomorphism  ^  from to an algebra 
o f commuting Hermitian operators, extending the polynomial map. Moreover, i f  
(0«)«gN is a uniformly bounded sequence in and 0« ^  0 G in measure, 
then ^ (0«) ^  ^ (0 ) strongly.
The fact that ß is concentrated on n°°=la(An) follows from [BI96, Prop. 2.7] 
applied to ß « (f ) := ß ( f  o n«).
Let T be a bounded Hermitian operator. Define the spectral measure for T
by °
ß( ƒ ) := £  2-n <ƒ (T)e„, e „) ,
n=l
for all ƒ G C (R). This measure depends on the basis (en)«eN. Two measures 
ß and v are equivalent if ß is absolutely continuous with respect to v and v is 
absolutely continuous with respect to ß. If v is the spectral measure associated 
with another basis than ß, then ß and v are equivalent, see [BI96] or Section 9.6. 
We say that t is admissible for  T if t is admissible for the identity function id on 
R  and some spectral measure of T.
T h eorem  6.2.2. [Bri85, Thm. 4.6]If T is a bounded Hermitian operator and 
ßT a spectral measure for  T , then Ran T is located i f  and only i f  {0} is ßT- 
measurable. In particular, i f  Ker T =  0 and {0} is ßT-measurable, then Ran T is 
dense.
D e fin it io n  6.2.3. An operator is called closed if its graph is closed. A set 
A C H  is a core for an operator T , if the closure of the graph of T |A is equal to 
the graph of T.
The adjoint of an operator is closed.
6 .2.1. M atrix  operators. We now define matrix operators on an infinite 
dimensional Hilbert space. When using matrix operators we will always assume 
that the underlying Hilbert space is infinite dimensional.
Let (ajk)j,feeN be matrix of complex numbers. Define the matrix operator A 
corresponding to (ajk)j,keN by
m
Dom A := {x G H : lim N ajk <x, ek) exists for all j  G N  and
k=l
° °
| Ojfc <x, efc) |2 exists} 
j=l k=l
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° °
Ax :=  S E  j  <X,ek))ej . 
j=l fe=l
The proof of the following theorem in [Wei80, p.149] is constructive.
T h eorem  6.2.4. I f  ajk is a matrix a n d ^ j  |ajk|2 <  for all k, and A is the 
corresponding matrix operator, then A is densely defined and A* is a restriction 
o f the operator associated to the adjoint matrix. I f  also k lajfc|2 < for all j , 
then A is closed and A* is densely defined.
In fact it was proved in [Wei80] that, if k !ajfc|2 <  for all j , then A =  
(A+)*. Here A+ is the operator associated with the adjoint matrix and A+ the 
restriction of A+ to span{el , e2, . . . } .  We see that for all n G N, e« G Dom A*.
Lemma 6.2.5. I f  ajk is a symmetric real matrix a n d J2 j lajfc|2 < for all k, 
and A is the corresponding matrix operator, then A is self-adjoint.
P roof. It follows from the previous theorem that A* C A. But from the 
definition of A we see that span{el , e2, . . . }  is a core for A. Hence A =  A*, 
because A* is closed. □
6.3. L ocatedness o f th e  graph
In this section some basic theory of located operators is developed.
Define V : H 2 ^  H 2 by V(x, y) =  (—y,x).  If T is a closed operator with a 
dense domain, then one can prove classically that H x H =  V G (T ) © G (T *). 
The following theorem is a constructive substitute for this classical fact.
T h eorem  6.3.1. Let T be a closed operator such that (Dom T )x =  0. The 
following are equivalent:
(1) H x H =  V G (T ) © G (T * )
(2) For all a, b in H , the system
f —Tx +  y =  a 
\  x +  T *y =  b
has a unique solution with x in Dom T and y in Dom T *.
(3) The operator T is located, that is G (T ) is located.
(4 ) Ran(T*T +  I ) =  H and Ran(TT* +  I ) =  H .
P roof. The equivalence of 1 and 2 follows directly from the definitions.
1 ^  3 A closed linear set M C H 2 is located if and only if M © M x =  H 2; 
see [BB85, problem 37]. The sets V G (T ) and G (T *) are orthogonal. So the 
statement follows from the observation that G (T ) is located if and only if V G (T ) 
is located.
2 ^  4 The solution for (0, z) shows that z G Ran(T*T + 1), the solution for 
(z, 0) shows that z G Ran(TT* +  1 ).
a n d  for x  G D o m  A ,
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4 ^  2 Observe that the operators T *T +  1 and T T * +  1 are injective. Let 
B be the right-inverse of T *T +  1 and let B  ' the right-inverse of TT * +  1. Now 
(—T * B 'a +  Bb, B ' a +  T Bb) is a solution of the system. □
Let T be a closed operator such that (Dom T )x =  0. We claim that T*T +  1 
is a closed operator. It suffices to prove that T *T is closed. Suppose that (xn)«eN 
is a sequence in Dom T *T such that (xn)«eN converges to x G H and (T*Txn)«eN 
converges to y G H. Then
lim ||T(x« — xm) (I2 =  lim (T*T(x« — xm), (x« — xm)) =  0,
so x G Dom T. The sequence (T*Txn)«eN converges to T*Tx, because (Txn)«eN 
converges to Tx and T * is closed. So the operator T *T is closed.
Suppose that Ran(T*T +  1 ) is dense. We claim that Ran(T*T +  1 ) =  H. 
Observe that T*T +  1 is injective. The partial inverse B : Ran(T*T +  1 ) ^  H is 
bounded by 1, because
||x||2 =  II (T * T +  1 )B x ||2
=  ((T*T +  1 )Bx, (T*T +  1 )Bx)
=  (T*TBx, T *TBx) +  (T*TBx, Bx)
+  (Bx, T *TBx) +  (Bx, Bx)
=  ||T * T B x||2 +  2||T B x ||2 +  ||B x||2
> 1 Bx | 2.
Hence B can be uniquely extended to H . Observe that (B x ,x) G G(T*T +  1 ), 
for all x G Ran T*T +  1. In fact it holds for all x G H, because B is bounded, 
G(T*T+ 1  ) is closed and Ran T *T+ 1  is dense. We conclude that if Ran(T*T+ 1  ) is 
dense, then Ran(T*T+ 1  ) =  H . When Ran(T*T+ 1  ) is dense, a similar statement 
holds for TT * +  1.
We have proved the following lemma.
Lemma 6.3.2. Let T be a closed operator which is located and such that 
(Dom T )x =  0. Then T *T +  1 and T T  * +  1 have a Hermitian right inverse 
which is bounded by 1.
One can prove classically that if T is closed and densely defined, then T * 
is densely defined and T ** =  T. The constructive content of this theorem is as 
follows. If T is closed, located and (DomT )x =  0, then (DomT*)x =  0, T * is 
located and (T*)* =  T . Example 6.3.6 shows that T * is in general not densely 
defined even if T is.
Let T =  T *; then T*T +  1 =  T 2 +  1 =  (T +  i)(T  — i) =  (T — i)(T  +  i). So 
Ran(T ±  i1 ) =  H if and only if Ran(T2 +  1 ) =  H .
E xam p le  6.3.3. We give an example of a densely defined, closed operator 
T such that T =  T * and T is n o t  located. That is there is no constructive 
proof that the operator is located. Let P  be a decidable property of the natural
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numbers such that P(k) holds for at most one natural number k, but we do not 
know if such k exists. Define
Te =J- Un
or in matrix form
2n 1e«-i + 2 ” e„+i,
2k 1 en -1 +  2  ^en+1, 
2ken -1 +  2 e^n+1
if for all k <  n, not P(k); 
if P(k) and n =  k; 
if P(k) and n >  k.
(  0
2 
0
\
0
8
0
0
16 0
<
. .
By Lemma 6.2.5 this matrix uniquely defines a self-adjoint operator. If for all k 
P(k)  does not hold, then T ( |e 2 —|e 4 + |e 6  —• • • ) =  ei and II|e2 —4e4 +ge 6 _ ' ' '
so p((0, ei), G (T)) <  If for some k G N , P(&), then ||Tx — e\ || >  1 for all 
x G H such that ||x|| <  1, so p((0, e1), G (T )) > 1. So we are unable to compute 
the distance from (0, e1 ) to G (T ). We conclude that T is n o t  located. □
6.3 .1 . A djoints. The following lemma is easily verified.
Lemma 6.3.4. Let T and S  be operators such that (Dom T )x =  (Dom S )x =  
Dom (ST)x =  0; then T *S * C (ST )*. I f  S  is bounded and S * is total, then 
T *S * =  (ST)*.
Even when S =  I, we can not conclude that (ST )* is densely defined, see 6.3.6.
Let T be a closed located operator such that (DomT )x =  0. We want to 
prove that, for many numbers A the operator AT is also located. To this end we 
define, following Pedersen [Ped80, p.195], for every A G C such that I  +  AT * T 
is invertible, SA (T ) := (I +  AT * T )-1 , and similarly SA(T) := (I +  ATT * ) -1 . We 
write S (T) := S1 (T) and S (T ) := S1 (T). We may drop the T when no confusion 
is possible.
The operator S (T) is bounded (Lemma 6.3.2) and
(6.3.1) I  +  AT*T = (I -  (1 -  A)T*TS(T))(ƒ +  T *T).
Recall that for all z G C with \z\ < 1, Because T * T S (T ) is a
bounded operator with bound 1, we see that for all A with |1 — A| <  1,
(I — (1 — A)T *TS (T ))-1 =  J ] [ (1  — A)T *TS (T )]
fc=0
Hence, it follows from Formula 6.3.1 that
Sa (T ) =  S (T ) ¿ [ ( 1  — A)T *TS (T )]
k=0
k
k
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Therefore Sa(T) is a (total) bounded operator. In a similar way we see that 
Sa(T) is well-defined and bounded. Remark that for all A G C, S(AT) =  S |A|2(T) 
whenever S |A|2 (T) is defined. It follows from Theorem 6.3.1 that AT is located, if
|1 — |A|2| <  1.
The following theorem is important in the construction of the absolute value 
of an operator and in the spectral theorem. We may use the classical proof in 
order to see that (Dom T*T)x =  0 when T satisfies the conditions of the theorem, 
but, as we observed earlier, this is not enough constructively.
T h eorem  6.3.5. I f  T is densely defined, located and closed, then T*T is 
densely defined.
P r o o f .  Write Q : =  T*T +  I  ; then S (T ) =  Q-1 is Hermitian. Let ^  be 
the spectral map for S := S (T) and let a, ß G (0,1] be admissible for S and 
a < ß. Write P  =  Paß =  ^ X[aß] =  ^(X[«,ßj). Let f  be the measurable function 
defined by f(t)  := t-1 X[a,ß](t). Observe that for all t, f(t) — ß -1X[a,ß](t) >  0 and 
S t f ( f  ) =  P , so t f ( f  ) =  P t f ( f  ) =  P Q P . Hence for all x in H ,
((Q — ß -1I)P x , Px) =  (P (Q — ß -1I)P x , x) >  0.
Observe that ST C T S , so that P T  C T P . It follows that for x in Dom P T  =  
Dom T C Dom T P , ||Tx|| >  ||PTx|| =  ||TPx||, and hence
||Tx||2 +  ||x||2 >  ||T Px||2 +  ||P x ||2 =  (QPx, Px) >  ß -1 ||P x ||2.
This shows that ||P x ||2 <  ß (||Tx||2 +  | |x |2). This estimate is independent of
a, so if we take a sequence (ßn)nSN of admissible numbers which decreases to 0; 
then for all m < n,
0 <  l l ^ , ^  — *X[ßm,i]x l|2 <  ll*X[ßn,ßm]x l|2 <  ßm(|T x |2  +  |x |2 ) .
Therefore y =  limn^ ^  ^ X[ßn i]x exists. Because for all n G N , ||S(I — ^ X[ßn i])H <  
ßn, we see that S(x —y) =  0; it follows that x =  y. As for all n G N , Ran ^ X[ßn 1] C 
Dom T *T , we see Dom T*T is dense in Dom T , and hence in H . □
It will follow from Theorem 6.3.12 that T*T is also located.
Example 6.3.6. The statement ‘if T is a densely defined, located and closed 
operator, then T * is densely defined’ implies Markov’s principle.
Let a G { 0 ,1}N such that an =  1 for at most one n G N  and it is impossible 
that for all n G N , an =  0. Define, by Theorem 6.2.4, the matrix operator such 
that for all n G N , Ten =  nane1. We claim that T is located, closed and densely 
defined.
To see that T is located; observe that if an =  1, then
1/(1 +  n2)e1 if j  =  1;(I +  T*T)-1e, = 1 1/(1 +  n )e1 if j , 1 ’ j Ì ej if j =  L
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and
(I +  TT *)-1ej 1/(1 +  n2)e„ if j  =  n; 
ej if j  =  n .
This tells us how to define (I +  T *T )-1 in general. By theorem 6.3.1 T is located.
To see that T is closed suppose that x, y G H, (xn)neN is a sequence in Dom T 
and that xn ^  x and Txn ^  y. Then the sequence
is Cauchy. It follows that | Y fc=1 kak (x, ek) |2 exists, so x G Dom T and Tx =  y.
Now suppose that T * is densely defined. In particular, there is x G DomT* 
close to e1, in fact we can make sure that (x, e1 ) =  1. Suppose that an =  1; then 
||T*x|| >  (en, T*x) =  (Ten,x) =  (Ten,e 1) =  n. Thus we can compute n such that
T h eorem  6.3.7. Let T be a (total) bounded operator. Then T is located i f  
and only i f  Dom T * =  H .
P roof. Suppose that T is located; then SA(T) ^  I  in norm as A j 0. It 
follows that Ran SA =  Dom TT * is dense and hence T * is total.
Conversely, if Dom T * =  H, then T *T and T T * are Hermitian. So it follows 
from the spectral theorem for bounded Hermitian operators that (I +  T *T )-1 and 
(I +  TT*)-1 exist. Hence T is located. □
E xam p le  6.3.8. Richman [Ric01] showed that, for a bounded operator T , 
Dom T * =  H if and only if the image of the unit ball is located. Theorem 6.3.7 
implies that in this case T is also located. In the unbounded case, it is possible 
that the image of the ball is located and the adjoint is densely defined, but T 
is n o t  located. Indeed, define the matrix operator T such that for all n G N, 
T en = nen. Let v = e\ +  §e2 +  • • •. Let P  be some unsolved problem. Let Tv be 
the extension of T defined as follows. Define Tvv =  e1 if and only if P  holds. So 
Dom Tv =  span(DomT U {v : P }).
To see that Tv is closed, suppose that there are a sequence (xn)neN in Dom Tv 
and x, y G H such that xn ^  x and Tvxn ^  y. For all n G N, there are cn,v G C 
and a sequence (c„)m)meN in C such that xn =  cn,vv +  Y ™=1 cn,mem. Observe 
that for all m  > 2, ^c„;v +  c„;m (x, em) and c„;m ^  (y, em) =: cm. So 
cn,v ^  2 (x, e2) — 2c2 =: cv. Finally c„;1 ^  (x, e1) — cv =: c1. It follows that 
x =  Cv v +  J ] ~=1 cmem and y =  Cv e1 m=1 mc» em. So x G Dom Tv and y =  Tv x.
Remark that for all n G N , en G Dom T *, so T * is densely defined.
Now Tv(B1 n Dom Tv) is located, but p((v,e1), G(Tv)) can not be computed.
an =  1 by checking all natural numbers below ||T*x □
We have arrived at the theorem announced in the beginning of this chapter.
□
We prove some basic properties of self-adjoint operators.
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D e fin it io n  6.3.9. An operator T is self-adjoint if T is densely defined, lo­
cated and T =  T *.
Ye [Ye00] used an apparently different definition of self-adjointness. It follows 
from Theorem 6.3.1 and the discussion following it that our definition is equivalent 
to Ye’s definition.
Ye [Ye00] proved the following spectral theorem for (unbounded) self-adjoint 
operators.
T h eorem  6.3.10. Let A be a self-adjoint operator. Then there is a set A c  R  
and a family o f projections {E a : A G A} such that
/ œ
AdEA,
-œ
and any bounded operator B commutes with every E a i f  and only i f  B  commutes 
with A, i.e. BA c  AB.
T h eorem  6.3.11. I f  T is self-adjoint, injective and has dense range, then T -1 
has the same properties.
P roof. Recall that V(x,y)  := (—y, x) and observe that V G (-T ) =  G (T -1 ).
□
Classically the hypothesis that T has dense range is not necessary, it follows 
from the fact that T is injective. But there is a recursive example of an injective 
bounded Hermitian operator that does not have a dense range (See [BIS03]). So 
the extra hypothesis is necessary constructively.
T h eorem  6.3.12. I f  T is densely defined, closed and located, then T*T is 
self-adjoint and Dom T*T is a core for  T .
P roof. The operator (I+ T *T )-1 is positive and bounded, so by the previous 
theorem I  +  T *T is self-adjoint. Hence T*T is self-adjoint.
It is not hard to prove that Sa(T)x x, when A tends to 0. Moreover, 
for all x G Dom T, T SAx =  SaTx ^  Tx. So Dom T *T is a core for T, because 
Ran S a =  Dom T *T . See [Ped80, Thm. 5.1.9] for a more detailed proof. □
6.3.2. T he absolu te  value. We show that a densely defined closed located 
operator has an absolute value.
An operator T is positive if it is self-adjoint and for all x G Dom T, (Tx, x) > 0.
Lemma 6.3.13. Let A be a positive operator and let {E a : A G A} be a spectral 
family for A, i.e. A =  f-°œ AdEA. Then Ek =  0 for all k <  0.
P roof. Let A < 0 and x G H ; then
0 < (AEax, Eax) =  Í  Kd (Ekx, Ekx) <  0
J — œ
and hence ||EKx ||2 =  0 for all x G H and all k <  A. □
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T h eorem  6.3.14. Let T be densely defined, closed and located. There is a 
unique positive operator; denoted by |T|, such that |T |2 =  T*T and Dom |T| =  
Dom T . Moreover ||Tx|| =  |||T |x|| for all x G Dom T.
P roof. The operator T*T is positive, so |T| =  (T*T)1/2 is well-defined, by 
the spectral theorem 6.3.10 and Lemma 6.3.13. Because T*T =  |T|*|T|, it follows 
from Theorem 6.3.12 that the set Dom T*T is a core for both T and |T|. Because 
for all x G Dom T *T,
||Tx||2 =  (T*Tx, x) =  || |T |x |2.
It follows that Dom T =  Dom |T | and ||Tx|| =  |||T |x||, for all x G Dom T .
To see that |T| is unique, suppose that A is positive, A2 =  T*T =  |T |2 
and Dom A =  Dom T. Theorem 6.3.10 supplies a family of spectral projections 
{E a : A G A} such that œ
/  AdEx =  A.
Jo
So T*T =  ƒ  A2dEA. Fix A G R+ and let PA := E a — E —A; then T *T commutes 
with PA, and hence so does |T|. So (|T |PA)2 =  T*TPA =  (APa)2. Because the 
absolute value is unique for bounded operators, |T |PA is equal to APa, for all 
A G R+. So for all x G Dom A, |T|x =  limA^ œ |T|PAx =  limA^ œ APAx =  Ax. □
6.4. T he sp ectra l th eorem
In this section we prove the spectral theorem for unbounded normal operators.
D e fin it io n  6.4.1. A bounded operator N  is called normal if its adjoint is 
total and N  * N  =  N N  *. Let A be a bounded operator with an adjoint. Define 
the real part Re A  of A  to be the Hermitian operator ^(A* +  A) and define the 
imaginary part Im A  of A  to be the Hermitian operator \ i ( A  — A*). Remark that 
A =  Re A +  i Im A and that A is normal if and only if Re A and Im A commute.
We can extend the homomorphism ^  in the spectral theorem to complex 
measurable functions in the following way.
T h eorem  6.4.2. Let N 1, N2, N3, . . .  be a sequence o f commuting normal oper­
ators with a common bound 1. There is a measure ß on nœ [—1 ,1]2, concentrated 
on n°=1a(N i) and a homomorphism  ^  from  Lg’(ß) to an algebra o f commuting 
normal operators, extending the polynomial map. Moreover, i f  (0n)neN is a uni­
formly bounded sequence in Lœ and 0n ^  0 G Lœ in measure, then (^ (0 n))neN 
converges strongly to ^ (0 ).
P roof. For all n, m G N , NnN^ =  N ^Nn by the Fuglede-Putnam-Rosenblum 
Theorem [Rud73, 12.16]. Let ^ R be the spectral map associated to the sequence 
Re N 1, Im N 1, Re N 2 . . .  of commuting Hermitian operators. We identify [—1 , 1]2 
with a subset of C. For ƒ G Lœ define ^ c ( f ) := (Re ƒ) +  i^ R(Im ƒ). Observe 
that ^ c (z) =  ^ c (z)*. The fact that ß is concentrated on nœ=1 ^ (Nn) follows from 
carefully substituting squares for intervals in [BI96, Lemma 2.3 to 2.7]. □
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R e c a l l  t h a t  a  b o u n d e d  o p e r a t o r  T  is  positive i f  fo r  a l l  x  G H ,  ( T x ,  x )  >  0.
R em ark 6 .4 .3 .  L e t  N  b e  a  b o u n d e d  n o r m a l  o p e r a t o r .  I f  N  is  s e l f - a d j o i n t ,  
t h e n  a ( N ) C  R  a n d  i f  N  is  p o s i t i v e ,  t h e n  a ( N ) C  R +  ( se e  [ B I 9 6 ,  C o r .  3 .3 ] ) .  
T h e  c o n v e r s e  is  a l s o  t r u e :  i f  a ( N )  C  R + ,  t h e n  t h e  f u n c t i o n s  x  —  x  a n d  x  —  |x |  
a r e  e q u a l  a l m o s t  e v e r y w h e r e ,  so  N  =  | N  | is  p o s i t i v e .  □
D e fin it io n  6 .4 .4 .  T w o  s e l f - a d j o i n t  o p e r a t o r s  commute i f  a l l  t h e i r  s p e c t r a l  
p r o j e c t i o n s  c o m m u t e .
T h eorem  6 .4 .5 .  For a densely defined, located, closed operator T , the follow­
ing conditions are equivalent:
(1 )  D o m ( T ) =  D o m ( T *), and | | T x | |  =  | |T * x | |  for every x  in D o m ( T );
(2 ) T * T  =  T T *;
(3 )  there are commuting, self-adjoint operators A  and B  such that T  =  A  +  
i B , T *  =  A  — i B , and | | T x | | 2 =  | | A x | | 2 +  | | B x | | 2 for every x  in D o m T .
P r o o f .  P e d e r s e n ’s p r o o f  [ P e d 8 0 ,  5 .1 .1 0 ]  is  c o n s t r u c t i v e .  W e  g iv e  a  s k e t c h .
1 ^  2: F i x  x  G D o m  T * T  a n d  y  G D o m  T . T h e n
3
4 ( T * T x , y )  =  Y , i "  | T ( x  +  ¿‘ y ) l l 2
fc=0
3
=  Y , i k | T * ( x  +  i ky ) | 2 =  4 ( T  *x, T  *y ) .
fc=0
S o  T *x G D o m  T ** =  D o m  T  a n d  T T * x  =  T * T x .  H e n c e  T * T  C  T T *; t h e  o t h e r  
i n c l u s i o n  is  o b t a i n e d  b y  a  s y m m e t r y  a r g u m e n t .
2 ^  1: F o r  a l l  x  G D o m  T  * T ,  | | T x | | 2 =  | |T  * x | | 2 . T h e r e f o r e ,  D o m  T  C  D o m  T  *, 
b e c a u s e  T *  is  c l o s e d  a n d  f o r  x  G D o m  T ,  S 1/ n x  —  x  , T S 1/ n x  —  T x ,  w h e n  
n  —— t o . T h e  c o n v e r s e  i n c l u s i o n  fo l lo w s  f r o m  a  s y m m e t r y  a r g u m e n t .
1 ^  3 a n d  3 ^  1 f o l lo w  f r o m  lo n g ,  b u t  n o t  v e r y  d i f f i c u l t  c o m p u t a t i o n s .  □
L e t  T  b e  a  d e n s e l y  d e f i n e d ,  c l o s e d  a n d  l o c a t e d  o p e r a t o r .  I f  T  s a t i s f i e s  t h e  
c o n d i t i o n s  i n  T h e o r e m  6 .4 .5 ,  w e  s a y  t h a t  T  is  normal. N o t e  t h a t  i n  t h i s  c a s e  T * 
is  d e n s e l y  d e f in e d .
W h e n  T  is  b o u n d e d ,  i t  fo l lo w s  f r o m  T h e o r e m  6 .4 .5  t h a t  t h i s  d e f i n i t i o n  o f  
‘n o r m a l ’ is  e q u i v a l e n t  t o  t h e  d e f i n i t i o n  a t  t h e  b e g i n n i n g  o f  t h i s  s e c t i o n .
R em ark 6 .4 .6 .  A  n o r m a l  o p e r a t o r  is  m a x i m a l l y  n o r m a l ,  i .e .  i f  N  a n d  T  
a r e  n o r m a l  a n d  T  C  N , t h e n  T  =  N . I n d e e d ,  T  C  N , so  N  * C  T  *, h e n c e  
D o m  T  =  D o m  T * D  D o m  N * =  D o m  N  D  D o m  T , i .e .  T  =  N . □
W e  w i l l  e x t e n d  t h e  h o m o m o r p h i s m  ^  m e n t i o n e d  i n  t h e  s p e c t r a l  t h e o r e m ,  
w h i c h  t a k e s  L œ  ( ß )  t o  t h e  s e t  o f  b o u n d e d  o p e r a t o r s ,  t o  a  m a p  f r o m  t h e  s e t  o f  
u n b o u n d e d  m e a s u r a b l e  f u n c t i o n s  t o  a  s e t  o f  u n b o u n d e d  n o r m a l  o p e r a t o r s .  W e  
n e e d  a  l e m m a  f i r s t .
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Lemma 6.4.7. Let ß be a spectral measure for a given operator and let f  
be a measurable function. Suppose that (fn) n e N  and (gn) n e N  are sequences in 
such that f n — f  in measure, gn — f  in measure and for all n G N, 
|fn| <  | f  | and |gn| <  | f  |. Let x G H. Suppose that y := limn^ œ ^ ( f n)x exists; 
then limn^ œ ^(gn)x exists and equals y.
P r o o f . There are an increasing sequence (Am) m eN  of measurable sets such 
that A0 =  0 and XAm — 1 in measure and a sequence (Nm) n e N  such that for all 
m and all n >  Nm, | f  — fn|XAm < 2-m and |f  — |xa™ < 2-m . Note that f  is 
bounded on Am.
Define for all m, Xm := XAm, Qm := ^(Xm) and := — Xm-1 ). Note
that for all z G H, z =  limm^ œ Qmz and z =  Y ™=1 Pmz.
Suppose that A is a measurable set on which f  is bounded. Then |f  |2xa >  
|gn|2XA. (In fact this holds for every measurable set A.) So, it follows from Re­
mark 6.4.3 and Lemma 6.3.13 that for all z G H,
<^( |f  |2xa -  |g«|2XA|)z ,z ) >  °
<^( |f  |2XA) z , z ) >  <^(|gn|2XA | )z ,z) ,
(6.4.1) l l*( f XA) z ll2 >  y^ (g„XA)z |2 .
Fix £ >  0. Choose m G N  such that ||Qmy — y|| <  £. Choose N  G N  such that 
for all n >  N, ||^(gnXm)x — ^(fX™)x|| <  £ | x | . Remark that
Qmy =  Qm lim ^ (fn )x  =  lim ^(fnXm)x =  ^(fXm )x
and ^(gnXm)x =  Qm^(gn)x. So ||Qm^(gn)x — Qmy| <  £||x||. Note that
^ (gn)x Qm ^(gn)x ^   ^ ^ (gn)x
k>m
and y — Qmy =  E k>mP y .  Moreover for all k G N, ||Pfc^ (gn)x|| <  ||Pfcy||, by
(6.4.1). So ||^(gn)x — Qm^ (gn)x|| <  ||y — Qmy|| <  £. It follows that for all n >  N,
y^ (gn)x — yy < y^ (gn)x — Qm ^(gn)x |
+  |Q  ^(gn)x — Q my y 
+ |Q m y — yy
< 2£ +  £ ||x II.
Hence l im n ^  ^(gn)x =  y. □
R emark 6.4.8. In the previous lemma the hypothesis that for all n G N, 
|fn | <  | f  | is not redundant, both constructively and classically. Indeed, define 
the multiplication operator Mh on L2 [0,1] by Mhg =  h • g. Consider the spectral 
map ^  for the Hermitian operator , where id is the identity map. Note that 
the sequence f n := nX[0)1/n] converges to 0 in measure. But the sequence of 
operators ^ ( f n) =  Mfn does not converge to M0 in the strong topology. □
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T h eorem  6.4.9. Let (An)neN be a sequence o f commuting normal operators 
bounded by 1. The homomorphism in the spectral theorem can be extended to 
the unbounded measurable functions such that the extension, again called ^ , has 
the following properties: I f  f  is measurable, then ^ ( f  ) is an unbounded normal 
operator. I f  f , g are measurable, then ^ ( / )  =  ^ ( f  )*, ^ ( f  ) +  ^(g) C ^ ( f  +  g), 
^ ( f  )^ (g) C ^ ( f  g) and D om (^ (f )^ (g)) =  Dom ^(g) f  Dom ^ ( f  g ) .
P roof. Let f  be a measurable function. Choose a sequence (fn)neN in Lœ , 
such that f n — f  in measure and for all n G N, |fn| <  | f  |. Define
D o m ^ (f ) := {x : lim ^ ( f n)x exists}n -^œ
and ^ ( f  )x := limn^ œ ^ ( f n)x. Lemma 6.4.7 implies that this definition does not 
depend on the choice of the sequence (fn)neN.
We claim that the operator ^ ( f  ) is densely defined. Indeed, choose an in­
creasing sequence (an)neN of real numbers such that (an)neN converges to to  
and Xn := X[|f|<«n] is measurable. Note that Xn — 1 in measure, so Qn := 
tf(Xn) —s I , by [BB85, Thm. 7.8.22]. Finally observe that for all n G N, 
Ran Qn C D o m ^ (f ).
Let g be a measurable function. We claim that ^ (f)^ (g )  C ^ (fg )  and
D om (^ (f)^ (g)) =  Dom^(g) if D om ^(fg).
Indeed, let x G D om ^ (g)fiD om ^ (fg ) and choose sequences ( fn)neN and (gn)neN 
in Lœ such that f n — f  in measure, gn — g in measure and for all n, |fn| <  | f  | 
and |gn| <  |g|. Then |fngm| <  |fg | and
|fg  — fn gm| <  |fg  — f ng| +  |fng — f n gm|
< |f  — f n||g| +  |fn ||g — gm|
< |f  — f n||g| +  | f  ||g — gm|,
which converges to 0 in measure when n, m — to. So
W g ) x  =  lim^(fngm )xn,m
=  lim ^(fn)^(gm  )xn,m
=  lim ^(fn)^ (g)x .n
This implies that ^ (g)x  G D o m ^ (f), so D om ^ (g)n D om ^ (fg) C D om ^ (f)^ (g ). 
The other inclusion is straightforward.
The reader is invited to check that ^ ( f  ) +  ^(g) C ^ ( f  +  g).
To show that ^ ( f ) is closed we show that ^ ( f )  =  ^ ( f )*. For all n, ^ (fX n) 
is normal and ^ ( / x«.) =  ^ (fX n)*, so for all x G H,
y^( f Xn)x | =  yW X n)*x |  =  IIWXn )x ||.
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We see that D o m ^ (f) =  D o m ^ (f) and ^ ( f )  C ^ ( f )*. Lemma 6.3.4 shows 
that Q n W r  C (tf(f)Qn)* =  f n ) *  =  f n ) .  For all z G D om tf(f)*, 
Q n^(f)*z =  ^(fX n)z, so z G D o m ^ (f).
Finally observe that ^ ( f ) ^ ( f )* C ^ ( | f | 2) D ^ (f )* ^ (f ) , so that S ( ^ ( f )) =  
^ ( ( | f  |2 +  1)-1 ). By Theorem 6.3.1 ^ ( f ) is located and because it satisfies (1 ) of 
Theorem 6.4.5 it is normal. □
Theorem 6.4.9 starts from an initial sequence of bounded operators. We would 
also like to have a futher generalization of the spectral theorem starting from an 
initial sequence of unbounded operators. Theorem 6.4.12 is such a generalization. 
Before we prove this theorem we make some preparations.
Remark that if we had a spectral theorem for a single operator T , then T*T =  
TT * =  ^ (zz) and
(T * T +  I ) -1 =  ^ (( |z |2 +  1)-1) =  (TT * +  I ) -1 .
So we can only hope to prove the spectral theorem for (located) normal op­
erators.
Let Z(z) := z(1 — |z |)-1 for z with |z| <  1; then Z-1 (z) := z(1 +  |z |)-1 for all 
z G C. The function Z-1 maps C into its unit ball. We will use this function as 
a substitute for the so-called Cayley transform, which was used by Ye in the case 
where the operators are self-adjoint.
The proof of the following lemma can be simplified if T has a polar decom­
position. Unfortunately, it can not be proved constructively that every operator 
has a polar decomposition [BRS00], not even for bounded operators.
Recall that if T is self-adjoint and T =  ƒ  AdEA. Then we say that a bounded 
operator B commutes with T if BT C TB, or equivalently E AB =  B E A, for all 
A G R.
Lemma 6.4.10. Let T be normal; then Z-1 (T ) := T (I +  |T |)-1 is a bounded 
normal operator which commutes with the bounded operator (I +  |T |)-1 , and (I +  
|T |)-1T C Z-1 (T).
P roof. The operator T*T is self-adjoint, so A := (I +  |T |)-1 is a well- 
defined bounded operator commuting with T *T . We claim that the operator 
Z-1 (T) =  TA is bounded. Indeed, Ran A =  Ran(I +  |T |)-1 =  Dom(|T|) =  
Dom T, so by Theorem 6.3.14, ||TAx|| =  |||T|Ax||. It follows that TA is a bounded 
operator, because |T|A is. We claim that TA is also normal. We prove that 
for all x G H, ||(TA)*x|| =  ||TAx||. Indeed, TAT *T C TT * TA =  T * TTA, so 
TAE =  ETA, for all E  in the spectral family of T*T, whence TAA =  ATA, as 
A is a bounded continuous function of T *T. This implies that TA =  AT on the 
dense set Ran A =  Dom T ; similarly T * A =  AT * on Dom T * =  Dom T . Note that 
(TA)* D AT * C T *A, so for all x in the dense set Dom T *, ||(TA)*x|| =  ||T *Ax|| =  
||TAx||. Because TA is bounded and (TA)* is closed, (TA)* is bounded and 
||(TA)*x|| =  ||TAx||, for all x G H. □
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D e fin it io n  6.4.11. Unbounded normal operators T and A commute if Z 1(T) 
and Z-1 (A) commute. Define the spectrum a(T ) of T by a(T ) := Z(^(Z-1 (T))).
It will follow from the next theorem and Lemma 6.4.15 that these definitions 
are equivalent to other reasonable definitions, in particular with definition 6.4.4.
T h eorem  6.4.12. Let T1 ,T2, . . .  be a sequence o f (unbounded) commuting 
normal operators. There is a measure ß on n°=1 C, concentrated on n°=1 a(T*) 
and a *homomorphism  ^  mapping L g  (ß) isometrically to an algebra o f com­
muting bounded normal operators, and measurable functions to normal opera­
tors. The map ^  extends the polynomial map. It can be extended to all ß- 
measurable functions such that the following properties hold. I f  f  G Lœ and f n 
is a uniformly bounded sequence in Lœ which converges to f  in measure, then 
^ ( f n) ^  ^ ( f  ) in norm. I f  f n, f  are measurable, |fn| <  |f  | and f n ^  f  in mea­
sure, then ^ ( f n) ^ ( f ) .  Moreover ^ ( f )  =  ^ ( f )*, ^ ( f ) +  ^(g) C ^ ( f  +  g), 
^ (f)^ (g )  C ^ (fg )  and D om (^ (f)^ (g )) =  D om ^(g) n D om ^ (fg ).
P r o o f .  Denote f z(x1, x 2, . . . )  := f  (Z(x1),Z(x2) , . . . ) .  Let v be the spectral 
measure on n°=1 [—1 , 1]2 for the sequence Z-1 (T1 ), Z-1(T2) , . . .  Define for f  on 
n°=1C, ß( f )  := v ( f z) and ^ M( f ) =  ( f z). We have to prove that for all i G N, 
^ (n ¿  ) =  T*.
Fix i G N . Set T := Tj, A := (I +  |T |)-1 and T0 := TA. Note that A and 
T0 are bounded. The operators |T01 and |T|A are equal, because the absolute 
value is unique and |T012 =  T0* T0 =  T * ATA =  |T |2A2 =  (|T |A)2. So I  — |T01 =  
(I +  |T|)A — |T|A =  A. That is A =  ^ ( T 0), where 0(t) := 1 — |t|. Let ß0 be a 
spectral measure for T0 and let ßA ( f  ) := ß0( f  o 0).
From Theorem 6.2.2 and the fact that Ran A =  Dom |T| =  Dom T is dense, 
it follows that {0} is ßA-measurable. Hence
ßA(0, 1] =  1 — ßA{0} =  1,
because X{0} (A) is the projection on the kernel and A is injective.
Choose t0 := 1 and a decreasing sequence (t*)ieN of real numbers which 
converges to 0 and such that for all i G N , t* is admissible for the identity function 
and the measure ßA. Define P* := X(í¿,í¿_i](A); then for all x G H, E  ~ 1  P* x =  x.
Define g^t) = jXiUM-i] <X>- Note that p iT  =  9ÁA )A T  c  9i ( A ) TA  = T A g ^ A )  = 
TP*, by Lemma 6.4.10. Similarly P*T* C T *P*.
Define for all n G N , 4>n (z) := ^yX(in,i](0(z))• Remark that
n n
^ T P *  =  J ]  T0g*(A)= ^n(T0)
*=1 *=1
converges to a normal operator, with adjoint
œ œ
^ ( T ^ A ) ) -  = £  T *P„
*=1 *=1
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For x G Dom T , Tx =  T Y œ=1 P*x =  Eœ=1 TP*x, so T C Y œ=1 TP*, but both T 
and œ=1 TP* are normal and hence these operators are equal, by Remark 6.4.6.
□
Recall that, when T is bounded, the resolvent is defined as 
R(T) := {À G C : T — A has a bounded inverse}.
Lemma 6.4.13. I f  T  is bounded by M  and f  is holomorphic on a region 
containing the closed ball B M, then R ( f ( T ) )  C f ( R ( T ) ) .
P roof. This follows easily from the fact that for all A G C,
œ
f  (T ) — f  (A) =  £  a„(A“/  — Tn) =  (AI — T )Aa,
n=1
where f  (z) =  anzn and Aa is a suitable bounded operator commuting with
T. □
D efinition 6.4.14. For an unbounded normal operator T define 
R(T) := {A G C : T — AI has a bounded inverse}.
Lemma 6.4.15. Let T be normal; then R(T) =  Z(R(Z-1 (T)).
PROOF. Define for all n E N , (n(z) := 1+i _ ^  ; then ( ^ ( z )  = ■ The
function Z—1 maps the ball with radius n onto the unit ball and the rest of 
the complex plane into the ball with radius 1 +  K  The maps (n and ( ~ 1 are 
holomorphic on B l+j_ and C, respectively. Let ^  be the spectral map for T.  
Define Tn =  xIfidxi5n f°r admissible n > 0. Then R (T) fl B n =  R(T„) =  
ZnR(Z- 1 (Tn)), by the previous lemma. □
Lemma 6.4.15 shows that our definition of the spectrum coincides with the 
usual definition.
6.5. Som e other approaches to  th e  sp ectra l th eorem
Finally we discuss three classical approaches to the spectral theorem that do 
not seem to work constructively.
The first approach was promoted by Halmos [Hal63]. Consider the clas­
sical theorem: Let T be Hermitian; there are a measure ß, a unitary opera­
tor U : H ^  L2(ß) and a measurable function h, such that for all x G H, 
Tx =  U-1 (h ■ Ux). Even the 2-dimensional version of this theorem: ‘every Her­
mitian matrix is unitarily equivalent to a diagonal matrix’ can not be proved 
constructively [Bri81, p.21]. This is the constructive analogue of the classical 
fact that the eigenvectors do not depend continuously on the elements of the 
matrix.
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A second approach uses Gelfand theory; see for instance [Ped80]. This ap­
proach seems to work only when all the operators concerned are normable [BB85, 
Cor. 7.8.28].
Finally, there is the approach used by Rudin [Rud73, Ch. 13]. Roughly, 
the idea is as follows. If A is Hermitian, then A =  ƒ  A d E . Define for bounded 
Borel measurable functions f , ( f ) := (^ (f)x , y); then (Ax, y) =  (id). Let 
f  be an unbounded Borel measurable function. We define D o m (^ (f)) := {x : 
Exx( | f |2) <  to}. Remark that for x G D om (^ (f)), y ^  (f) is a bounded 
linear functional. So by the Riesz representation theorem, there exists zx G H  
such that ( f  ) =  (zx, y). Finally we define ^ ( f  )x := zx.
We encounter at least two problems when we want to make this last approach 
constructive. First, it is difficult in constructive mathematics to work with the 
class of all Borel measurable functions. Instead one uses the set of all functions 
that are measurable with respect to a given measure. Second, in the construc­
tive Riesz representation theorem, we need the hypothesis that the functional is 
normable, not just bounded.

C H A P T E R  7
A constructive view  on ergodic theorem s
Let T be a positive L1 -Lœ contraction. We prove that the following state­
ments are equivalent in constructive mathematics.
(1) The projection in L2 on the space of invariant functions exists;
(2) The sequence (Tn)neN Cesro-converges in the L2 norm;
(3) The sequence (Tn)neN Cesro-converges a.e.
Thus, we find necessary and sufficient conditions for the Mean Ergodic Theorem 
and the Dunford-Schwartz Pointwise Ergodic Theorem.
As a corollary we obtain the ergodic theorem for ergodic measure preserving 
transformations.
7.1. In trod u ction
Bishop [Bis67, p.233] put forward the following problem connected with the 
question of finding a constructive interpretation of ergodic theorems.
. . .  Think of X  as the union of two equal tanks of fluid, and T as a 
motion of the fluid, which is supposed to keep the fluid confined to 
the tank in which it has been placed. Imagine that there may be 
a small leak, which would in fact allow the fluid in the two tanks 
to mix, but that we are not able to decide whether a leak actually 
exists. Since the leak if it exists, is small, there will be little mixing 
between the tanks after unit time (that is, under the transformation 
T), but after a long time (that is, under the transformation Tn for 
some large n) the mixing may be substantial. . . .
He concluded that Birkhoff’s Ergodic Theorem is nonconstructive.
Bishop proved, using so-called upcrossings, a version of the Chacon-Ornstein 
Theorem. This theorem is a generalization of Dunford and Schwartz’s version of 
the Pointwise Ergodic Theorem, a result that extends Birkhoff’s Ergodic The­
orem. In Bishop’s ergodic theorem a limit exists in a constructively very weak 
sense. Bishop’s result is a so-called equal-hypothesis substitute for the ergodic 
theorem. Bishop considered finding an equal-conclusion substitute to be ‘an im­
portant open problem’, see [Bis70, p55]. His student Nuber [Nub72][Nub76] 
found a equal-conclusion substitute for Birkhoff’s Ergodic Theorem. His proof 
uses measure theoretic techniques and seems to work only for measure preserving 
transformations. We use functional analytic techniques to give necessary and
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sufficient conditions for von Neumann’s Mean Ergodic Theorem and the Dunford 
and Schwartz version of the Pointwise Ergodic Theorem to hold.
We prove that all that is needed in the proof of the Mean Ergodic Theorem 
is the existence of the projection on the space of invariant functions. Conversely, 
from the convergence of the sequence in the conclusion of that theorem we obtain 
the projection. Knowing this and looking at Dunford and Schwartz’ version of the 
Pointwise Ergodic Theorem we see that we only need the Mean Ergodic Theorem 
in the proof, and again a converse is also true. The aim of this chapter is to make 
these claims rigorous (Theorem 7.4.4).
The text is organized as follows. We first prove a Mean Ergodic Theorem. 
Then the Maximal Ergodic Theorem and Banach’s Principle are proved and used 
to prove the Pointwise Ergodic Theorem. Our presentation loosely follows that 
of Krengel [Kre85, p.65,p.159] and Dunford and Schwartz [DS58].
7.2. T he m ean E rgodic T heorem
The following definitions will be used throughout this chapter.
When T is an operator on a Banach space X , define for all n G N , the sum 
Sn := Y k =o T k and the average A n := ^ S n. Let A4 := { f  E X  : T f  = f }  and 
N  := cl{x — Tx : x G X }. An operator T is a contraction if for all x G X : 
l|Tx|| <  ||x||.
T h eorem  7.2.1. Let T be a contraction on a Banach space X . The sequence 
(An)neN converges i f  and only i f  X  =  M  © N , in which case limn^ œ An =  Pm , 
where Pm denotes the projection on M  parallel to N .
P r o o f . Suppose that X  =  M  © N . I f  g G X  and f  =  g — Tg, then Anf  =  
^(g — T ng) —► 0. If ƒ G Aí, then there is a g E X  such that|| ƒ — (g — Tg)  || <  e, 
so for all n G N , ||An(f  — (g — Tg))|| <  £ and hence for large n, ||Anf  || <  2£. So 
Anf  ^  0, for all f  G N .
Let f  G X ; then there exist fM in M  and / n  in N  such that f  =  fM +  / n ,
so Anf  =  f M +  AnfN ^  f M.
Now suppose that the sequence (An)neN converges to an operator P . The 
identity T P  =  P  =  P T  follows easily from the definition of the sequence (An)neN. 
So P  =  0 on N  and
P 2 =  lim AnP  [Tp= lim P  =  P.n -^œ n -^œ
If z g M h N  and £ > 0, then there is u G X  with ||z — (u — Tu) || <  £. Hence 
for all n G N, ||An(z — (u — Tu))|| <  £. Because An(u — Tu) ^  0 and for all 
n G N, An z =  z we see that ||z|| <  £. So M n N  =  {0}.
To see that (I — P )x G N  observe that for all n G N,
( /  _  + ^— ^ T  +  • • • +  —T n~l ) = I  — A n.
n n n
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Define for all n  G N , yn := ( ^ /  +  +  • • • +  ^ T n~1)x; then (I  -  T ) yn -»■ 
(I — P )x. So X  =  M  © N . □
Let H be a Hilbert space and let T be an operator on H. The adjoint of an 
operator is not always totally defined, see p.48. Fix a vector x G H. There exists 
a vector x* such that (Ty,x) =  (x,x*) if and only if the functional y ^  (Ty,x)  
is normable. This follows from the Riesz representation theorem [BB85, p.419]. 
If such a vector exists we will denote it by T *x even if the adjoint is not totally 
defined.
T h eorem  7.2.2. [Mean Ergodic Theorem] Let T be a contraction on a Hilbert 
space H . Then the sequence (An)neN converges i f  and only i f  M  is located, in 
which case the sequence (An)neN converges to the orthogonal projection Pm on 
M .
P roof. We first prove that M  and N  are orthogonal. Suppose that x G 
M , i.e. Tx =  x. The map y ^  (Ty,x) is normable, because for all y G H,
| (Ty,x) | <  ||x||||y|| and (Tx,x) =  ||x||2, so x G DomT* and ||T*x|| =  ||x||. Now,
||T*x — x ||2 =  (T*x — x, T*x — x)
=  ||T*x||2 +  ||x||2 — (x, T*x) — (T*x, x)
=  ||T*x||2 +  | |x |2 — (Tx, x) — (x, Tx)
[T= x] ||T*x||2 +  | |x |2 — 2(x, x) =  ||T*x ||2 — | |x |2 =  0.
So T *x =  x and hence, for all y G H, we have
(x, (I — T)y) =  ((I — T)*x, y) =  0.
We see that M  and N  are orthogonal.
Suppose that the sequence (An)neN converges. Theorem 7.2.1 shows that 
H = M  © N . Because and N  are also orthogonal, and N  are located.
Conversely, suppose that M  is located. We know that M  C N x . We will 
prove that N x C M . Take x G N x . For all y G H: ((I — T )y,x) =  0. So 
(y,x) =  (Ty,x),  i.e. x =  T *x. By a similar argument as above we see that 
Tx =  x. We conclude that M  =  N x , so by Theorem 7.2.1 the sequence (An)neN 
converges. □
Let (X, ß) be a measure space. A measure preserving transformation of X  is a 
partial function from a full set to a full set such that for all integrable sets A, t(A)  
is integrable and ß(T(A)) =  ß(A). If t  is a measure preserving transformation, 
then Tt f  := f  o t  is a contraction on L2.
Bishop and Bridges [BB85, problem 46, p.395] give the following version of 
the Mean Ergodic Theorem. Let T be a unitary operator on a Hilbert space H ; 
then for all x G H the sequence (Anx)neN converges if and only if the sequence 
(| Anx ||)nSN converges.
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7.3. M axim al E rgodic T heorem s
Let (X, ß) be a measure space. An operator T on L^ß) is an L1 contrac­
tion if T is a contraction on L1 that contracts the L^-norm on L1 fl L ^ . That is, 
for all f  G L1, ||f  | 1 <  ||T f | 1 and if m G R+ and f  G L1 such that | f  | <  m, then 
|T f | <  m. Let p > 1. An operator T on Lp is positive if for all f  >  0, T f  >  0. 
Remark that, when p =  2, this definition differs from our previous definition of a 
positive operator on a Hilbert space. In this chapter we will only use the present 
definition. Remark that if t  is a measure preserving transformation, then Tt is a 
positive L1 -L^, contraction.
Let T be a positive L1 -L^, contraction. Define for all n G N , the operator Mn 
by Mnf  := supk<n Akf, for all f . Garcia’s proof [Kre85, p.8] of the following 
theorem is constructive. (Note that we do not make any claims about M ^ , which 
is defined classically as supkeN Ak, because M ^ f may not be a measurable func­
tion for all f  in L1, i.e. we may not be able to find simple functions approximating
T h eorem  7.3.1. [Hopf’s Maximal Ergodic Theorem] Let T be a positive con­
traction on L1 (ß). Fix n G N . I f  a  >  0 is admissible for  Mnf , then
J[Mnf  >a]
C o r o l la r y  7.3.2. [Wiener [Kre85, p.51]] Let T be a positive L1-L^ con­
traction. Let f  G L1; n G N  and a  >  0 admissible for  Mnf . Then for all 
n,
R em ark . Let A be a set and let P  C A. Let B C A such that for each x G A, 
x G B is impossible. Note that in order to prove the negative statement —P(x) 
for all x G A, we only need to prove P(x),  for all x G B. For instance, if we 
want to prove that —P  holds on R, we need only prove that it holds on the set 
{x <  0 : x G R } U {x > 0 : x G R }. Constructively, the latter set is not equal to 
R, because we may not be able to decide for a given x G R, whether x <  0 or 
x > 0. This remark will be used without further comment. We will usually apply 
this remark to inequalities. □
The following theorem is sometimes called the little Riesz theorem. The proof 
we give here is an adaptation of [Kre85, Lemma 1.7.4].
P r o p o s it io n  7.3.3. I f  T is a positive L 1-Lrx contraction, then T can be 
uniquely extended to an Lp contraction, for all p >  1.
P roof. Because for all p > 1, L1 f  L^ is a dense subset of Lp, it is enough 
to prove that for all f  G L1 f  L^, ||T f ||p <  ||f  ||p. To achieve this goal we will
M^ f .)
f.
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prove that for positive simple functions f  and p > 1:
(7.3.1) T f  <  T (fp)1/p.
Assume for a moment that we have done so and let f  b ea  positive simple function 
and p > 1. Then (T f)p < T (fp), so ||(T f )p ||1 <  ||T (fp)||1 <  ||fp| 1 , hence 
||T f ||p < ||f  ||p. Observe that this inequality trivially holds for p =  1. So ||T f ||p >  
||f  ||p is impossible, i.e. ||T f ||p <  ||f  ||p holds for all p >  1, even if we are unable to 
decide p =  1 or p >  1. It follows that for all p > 1, T is a positive Lp-contraction 
on the positive simple functions, and hence on the simple functions. The simple 
functions are dense and T is a contraction, therefore the operator T restricted to 
the simple functions can be uniquely extended to Lp. This extension agrees with 
T on L1 f  Lp for all p >  1.
We will now prove (7.3.1) for a positive simple function f  and p > 1. Define 
q := (1 — 1/p)-1 as usual. We will assume that Y := [f >  0] is integrable. 
Remark that in this case f  =  f x Y. The functions f  with this property are also 
dense in L+. For all real numbers a, b >  0:
, ap bq
ab < -----1---- .
p q
So for all real numbers c, d > 0:
ƒ Xy  K f p | Xy  
c d ~  cpp dq q ’
hence
(7.3.2) T ( f  ■ x y ) <  T ( fp)c1-pd/p +  T(xY)d1-qc/q a.e.
Let F  be a full set on which (7.3.2) holds for rational c and d and therefore by 
continuity for all c, d >  0. Compute M, m G R+ with M > f  >  m xY > 0. 
Remark that f  <  m 1-pf p. Let F' C F  be a full set such that for all x G F': 
f  (x) <  M , (T f )(x) <  m 1-p (T f  p)(x), (T f)(x ) <  M (Txy )(x) and (Txy )1/q (x) <
1.
Fix x G F'.
If T ( f p)(x) =  0, then T ( f  )(x) <  m 1-pT ( f p)(x) =  0 =  T ( f p)1/p (x).
If T (xy )(x) =  0, then T (f)(x) <  M T (xy )(x) =  0 <  T ( f p)1/p (x).
If T ( f  p)(x) >  0 and T (xY)(x) >  0, then define c := T ( f p)1/p(x) and d : =  
T (xy )1/q (x). The right hand side of (7.3.2) equals cd(1/p +  1/q) =  cd. Because 
f  =  f x Y we obtain:
(7.3.3) T ( f)(x) < T  ( f  p)1/p T  (xy )1/q (x) <  T ( fp)1/p (x).
We conclude that in any case T(f ) (x)  >  T ( fp)1/p (x) is impossible. It follows 
that (7.3.3) holds for all x G F'. □
From this point onwards we will assume that a positive L1 -L^ contraction is 
extended to Lp, for all p >  1.
T h eorem  7.3.4. [Dominated Ergodic Theorem] Let T be a positive L1 -LM 
contraction. Then for all n  E N , p > 1 and, f  E Lp: \\Mnf  ||p <  ^¡-|| ƒ ||p.
P roof. Fix n G N, p >  1, and f  G L+.
r r r Mnf (s)
J  (Mnf ) p dß =  J  J  pap-1dadß(s)
J  a p-1x[Mnf >a] (s)dadß(s)
p j  a p-1ß[Mnf  >  a]da 
Jo
Wiener Í' ^  Í'
< p / a p- / fdßda
Jo </[Mnf >a]
P
J  aP-2x[Mnf>a] (s ) f  (s)dß (s)da
f  (s) /  aP-2x[Mnf >a] (s )dadß(s)
r r Mnf(s)
p J  f  (s) J  ap-2dadß(s)
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Fubini
Fubini
P 1 1 dup — 1
< ^rll/llp llM n/llr1-p — 1
This last inequality follows from Holder’s inequality and the fact that Mnf  <
E L 0 Afcf  G Lp. For all f  G Lp, Mnf < M n|f |, so ||Mnf ||p <  ||M n|f |||p <  
_p_im i □p-1 iip-
A function f  : R  ^  R  is convex if for every À G [0, 1] and x, y G R: 
f (Àx +  (1 — À)y) <  Àf (x) +  (1 — À)f (y) .
T h eorem  7.3.5. A total convex function from  R  to R  has an non-decreasing 
derivative which is defined in all but countably many points.
P roof sketch . Let f  be a convex function. Define for all n >  0, gn(x) : =  
n(f(x)  — f  (x — 1/n)) and hn(x) := n ( f (x +  1/n) — f(x)) .  Then for all n >  0, 
gn(x) <  gn+1(x) <  hn+1(x) <  hn (x), gn (x) =  hn (x — 1/n) and the sequences 
(gn)neN and (hn)neN are non-decreasing. The function f  ' (x) =  limn^ ^  gn(x) =  
limn^ ^  hn (x) is defined in all but countably many points. This last fact is proved 
in a similar way as the classical fact that every non-decreasing real function is 
continuous in all but countably many points. □
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Lemma 7.3.6. [Jensen’s inequality] Let (X, ß) be a finite measure space and 
0 : R  --» R  be a convex function. I f  f , 0 o f  g L1, then
) )  ß (X ) <  ƒ  0 o f.
P roof. Fix x G Dom0'. For all y G R: 0(y) > 0'(x)(y — x) +  0(x),  and hence 
for all t G Dom f, 0 ( f  (t)) >  0 '(x )(f (t) — x) +  0(x). By integrating we obtain 
ƒ 0  o f  >  0'(x)((J  f )  — x ß (X )) +  0 (x )ß (X ). If we take a sequence (xn)neN in 
Dom 0' tending to ƒ  f / ß ( X ), we obtain the inequality above. □
The Lp Ergodic theorem can be proved classically for finite measure spaces 
from the pointwise ergodic theorem [Wal82]. Another proof [Kre85, Thm. 2.1.2] 
uses a non-constructive compactness argument. Our proof works not only for 
finite measure spaces, but also for a-finite measure spaces. We make some prepa­
rations.
Let ß be a finite measure. If 1 <  p <  q and f  G Lq, then |f  |p is measurable 
and bounded by |f  |q V 1, hence | f  |p is integrable and by taking 0(x) := xq/p in 
Jensen’s inequality we obtain
(7.3.4) ||f  ||p <  f  ||,ß (X )1/p-1/q.
So Lq C Lp.
Let ß be a-finite. If p >  q > 1 and f  <  M , then ||f  ||p =  ƒ  | f  |p =
ƒ i/ i i /  ip- q < Mp-« . So
(7.3.5) Ilf ||p <  M 1-q/pf  | | f \
T h eorem  7.3.7. [Lp Ergodic Theorem] Let p, q >  1 and (X, ß) be a finite 
measure space or let p >  1, q >  1 and (X, ß) a a-finite measure space. Let T be 
a positive L1-LM contraction. I f  the sequence (An)neN converges in Lq, then it 
converges in Lp.
P roof. Let f  G Lp and choose a simple g such that ||f  — g||p <  e/4. Let M  
be a bound for g. For all n, m G N:
11 Anf  — Amf  ||p <  11 Anf  — Ang||p +  |A ng — Amg||p +  ||Am g — Amf  ||p
< e / 4 +  |A ng — Amgyp +  e /4 .
If we show that ||Ang — Amg |p — 0, when m, n — to, then (Anf ) neN is a 
Cauchy sequence in Lp. That ||Ang — Amg |p — 0 follows from the fact that the 
sequence (Ang)neN converges in Lq and the inequalities 7.3.4 and 7.3.5 for the 
case ß is finite or ß is a-finite and p > q. The case ß is a-finite and 1 <  p <  q is 
more difficult. First remark that if p >  1, h G Lp, n, m, l, r G N  and m =  ln +  r, 
then
I I A J ^ - I K / ^  <  y  | | ( i  +  Î 1”  +  • • • +  í 1<' í - 1 ')” ) A r a / i | | P  —  | | A r a / i | | P
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+ - \ \ T ln(I  + --- + T r- 1)h\\p 
m
< 0 +  r/m ||h ||p < n /m ||h ||p.
It follows that the sequence (||Anh |p)neN is essentially decreasing, that is for each 
n G N  and each £ >  0, there exists N  G N  such that ||Amh||p <  ||Anh||p +  £, for 
all m > N .
Assume that ß is a-finite and 1 <  p <  q. Let g G n Lp. Let g be the limit 
of Ang in . The function g is in Lp, because T contracts the Lp-norm. We will 
prove that limn^ ^  Ang =  g in Lp. By looking at g — g we may assume that g =  0.
Because the sequence (||Ang||p)neN is essentially decreasing, it is enough to 
find, for each n > 0 and k G N , an n >  k such that ||Ang||p <  n. Let ß =  
n/4. Take an integrable set B 1 such that||gXX-Bi ||p <  ß . Recall that g ^  0
p _
in L q. So we can compute rii such that||Araig||p <  ß[i(Bi)v~ . So by (7.3.4)
ll(A«ig)XBilip <  |(A nig)XBillpß(Bi )1-p/q < ß . Now | Araigyp < n or ll^mgyp >  
n — ß . In the former case we are done, so we may assume that ||Anig | |  >  n — ß , 
hence ||(Anig )x x -B i > n — 2ß . Take B 2 D Bi such that||(Anig)xB2-Bi >  n —
£ _
3/3. Compute n2 > rii such that||Ara2g||p <  ßij,(B2) q . Then \\An2gxB2-  Bi 1 <  
ß. p
Continue in this way until we find N  G N  such that||AnNg | |  <  n. That such 
an N  exists we see as follows. Choose K  G N  such that
((— l)llir||? + ß < K ( v -  W).p — 1
Remark that for all N  < K, ||A„Ng||p >  n — ß or ||A„Ng | |  <  n. Suppose that for 
all N  < K, ||A„ng|p >  n — ß. Define B0 =  0 and n0 =  0. Remark that for all 
N  G N,
N
MN|g| >  ^  MN |g|XBi+i-Bi 
i=0 
N
> |g |XBi+i-Bi 
i=0
N
> X ! gXBi+i-Bi. 
i=0
It follows from the Dominated Ergodic Theorem that for all N  < K,
U r V w  ä pulsili?
N
> | | ^  (An¿ g)XBi+i-Bi ||p 
i=0
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N
=  ^ 2  ll(Amg)XBi+i-Bi ||p 
i=0
> N(n — 3ß) +  ||g|p — ß.
It follows that there exists N  < K  such that ||A„Ng||p <  n and hence Ang ^  g 
in Lp. Finally, observe that even if we do not know whether p <  q or p >  q we 
can show that the sequence converges in Lp, because the sequence ||An ||p is 
essentially decreasing. □
If ß is a-finite, it is not true in general that if ^  0 in some Lp, p >  1, 
then the sequence converges in L1. To see this let t (x) := x +  1 on R  with 
Lebesgue measure, T =  Tt and ƒ =  X[o,1]. For all p >  1, ^  0 in Lp, but the 
sequence does not converge in L1.
7.4. T he P oin tw ise  E rgodic T heorem
The following principle, Banach’s principle, will be used as follows: we prove 
that a sequence of operators converges a.e. on a dense set and then conclude that 
the sequence converges a.e. on the whole space.
The proof of the following theorem would be easier if we could prove con­
structively that M<^  is measurable.
T h eorem  7.4.1. [Banach’s Principle] Let (Y, ß) be a measure space. Let 
(Tn)neN be a sequence o f linear operators from a Banach space X  to the space 
ß-measurable real functions. Define for each n G N, an operator Mn by Mnx : =  
supk<n |Tkx|, for all x G X . Suppose that there exists a positive decreasing func­
tion C from  R  to R  such that lima^ ^  C (a) =  0 and for all x and n:
ß[Mrax > a||x||] <  C(a),
whenever a ||x || is admissible for  Mnx. Then the set o f elements x G X  for which 
the sequence (Tnx)neN converges a.e. is closed.
P roof. Take z G X  and suppose that ^  z in norm and that there is a 
sequence (fn)neN of measurable functions such that for all m G N, Tmzn 
a.e.
For natural numbers a and b, u  G Y and x G X  put
Aa>b(w,x):= sup |T„x(u) — Tm x(u)| .
a<n,m<b
Then
| A a,ôG> z) — A a,6(•, zn)| <  |Aa,6(•, z — zn) | <  2Afb(z — z„) .
Let £ >  0. Choose natural numbers n and k and an integrable set D  C Y 
such that ß(D) < £ and for all a >  k:
: |Tazn(u) — f n(u)| >  £ /2} C D
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and C ( | | |z  — zn \\) <  e. For all b >  a >  k,
^[|A 0)6(-,z)| >  2£] <  ß[|A a;6(-,z„)| >  £]
+ ß [|A a,5(-, z) — A o,6(' ) zn)| >  £]
<  ß(D ) +  ß[2M6(z — Z«) >  £]
<  £ +  C  (>/2 | |z — Z„ ||) <  2£.
Construct ascending sequences (nm)meN and (km)meN of natural numbers 
such tha t
Put E  := U m(u  : |A fcm;fcm+1 (u ,z ) | >  £2 m}. The set E  is integrable and 
M E ) <  Y m=1 2£2-m =  2£. For u  G —E  and n, m >  k1 :
|T«z(u) — Tmz(u)| <  £.
Bishop [Bis67, p.230] gave a constructive proof of Lebesgue’s Differentiation 
Theorem. Banach’s principle can be used to give another constructive proof. See 
[Pet83, p.101]. The proof given there is essentially constructive.
When q >  1 and T  is a positive L 1 contraction, define =  (ƒ  G Lq :
T h e o re m  7.4.2. [Pointwise Ergodic Theorem] Let ß  be a a-finite  measure. 
Let T  be a positive  L 1 -LM contraction. I f  Lq =  © N q, fo r  some  q >  1, then 
fo r  all p  >  1, the sequence (Anf ) „ sn  converges a.e. fo r  all ƒ G L p .
P r o o f . Suppose th a t Lq =  , for some q >  1. First let p >  1.
Theorem 7.3.7 and Theorem 7.2.1 show tha t Lp =  M p © Np. Suppose th a t 
ƒ =  g +  T h — h, where g G Lp, Tg =  g and h G L ^  n  Lp. The set of these ƒ 
is dense in Lp. Because T  contracts the L^-norm , limn^ ^  ƒ =  g a.e. For all 
admissible a  >  0,
<  ƒ I U M „ /  > a ]1-1/p.
So a ^ M ^  >  a ]1/p <  || ƒ ||p. Define Mnƒ =  supk<n | ƒ |, for all ƒ G Lp. Substi­
tuting a  =  ß  I ƒ ||p and observing th a t Mn ƒ =  when ƒ >  0, we obtain
and for all n  >  km :
M|T„z„m — ƒ „„I > £ /2 m] < £ /2 m.
So the sequence (Tnz)„sn converges a.e. □
^ 7  =  ƒ } and =  c l(T ƒ  — ƒ : ƒ G Lq}.
(7.4.1) M M  ƒ  >  ß  I ƒ ||p] <  ß -p .
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Remark th a t for all ƒ G Lp, <  Mn | ƒ |, so inequality 7.4.1 holds for all ƒ G Lp. 
Banach’s principle shows th a t the sequence ( A ^ ) raeN converges a.e. for all ƒ in 
Lp.
Now let p >  1. Because Lp+1 n  Lp is dense in Lp we can now apply Banach’s 
principle, because inequality 7.4.1 above holds for all p >  1. □
The two-step argument above is used because in general we do not have 
convergence in the L 1 -norm. The space L 1 has an awkward geometrical structure, 
it is not uniformly convex.
T h e o re m  7.4.3. Let  p >  1. I f  the sequence ( A ^ ) raeN converges a.e. fo r  all 
ƒ in Lp, then M  =  (ƒ  : ^  =  ƒ} is located in L 2.
P r o o f . Let ƒ be a simple function. Suppose th a t A ^  ^  0 a.e. If g is a 
simple function, then ƒ  (An ƒ)g ^  0, because the sequence ( A ^ ) raeN is bounded. 
The inner product is continuous on L 2, so (Anƒ, g) ^  0 for all ƒ, g G L2. That 
is, the sequence (An ƒ)raeN converges weakly to 0.
By an argument similar to the proof of Theorem 7.2.1 we see tha t
L2 =  M  © wcl((1 — T ) ƒ : ƒ G L 2},
where wcl denotes the weak closure. If we show th a t this is an orthogonal sum, 
then M  is located. Let x G M  and y G L2. Now ((I  — T )y ,x ) =  0, as in 
the proof the Mean Ergodic Theorem. Fix z G N  and choose yn G L2 such 
th a t (I  — T)yn ^  z. Hence (z, x) =  lim((1 — T)yn, x) = 0 .  So M  and N  are 
orthogonal. □
T h e o re m  7.4.4. Let ß  be a a-finite  measure and  T  a positive  L 1 — L ^  con­
traction. Denote by M  the space o f  T -invariant functions and fo r  each n  G N, 
by A n the average ^ T %. The following sta tem ents are equivalent:
(1) The set M  is located in L2;
(2) The sequence (An)neN converges in L2;
(3) For all p >  1, the sequence (An)neN converges in Lp;
(4) There is p >  1 such that the sequence (An)neN converges in Lp;
(5) For all p >  1 and  ƒ G Lp, the sequence ( A ^ ) raeN converges a.e.;
(6) There is p >  1 such that fo r  all ƒ G Lp, the sequence ( A ^ ) raeN converges 
a.e.
For a finite measure we m ay replace p >  1 by p >  1.
P r o o f . (1 )^ (2 ) is Theorem 7.2.2. (4 )^ (3 ) is Theorem 7.3.7. (3 )^ (2 ) 
is trivial. (2 )^ (4 ) is trivial. (4 )^ (5 ) follows from Theorem 7.2.1 and Theo­
rem 7.4.2. (5 )^ (6 ) is trivial. (6 )^ (1 ) follows from Theorem 7.4.3. □
Finally, let us mention an im portant consequence of the previous theorem.
A measure preserving transform ation t  on a finite measure space (X, ß) is 
called ergodic, if for all ƒ G L 2: ƒ o t  =  ƒ implies th a t there is a c G R  such 
th a t ƒ =  c a.e. If t  is an ergodic measure preserving transformation, then for
ƒ G L 2: the function c ^  || ƒ — c||2 attains its minimum at c =  ƒ  ^ ß ( X ). So M  
is located. Hence n—1
lim -  V t ;
n^-œ n  ^i=0
exists. Here Tt is the operator defined by Tt ƒ =  ƒ o t for all ƒ G L 2.
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C H A P T E R  8
A lm ost periodic functions and com pact groups
In this chapter we study the Fourier theory of (non-Abelian) compact groups. 
We will show th a t the group algebra of a compact group is a direct sum of 
m atrix algebras. We then give a constructive proof of the Peter-Weyl theorem. 
This theorem states th a t every representation of a compact group is a direct sum 
of irreducible representations.
As a corollary we will derive the Bohr approximation theorems (Theorem 8.8.3 
and 8.8.4) for almost periodic functions on (non-Abelian) metric groups.
8.1. F ac ts  on  locally  c o m p ac t g ro u p s
In this section we introduce some notations and quote some theorems from 
the literature. We used [Loo53], [Ste94] and [NS82] as general references for 
the classical theory.
D e f in i t io n  8.1.1. A (locally) compact group (G ,-,—1 ) is a group such th a t 
G is a (locally) compact metric space and the group operations are continuous.
T h e o re m  8.1.2. [BB85, Thm. 8.1.19] A locally compact group carries a left- 
invariant measure, which is unique up to a constant. I f  the group is compact, the 
measure is finite.
This measure is called H aar m easure . It is also right-invariant if the group is 
either compact or Abelian. When we talk about the measure on a group, we will 
always mean Haar measure. In Proposition 8.8.5 and the discussion following 
it we give a simple proof of the existence of Haar measure in case the group is 
compact.
In this chapter G will denote a compact group, unless stated otherwise.
Let L 1 denote L 1(G). Define the convolution from L 1 x L 1 to L 1 by
(8.1.1) 7  * g)(x) =  y  y (y)g (y—:
for all ƒ, g G L 1 and x G G. This map is continuous, in fact || ƒ * g | 1 <  || ƒ ||1 | |g |1. 
W ith this multiplication L 1 is an algebra, called the group algebra. The group al­
gebra contains much information about the group, for instance a group is Abelian 
if and only if its group algebra is Abelian.
Let X  be a discrete metric space. The metric space X  is called discrete if for 
each x G X  there is a 5 >  0 such tha t B  (x) =  {x}. For x G X, denote by 5x the
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the Dirac delta-function, th a t is the function from X  to {0,1} such th a t
(y) =  Í  1 if x =  y;[ 0  if x =  y.
If the group G is discrete, then it is easily checked th a t 5x * 5y =  , for 
all x, y G G. In general, the convolution product may be considered as a smooth 
version of the group multiplication.
Define for each s G G, the left-translation operator Ts from C (G) to C (G) by 
Ts ƒ (x) := ƒ (sx), for all ƒ G C (G) and x G G. Define the right-translation operator  
T s from C (G) to C (G) by T s7(x) := ƒ (xs), for all ƒ G C (G) and x G G. Each 
left- or right-translation operator can be uniquely extended to an operator from 
L 1 to L 1 and also to an operator from L 2 to L2. We will use the same notation for 
these extensions and the original operator. Define for all ƒ G L 1, the convolution  
operator T (ƒ) from L 1 to L 1 by T (ƒ)g :=  ƒ * g, for all g G L 1. For each ƒ G L 1, 
define the involution  ƒ of ƒ by /(x )  =  ƒ (x—1).
Because G is compact, Haar measure is finite, so L 2 C L 1. For all ƒ G L 1 and 
g G L2, ƒ * g belongs to L2. Remark th a t || ƒ * g ||2 <  || ƒ ||1 ||g ||2. For every x G G, 
(ƒ * g)(x) =  (T ^ , g) and T (ƒ) is the adjoint of the convolution operator T (ƒ). 
Moreover, for all s G G, Ts* =  Ts- i .
The space of continuous functions C (G) equipped with multiplication * and 
involution ~ forms a *-algebra.
The center of a group G is the set
Z (G) := {x G G : Vy G G[xy =  yx]}.
Let G be Abelian. A continuous function a  : G ^  C is called a character  
if for all x G G, |a (x )| =  1 and if a(xy) =  a (x )a (y ), for all x, y G G. W ith the 
usual multiplication of functions, the characters form a group denoted G*. This 
group is called the dual group or character group .
We equip the character group with the metric induced by the sup-norm || ■ ||œ .
T h e o re m  8.1.3. [BB85, Thm. 8.3.17] The character group G* of  a compact 
Abelian group G is a locally compact Abelian group.
In fact, considering the more general case of a locally compact group, Bishop 
and Bridges introduce a new metric p* on G* such th a t (G*, p*) is locally compact. 
For compact groups this metric is equivalent to the metric induced by the norm 
|| ■ ||œ on C (G), see [BB85, Lemma 8.3.16]. So we will not mention p* again.
In the next theorem we drop the assumption tha t G is compact.
T h e o re m  8.1.4. [BB85, p.431,p.442]Let G be a locally compact Abelian group. 
There is a linear map  F  from  L 1(G) to Cœ (G*) that is norm-decreasing. M ore­
over, fo r  all ƒ, g G L 1 (G), F (ƒ * g) =  F (ƒ)F (g ) and fo r  all ƒ G L 1 (G) and 
a  G G*, F (ƒ)(a ) =  ƒ  ƒ (x)a(x)dx. This map is called the Fourier transform. 
H aar measure ß* on G* can be normalized in such a way that F  preserves the 
L2-norm  on L 1(G) n  L2(G) and the map  F  * : L 1 (G*) ^  Cœ (G) defined by
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T*(4>){x) :=  ƒ  a{x)(j){a)dß*{a) has the following property: T * T f  =  ƒ fo r  all 
ƒ G L 1 (G) n  L2(G).
In this chapter we assume tha t ß* is normalized as in the previous theorem.
8.2. C o m p a c t A b e lian  G ro u p s
In this section we discuss the Fourier theory of compact Abelian groups. We 
use the results from [BB85, Ch.8].
As a paradigm consider the group G := ({erf : t  G R}, ■). The dual G* of this 
group is the space of the functions {z ^  zn : n  G Z} C C (G) with the metric 
and multiplication inherited from C (G). Remark th a t G is compact and G* is 
discrete. This is the general situation.
T h e o re m  8.2.1. Let  G be a compact Abelian group; then the dual group G* 
is discrete.
P r o o f . Let 1 be the constant function with value 1, this function is a char­
acter. The set of characters a  with ||a  — 1||œ <  1 is an open set which contains 
only the character 1. Indeed, if a (x ) =  1 for some x G G, then for some n, 
a (x )n G {z : Re z <  0}. So |a (x n) — 1| >  1, because a (x )n =  a (x n). Con­
sequently, there is a neighborhood of the character 1 which contains only this 
character. By translation of this neighborhood one obtains for each element in 
the group G* a neighborhood containing only th a t element. □
Recall from Section 2.1 th a t an inhabited set X  is called countable if and only 
if there is a surjective map from N  to X. Remark tha t every inhabited discrete 
separable metric space is countable, because a dense subset must be the whole 
space. If G is a compact group, then G * is locally compact, and hence separable. 
Moreover, G* is discrete and hence countable. Choose a decidable subset of 
N* and a bijection x  from to G*. For all i G 1G, we will write x* for x(i).
If A is a discrete countable metric space and ß  is the counting measure on A, 
then 12(A) denotes L 2(A ,ß). Let F  : L2(G) ^  12(G*) be the Fourier transform. 
Let 1 denote the constant function on G with value 1. Remark th a t 1 G G*. 
We claim th a t 51 =  F 1. Indeed, F  1(a) =  ƒ  a(x)dx, by the invariance of Haar 
measure ƒ  a(x)dx  =  a(y) ƒ  a(x)dx  for all y G G. Therefore, F  1(a) =  0 when 
a  = 1 .  Observing th a t ƒ  1dx =  1 proves the claim. So ƒ  51 dß* =  1(e) =  1, by 
[BB85, Prop. 8.4.9]. Because Haar measure ß* on G* is invariant we see th a t 
ß*({a}) =  1, for all a  G G*.
Recall th a t for all a  G G* and ƒ G L 1, F  ƒ (a) =  ƒ  ƒ (x)a(x)dx. Hence for all 
a , ß  G G*,
fa w m d x  = /aW /r’M*
^ 1 (x )-(“ ß —1)(x)dx
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( F  1 )(aß -1) =  51 (a ß -1).
We see th a t the characters are orthogonal as elements of L 2. Moreover F a ( ß ) =  
ƒ  a (x )ß  (x) =  51(a ß  ), so F  a  =  5a- i .
For ail n  G N, write n  for the set { 1 , . . . ,  n} and define Ic,n '■= I g H n.
We are now ready to prove the two main theorems of this section.
T h e o re m  8.2.2. Let G be a compact Abelian group. The characters fo rm  a 
complete orthonormal set in L2(G) and the map from  /2( /G) to L2(G) defined by 
a ^  ne/G a (n )x n is the inverse o f  the Fourier transform.
P r o o f . Define for all n  G , cn := (F ^ (X n ); then
The continuous function ƒ„ := Y%^ig n c%X% is the image of E *e/G n c^Xi under
T h e o re m  8.2.3. Let G be a compact Abelian group. Every  ƒ G C (G) can be 
uniformly approximated by finite linear combinations o f  characters.
P r o o f .  [Loo53, p.155] Choose 0 G C (G) which is supported by a small 
neighborhood of the identity e G G. Then 0 * ƒ is close to ƒ in the sup-norm. 
Define for all i G Ig, A* := (ƒ*, Xi) and v* := (0, Xi). Now ƒ  :=  E ielGjn ƒ * X* =  
E ielG,n A*Xi ^  ƒ in L2 as n  ^  to . On the other hand 0„ :=  E i&Ic n 0 * x* =  
E ie/Gjn ViXi ^  0 in L2 as n  ^  to . So E ieI A*v*X* =  0n * ƒ« ^  0 * ƒ in the
In this section we study the Fourier theory of non-Abelian compact groups.
In the non-Abelian Fourier theory the role of the characters is taken over by 
minimal left ideals or, equivalently, irreducible representations. In the Abelian 
theory a character spans a 1-dimensional, hence minimal, left ideal. We will 
discuss some classical approaches to non-Abelian Fourier theory in section 8.6.
The idea behind our approach is as follows. We apply the Abelian Fourier the­
ory to the center of the group algebra to obtain a representation theorem (8.3.6) 
for the whole group algebra.
Let G be a compact group. We do not demand th a t G is Abelian. Let ß 
denote the Haar measure such tha t ß(G) =  1.
D efin itio n  8.3.1. Denote the center Z (L 1(G)) of the group algebra L 1 (G) 
by Z 1. Denote the center Z (L 2(G)) of the group algebra L 2(G) by Z2. Observe 
th a t Z2 =  Z 1 n  L 2, because L 2 is dense in L 1. Define the operator P Z on C (G) 
by (PZ ƒ)(x) :=  ƒ  ƒ (axa-1 )da, for all ƒ G C (G) and x G G. It can be proved tha t
ƒ  II2 =  ||F,/' II2 = Y ,  jCni2'
nelc
^  F  ƒ in 12 (G* ), it follows th a t
□
sup-norm as n  ^  to. □
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P Z has a unique continuous extension to L 1 (G). This extension is also denoted
P r o p o s i t io n  8.3.2. For all ƒ G L 1, the function  P Z ƒ is in the center Z 1 and 
the restriction o f  P Z to L 2 is the orthonormal projection o f  L 2 on Z2.
P r o o f . By [NS82, p.222], the center Z 1 equals
Hence for all ƒ G L 1, P Z ƒ G Z 1, by the invariance of Haar measure. The operator 
P Z is clearly linear and P |  =  P Z. We claim P |  =  P Z on L2. Indeed, for all 
g, h G L2,
Lem m a 8.3.3. Let ƒ G L 1(G); then  T (ƒ) is a compact operator on L 2(G).
P r o o f .  First assume th a t ƒ G L2(G). Note th a t the unit ball S * of the dual 
of the Hilbert space L2(G) is compact with respect to the metric defined on p.350 
of [BB85]. The map (u, x) ^  « ( T ^  ) from S * x G ^  C induces a map from 
S * to C  (G) C L2(G) which is uniformly continuous (either by FAN and CP or 
by the proof of [BB85, Lemma 8.2.4 p.420]). Recall th a t for g G L 2 such th a t 
\\g\\2 <  1, we defined the map ug G S* by ug(h) :=  ( h , g ) , for all h G L 2. The 
map ug ^  ƒ * g is uniformly continuous, because for all x G G and g G L2, 
ƒ * g(x) := ug( T ^ ). The normable elements ug such th a t g G L2 and ||g ||2 <  1 
are dense in S *. Hence, the range of T (ƒ) is totally bounded as the uniformly 
continuous image of a totally bounded subset of S *.
Now assume th a t ƒ G L 1 (G). Remark th a t L2 is dense in L 1. So T (ƒ) is the 
uniform limit of compact operators, because ƒ  * g ||2 <  ƒ  | 1| g | 2, for all g G L2. 
Finally, remark th a t the uniform limit of compact operators is compact. □
Consider the algebra A  := { T (ƒ) : ƒ G Z 1} of compact, and hence normable, 
operators on L2. This algebra is separable and commutative. Moreover, A  is 
self-adjoint, because for all ƒ G Z\ ,  T ( f ) *  =  T ( f ) .  Let A  denote the uniform 
closure of A. It follows from the Gelfand representation theory ([BB85, 7.8.27])
by p z .
{h G L 1 : h(xy) =  h(yx) for almost all x, y  G G}.
(g, P h ) .
□
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th a t there is a norm-preserving isomorphism 7  : A  —► C 0 0 (E), where E denotes 
the spectrum of A .  Remark th a t E is locally compact.
For ƒ G Z 1, we will sometimes write 7 (ƒ) instead of 7 (T (ƒ)).
In the Abelian case 7  corresponds to the Fourier transform and E to the dual 
group G*.
Lemma 8.3.4. The spectrum  E is discrete.
P r o o f .  Define the constant function 1 on G with value 1. Remark th a t for 
all x G G and g G L 1, (1 * |g|)(x) =  ||g | 1. Denote e := 7 (1); then e2 =  e, so for 
all ß  G E, e(ß) =  0 or e(ß) =  1. Moreover, e =  0. Fix a  G E such th a t e(a) =  0. 
We claim th a t e =  ¿a . Suppose th a t ß  G E, a  =  ß  and e(a) =  e(ß) =  1. Choose
0 G Cro(E) such th a t 0 (a ) =  1, 0 (ß ) =  0 and 0 <  0 <  e. Choose g G Z2 such th a t
IIy(g) -  0 |l <  1 /3 . Then ll(e ■ Y(g))(a ) -  1 | <  1 / 3  and ll(e ■ Y(g))(ß ) -  0 |l <  1 /3 . 
A contradiction with the fact tha t e ■ 7 (g) =  7 ( 1  * g) =  | g | 1Y(1) =  ||g | 1e. So 
e =  ¿a . It follows th a t for all ß  G E, ¿ß G C ^(E ), because for all ß, v G E, 
¿ß (v) =  (a ß - 1v). □
The following lemma shows th a t the elements in the spectrum may be iden­
tified with functions in Z2.
Lemma 8.3.5. For all s G E, there is a x s G Z2 such that ||xs ||2 =  1 and 
7 (Xs) =  ¿s.
P r o o f .  Fix s G E. Recall th a t L 2 is dense in L 1. Take ƒ G Z2 such th a t 
Y( f ) ( s ) í  0. Define As := then 5S ■ j ( \ sf )  =  ös. Remark th a t T7- i (5s)
is an operator on L2, hence x s :=  TY-1  )(Asƒ) is in L2. Moreover, 7 (xs) =  
7 7 -1 (¿s) ' (As7 ) =  ¿s. It follows th a t T (x s) is a projection.
We show th a t Hxslh =  1. For all ƒ G Z2, 7 (Xs * ƒ) =  ¿s7(ƒ) =  7 ^ )(s) • ¿s. 
So T (x s)Z 2 is one-dimensional. Because for all x and ƒ G Z 1, the operators Tx 
and T (ƒ) commute, there is a function vs such th a t for all x G G, TxT (x s) =  
Vs (x)T (xs). So for all x G G, Xs (x) =  TxXs(e) =  Vs(x)xs (e). For all x G G, Tx is 
a unitary operator, so, vsV =  1 . Consequently,
X(e) =  X * X(e) =  ƒ  Xs(t)Xs(t -1  )dt =  ƒ  |vs(t) |2Xs( e ) 2 =  Xs(e)2.
Hence Xs(e) =  1. It follows th a t ||xsHI =  (Xs,Xs) =  Xs * Xs(e) =  1. □
Remark th a t ||T (xs) |  =  ||¿s ||^  =  1.
Because E is locally compact and discrete, it is countable. Choose a bijection 
X from a decidable subset of N* to E. Define for each n  G N *, / Gn := 
H { 1 , . . . ,  n}. For i G 1G, we will sometimes write x* for x(i).
We will show th a t the characters {x* : i G 1G} form a complete orthonormal 
system. Indeed, fix ƒ G Z2. Define for i G 1G, A* := 7 (ƒ)(i). Then
7 (Xi * ƒ ) =  ¿i ■ 7 7 ) =  Ai¿i.
Hence Xi * ƒ =  AiXi. Moreover, Xi =  x * =  Xi * Xi and (Xi, Xj) =  Xi * X j(e) =  0, 
when i =  j  G 1G. Remark th a t for all h G C ^,(/G), E iS/G n ¿i ' h ^  h in the
sup-norm. Hence for all ƒ G Z2,
ƒ =  Xn * ƒ =  A™Xn
nS/c nS/c
with convergence in L 2.
We have proved the following theorem.
T h e o re m  8.3.6. The characters {xn : n  G 1G} form  a complete orthonormal  
set in Z 2 (G) and fo r  all ƒ G Z2,
ƒ ^  ; x n * ƒ ^  ] Anx n,
nS/G nS/G
where fo r  all n  G / G, An := 7 (ƒ)(n). Moreover fo r  all ƒ G L 2(G), ƒ =  E nS/c Xn * 
ƒ.
Let n  G 1G. The range of the projection T (x n) is an invariant finite-dimensional 
subspace of L2, because T (x n) is a compact operator with closed range [BJM 89].
Lemma 8.3.7. Fix n  G 1G. The range N  of  the projection  T (x n) is a m inim al  
ideal o f  the algebra L 2, in the sense that i f  M  C N  is a closed nonzero ideal, then 
M  =  N.
P r o o f . Let e be the unit in G and let M  C N  be a closed nonzero ideal. Let 
ƒ G M  be nonzero and define g :=  ƒ * ƒ; then
p z (g)(e) =  ƒ  g (ses-1)ds =  g (e) =  171|2 >  °
hence M  contains a nonzero central element. But this must be a multiple of x n , 
the unit in N, hence M  =  N. □
Lemma 8.3.8. [NS82, p.216] A closed subspace in L 1 is a left(right) ideal in 
L 1 i f  and only i f  it  is invariant under left(right) translation. The same holds for  
subspaces o f  L 2.
D e f in i t io n  8.3.9. A function ƒ G L 2 is called almost invariant if the set A 
of translations of ƒ, s p a ^ T ^ T ^  : s, t G G} is a finite-dimensional subspace of L 2. 
It is called m inim al almost invarian t , if, moreover, every nonzero subspace of A 
th a t is closed under the translations equals A.
The proof of the following theorem is similar to the proof of Theorem 8.2.3.
T h e o re m  8.3.10. [Loo53, p.160] Every continuous function on G can be 
uniformly approximated by almost invariant functions.
Theorem 8.3.6 and 8.3.10 are non-commutative analogues of Theorem 8.2.2 
and 8.2.3.
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8.4. M in im a l left ideals
It will be shown th a t the minimal two-sided ideals tha t were obtained in the 
previous section are isomorphic to matrix-algebras. We follow the analysis given 
by Loomis [Loo53, p.104], but we have to overcome a number of difficulties. We 
mention two of them. First, Lemma 27A.1 in [Loo53] does not hold construc­
tively when x =  e11 +  (1 — a)e22 and a is a nonnegative real number for which 
we do not know whether a =  0. Second, the proof of Corollary 27B in [Loo53] is 
non-constructive.
Let x  be a character. The set N  :=  Ran T (x) is a minimal closed two-sided 
ideal with x  as its unit. Remark tha t N  C L 2(G) is a finite-dimensional Hilbert 
space. Moreover, for all ƒ G N, T (ƒ)x  =  ƒ, hence ƒ  ||2 <  ||T (ƒ) ||2||x ||2. On the 
other hand, for all ƒ G L 2(G), ||T (ƒ)|| <  ƒ  ||2. Hence the norm ƒ ^  ||T (ƒ)|| and 
the L 2-norm are equivalent on N , so ƒ and T (ƒ) may be identified. In particular 
the spectral theorem can be applied to elements of N . Let ƒ G N  such th a t 
ƒ =  ƒ  and let ß  be the spectral measure for T (ƒ). Denote the spectral map by 
^  : L ^  (ß) ^  B (L2). Then for all g G L ^  (ß), ^ (g ) is in N, because N  is a closed 
*algebra.
The notation ƒg will be used for ƒ * g, because we want to emphasize the 
interpretation of ƒ as T (ƒ). Moreover, we apply the terminology of operators to 
ƒ G N. So p G N  is called a projection if p  =  p  * p  =  p.
Lemma 8.4.1. Every  nonzero closed left ideal I  C N  contains a nonzero 
projection.
P r o o f . Remark th a t I  * :=  {ƒ : ƒ G I } is a right-ideal, so th a t I  * I  C I  * H I. 
If ƒ G I  and ƒ =  0, then ƒ * ƒ =  0, because ƒ * ƒ (e) =  || ƒ ||2 =  0. Hence I  * H I  is a 
closed *-algebra which contains a nonzero (self-adjoint) element. By the spectral 
theorem it contains a nonzero projection. □
Remark th a t for all ƒ, g G N,
( f g ^  =  ( g , Z ) =  ƒ g W (x-1 )dx
(8.4 .1) =  ƒ  g (x-1 ^ (x)dx =  =  (g /', X) .
Lemma 8.4.2. There are finitely m any mutually orthogonal projections p 1 ,p 2, 
..., pn G N  such that x  =  En=1 p* and these projections are m inim al in the sense  
that i f  i G { 1 , . . . ,  n} and q and r  are projections in N  such that p* =  q +  r  and 
qr =  rq =  0, then r  =  0 or q =  0.
P r o o f . Recall th a t N  is finite-dimensional. If N  is one-dimensional, then 
the proof is finished by Lemma 8.4.1. So suppose there is ƒ G N  which has a 
positive distance to span{x}. Define ƒ  := (ƒ +  / ) / 2  and ƒ* := (ƒ — ƒ )/2i; then 
ƒ =  ƒ  +  ƒ .  Hence at least one of the self-adjoint elements ^  or ƒ* has a positive
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distance to span{x}. So we may suppose th a t ƒ was chosen to be self-adjoint. 
The spectral projections of ƒ are in N. Because ƒ can be approximated arbitrarily 
closely by linear combinations of its spectral projections, one of them, p, is apart 
from span{x}. Denote px :=  x  — p. Observe th a t pN p and px N px are closed 
self-adjoint algebras and subspaces of N. To verify the locatedness of pNp, note 
th a t for g G N  : g =  pgp +  g — pgp. We claim th a t pgp ±  g — pgp. Indeed,
(g — pgp, pgp) =  ((pgp)(g — pgp^ X),
now, remark tha t
(pgp)(g — pgp) =  pgpg(x — p) =  pgpgp^,
so by (8.4.1):
(p^pgp^, x )  =  ( p ^ p g ,  x )  =  (0, X) =  °.
Hence the map g ^  pgp is the orthogonal projection of N  onto pNp.
To continue the process, repeat the steps above once with N  replaced by pNp, 
and and once with N  replaced by px N px . Because N  is finite-dimensional this 
process will stop after finitely many steps. □
Remark th a t px N px is in general not the orthogonal complement of pNp.
A projection p is called irreducible if for all projections p 1 and p2 such th a t 
p =  p 1 +  p2 and (p1 ,p 2) =  0 either p 1 =  0 or p2 =  0. Remark th a t for all 
projections p, q, we have (p, q) =  0 if and only if pq =  0, see [Loo53, 27B].
Lemma 8.4.3. A closed left ideal I  C N  is m inim al i f  and only i f  there is an 
irreducible projection  p with I  =  Np.
P r o o f . Suppose th a t I  is minimal. Lemma 8.4.1 supplies a nonzero projec­
tion p G I. If p 1 and p2 are projections such th a t p =  p 1 +  p2, then Ip 1 or Ip 2 
is nonzero. Suppose they are both. Then Ip 1 is a proper closed sub-ideal of I, 
which is impossible.
Conversely, suppose th a t I  =  N p and th a t J  C I  is a proper closed sub-ideal. 
Take a nonzero projection q G J, then pq =  pqp is a projection commuting with 
p and p =  pq +  (p — pq). □
Remark tha t if p is an irreducible projection, then pN p is a closed *algebra of 
operators th a t contains no non-trivial projections, hence pN p is one-dimensional.
Fix irreducible orthogonal projections p 1 , . . . , p n with x  =  En=1 p*. Then 
N p1 N  is a nonzero two-sided ideal, so x  G N p1 N  and consequently N p1 N  =  N. 
So p2N p1 N p2 =  p2N p2 =  span{p2} and hence p1N p2 =  0. Choose e12 G p 1 N p2 
such th a t e12 =  0. Then e12e12 G p1 N p1. Moreover, we may normalize e12 such 
th a t ei2e^2 =  p\.  It is easily verified th a t e \2&i2 =  p2. Now define for all j  G n, 
e\j  likewise. Finally, define for all i , j  G n, e*i := e*u  and e^ - :=  enei j .
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T h e o re m  8.4.4. Let x  be a character. The algebra N  =  Ran T (x) is isom or­
phic to the n-dim ensional matrix-algebra under the correspondence
where i, j  G n, ƒ G N  and Cÿ G C.
Moreover, observe th a t N  =  0 ”=1 Ne**, is the direct sum of n  equivalent 
minimal left ideals. Let { /^  : i , j  G n} be another basis for M n, then N  =  
© ”=1 N^*, hence all the minimal left ideals in N  are equivalent.
In the previous two sections we discussed what is called the left regular rep­
resentation. In this section we will discuss general representations and prove a 
constructive Peter-Weyl theorem.
Let G be a compact group. We do not demand th a t G is Abelian. Let ß 
denote the Haar measure such tha t ß(G) =  1.
D e f in i t io n  8.5.1. A representation  of a group G on a Hilbert space H  is a 
strongly continuous homomorphism from G onto a uniformly bounded group of 
of operators H. Let n be a representation of G on a Hilbert space H . A subspace 
M  C H  is n-invariant if n (x )M  C M, for all x G G. A subspace M  C H  is 
nonzero if it contains an element apart from zero. The representation n is said 
to be irreducible, or to act irreducibly, if the only nonzero subspace which is 
invariant under n is H  itself. Note tha t every subspace is located, by definition. 
So a subspace of a finite-dimensional space is finite-dimensional.
A representation n is called unitary  if for all g G G, n(g) is a unitary operator. 
The following lemma shows th a t it suffices to consider unitary representations.
Lem m a 8.5.2. [Loo53, p.162]Let n be a representation on a Hilbert space 
(H, (, )). Define the inner product [x, y] :=  ƒ  (nsx, nsy) ds. This inner product is 
equivalent to (, ) and n is unitary with respect to this inner product.
The left regular representation  is the representation s ^  Ts th a t we de­
fined before. In the previous sections we studied the map ƒ ^  T f, from L 1 
to B (L 2) such th a t for all ƒ G L 1 and g G L2, Tfg := ƒ * g. Remark th a t 
Tfg :=  JG ƒ (s)Tsgds. In a similar way we can construct, for every representa­
tion n of G a norm-decreasing *algebra-homomorphism from L 1 (G) to B (L 2). 
Indeed, for ƒ G C (G), define ) := JG ƒ (s)n(s)ds as the uniform limit of the 
Riemann sums E je J  n(x¿) JG ƒ (s)hj(s)ds, where {hj : j  G J } is a suitable par­
tition of unity with nonnegative continuous functions hj and hj (x j) =  1. Now 
l|n( ƒ )|| <  I ƒ | 1. So we can extend the operator-valued integral from C (G) to 
L 1 (G) by continuity. We will sometimes write n f in stead of ).
8.5. O th e r  R e p re s e n ta tio n s
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Observe th a t for all ƒ G L 1 and t G G,
n  n f =  n J  ƒ ( s ) n  ds 
J g
(8.5.1) =  Í  ƒ (s)nisds
G
[s— f  x/ i —1ƒ (t s ) n  ds =  tt._i f .
G
Let {x* : i G 1G} be orthogonal projections as in Theorem 8.3.6, such tha t 
ƒ =  E  ie/G ƒ * Xi, for all ƒ G L2. Fix i G Ig  and write x  :=  X*. We will show 
th a t Ran n(x) can be split in orthogonal subspaces on which n acts irreducibly. 
Write N  :=  Ran T (x). We use the notation of Theorem 8.4.4. Recall th a t n is a 
*algebra-homomorphism. So for all i G n, the operator n (e¿¿) is a projection such 
th a t 7r(eu)7r(ejj) =  0, if j  G n  and i ^  j .  Moreover, n (e*j) is an isometry from 
R an n (e ii) to R an n(e¿j). If x G R ann(x ) and x =  0, then n(eii)x =  0, for some 
i. Say n (e11 )x =  0; we may assume th a t |n (e 11 )x|| =  1. Remark th a t
(n(eü)x, n (e j1 )x) =  (n(e1j * e^ )x ,x )
0 if i =  j  ;
1 if i =  j.
The left ideal 11 :=  span{e11,e 21, . . . , e n1} is minimal. It follows from equal­
ity 8.5.1 th a t { n ^ n ^ )  : s G G, ƒ G 11} equals {n(Ts_i ƒ) : s G G, ƒ G 11}. 
Because 11 is invariant, this last set is just n(11). Let U  : 11 ^  n(11)x be the 
unique linear map such th a t for all i G n, í/(e¿ 1 ) =  7r(en)x.  The operator U  is 
unitary and U(Tsƒ) =  n (s )U (ƒ). So n(11)x is also minimal invariant. We see 
th a t G acts irreducibly on n(11 )x.
Let P  be the projection on n(11)x and Q  be the projection on R ann(x). 
Remark tha t Q — P  is also invariant, so we can continue this process with any 
nonzero element in Ran Q — P. This shows th a t there is a sequence (Qn)neN of 
disjoint projections on which n acts irreducibly and such th a t Q =  E ^=0 Q« in 
the strong sense.
Define for all n  G N , := E í i^g n X*; then ^  ƒ for all ƒ G L 2,
hence E*elG n n(x*) ^  I  strongly. We just showed th a t each n(x*) is a sum of 
finite-dimensional projections on which G acts irreducibly. So we have proved 
the following constructive version of the Peter-Weyl theorem. This answers the 
question posed by Frank in [Fra00].
T h e o re m  8.5.3. Let G be a compact group and  H  a Hilbert space. Let n be a 
unitary representation o f  G on H  such that n(e) =  I. Then there are a decidable 
set J  C N  and orthogonal projections  {P* : i G J } with finite-dim ensional range 
such that H  =  ® ie J  P*H in the strong sense and fo r  each i G J, n acts irreducibly 
on Ran P*.
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Finally, let us make a remark about the character of a representation. Let n be 
a finite-dimensional representation. One defines the character o f  n as the function 
Xn(x) :=  Tr(n(x)). Two representations n and a  on finite-dimensional Hilbert 
spaces H 1 and H 2 are equivalent, n ~  a, if there is a unitary map U : H 1 ^  H 2 
such th a t Un =  aU. Remark th a t if n ~  a, then x n =  X^. We just proved 
th a t every irreducible representation is equivalent to a representation of the form 
discussed in section 8.4, th a t is, of the form x ^  Tx on N e11 =  span{ei1 : i <  n}. 
Now
Tr(Tx) =  £  (Txei1, ei1)
i £n
=  5Z(ei1 * ê1i)(x)
i £n
=  5Z(ei1 * e1i)(x)
i £n
=  eii(x) =  Xn (x).
i £n
On the other hand, if N  and M  are different minimal two-sided ideals in L 2, then 
Xn ^  Xm . So Xn =  X^ if and only if n ~  a.
The connections between characters and representations can be extended to 
general finite-dimensional representations in the same way as it is done classically. 
We will not do this here.
8.6. C lass ica l a p p ro a ch e s
We point out why certain classical approaches do not work constructively.
There are at least two classical approaches to the non-Abelian Fourier the­
ory. Loomis [Loo53] uses a maximal set of minimal ideals. Sternberg [Ste94] 
and Naimark and Stern [NS82] use a non-constructive spectral theorem for com­
pact operators and their approach is close to the original proof by Peter and 
Weyl [PW 27]. The main problem in the first approach is constructing minimal 
ideals in L 1(G). As to the second approach, we do not see how to determine 
minimal invariant subspaces for a given compact operator.
We now discuss a classical proof of Theorem 8.2.3 which is close to the proofs 
in [Ste94] and [NS82]. Fix £ >  0. Take 0  G C (G) such th a t -0 is supported 
by a small compact neighborhood of the identity e G G and such th a t 0(e) =  1. 
Now the function 0 defined by 0(x) :=  |0 (x )0 (x -1 )|, for all x G G, is positive 
and satisfies 0(x) =  0 (x -1 ) for all x G G. The operator T^ is compact and can be 
proved to be self-adjoint. By the spectral theorem there are finite-dimensional 
projections P 1, P2, . . . ,  Pn and constants c1, c2, . . . ,  cn such th a t ||T ^^E n= 1 c*P*I < 
£. Moreover, for all i <  n, Ran P* is invariant under right-translation, because for 
all s G G, T s commutes with T^.
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So for each i <  n, the map s ^  T^P* is a finite-dimensional representation. 
We see th a t there is a complete set of finite-dimensional representations. T hat is 
for each s G G, there is a representation n such th a t n(s) =  0. So far, this proof 
works constructively too. The main problem is to split these representations 
into irreducible ones. Classically, this is done by choosing a minimal invariant 
subspace. Constructively, we need an argument to show tha t this can be done. 
Note th a t we are able to compute the character of a representation. So if ||xn ||2 =
1, then n should be a reducible representation. The problem is how to reduce it. 
We have shown in Theorem 8.5.3 how to do this.
8.7. A lm o st p e rio d ic  fu n c tio n s  on  R
In this section we apply the results from the previous sections to obtain ap­
proximation theorems for almost periodic functions on R.
Other constructive approaches to almost periodic functions can be found 
in [Bro77], [Gib72] and [M ar78].
First consider a periodic function ƒ : R  ^  C with period 2n. We may identify 
ƒ with a function g on the circle, by defining g(eix) := ƒ (x), for all x G R. 
Because the circle is a compact Abelian group, the almost periodic function f  
can be approximated by finite sums of characters.
The sum of the periodic functions e%x and e*^x is not periodic. But this 
sum is almost periodic, a concept which we will define shortly. Classically, the 
class of almost periodic functions is closed under addition and multiplication, 
but constructively this is not the case. In [Gib72] it is shown th a t the function 
x ^  eiax is almost periodic if and only if a =  0 or a =  0. Observe th a t if a is close 
to 0, then ei(1+a)x and e-ix are almost periodic, but ei(1+a)xe-ix =  eiax is almost 
periodic if and only if a =  0 or a =  0. So the almost periodic functions are n o t  
closed under multiplication. A similar argument shows th a t the almost periodic 
functions are n o t  closed under addition.
Recall tha t Cb(R) is the quasinormed space of bounded continuous functions 
on R . For all s G R , define the operator Ts from Cb(R) to Cb(R) by Ts( f  )(x) =  
ƒ (s +  x), for all x G R  and ƒ G Cb(R).
D e f in i t io n  8.7.1. A function ƒ G Cb(R) is almost periodic if the set Sf := 
{T(s) ƒ : s G R} is a totally bounded subset of the quasinormed space Cb(R).
This definition is equivalent to Bohr’s original definition. Loomis’ proof [Loo53, 
41F, p.171] of this fact is constructive.
Every almost periodic function is uniformly continuous.
Let ƒ be an almost periodic function on R . Remark th a t for a G R  the 
function va defined by va (g) :=  g (a), for all g G Cb (R), is a uniformly contin­
uous function from Cb(R) to R . Because Sf is totally bounded, it follows from 
Corollary 2.3.5 th a t we may define a pseudometric on R  by
df (a, b) :=  sup |va(g) -  u6(g)| =  sup ƒ  (a +  x) -  ƒ (b +  x)|.
g£Sf x^R
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This metric is invariant under the action of the group (R, + ), th a t is, for every 
a, b, c G R , df (a +  c, b +  c) =  df (a, b).
When x, y G R  and TxU =  Ty ƒ, then df (x, y) =  0. So there is a map 0 from 
Sf to (R, df ) such th a t for all x G R , 0 (T(x)U) =  x. Moreover, 0 is uniformly 
continuous. Hence (R, df ) is totally bounded. Denote by R f  the completion of 
(R ,d f ); observe th a t this is a compact group.
The characters of R  are the functions x ^  eitx with t G R . The function ƒ 
is uniformly continuous. So for every £ >  0, there is a 5 >  0, such th a t when 
|a — b| <  5, then for all x G R , | ƒ (a +  x) — ƒ (b +  x)| <  £, hence df (a, b) <  £. This 
shows tha t characters on R f  are characters on R . Hence every character on R f  
is equal to x ^  eitx, for some t G R.
Theorem 8.2.2 implies the following Fourier-like theorem for almost periodic 
functions.
T h e o re m  8.7.2. I f  ƒ is an almost periodic function, then ƒ is a continuous 
function on R f  and fo r  each i G 1Rf there are a character x* (o f  both the group R  
and the group R f )  and a constant c* G C such that ƒ =  E*elR ciX* in L2(R f).
Let G := R f . We use the notation of the previous section. The following 
theorem is called the Bohr approximation theorem.
As we remarked before, in constructive mathem atics a linear combination of 
characters need not be almost periodic, see [Gib72].
T h e o re m  8.7.3. Every  almost periodic function on R  can be uniformly ap­
proximated by an almost periodic linear combination o f  characters.
P r o o f .  Let ƒ be an almost periodic function. Let, for all n  G N, Pn be 
the projection in L2 on span{x* : i G Ig,«}. Then P u  ^  ƒ in L 2. Fix n  G N. 
Remark th a t Pn =  E ieIc n TXi, so Pn commutes with Ts, for all s G G. So 
SPnf =  {TsPnƒ : s G G} =  PnS f . This set is totally bounded, because Sf is 
totally bounded and Pn is uniformly continuous. So P u  is almost periodic.
Fix s G G and remark th a t Ts(ƒ * g) =  (Ts ƒ) * g, for all g G L2. Indeed, for 
all x G R,
W  * g)(x) =  U  * g)(sx)
=  f(y )g (y -1sx)dy
=  f(sy )g (y -1x)dy
=  ((TsU) * g)(x ).
So for all g G L 2, T ^ P ^  * P„g) =  (TaP«U) * P«g =  (P«Tsƒ) * P„g. Choose 
a continuous function g on G which is zero outside a small neighborhood of 0. 
Then ƒ * g is close to ƒ. Let := P«U * Png; then Shn is totally bounded, because 
the maps Pn and h ^  h * Png are uniformly continuous. So is almost periodic. 
As in Theorem 8.2.3 we see tha t hn ^  ƒ * g in the sup-norm, when n  ^  to . □
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The measure ß  we used in Theorem 8.7.2, Haar measure on R f , may seem a 
little ad hoc. In fact ß( ƒ) is equal to the value of the unique constant function 
in cöSf .  We will prove this in a more general context in the next section. The 
number //(ƒ) is also equal to M ( f )  =  limjv^oo ^  J^N ƒ which is usually used in 
this theorem. See [Loo53, p.171] for a constructive proof of this fact. Classically, 
M  is an integral on the space of almost periodic functions. Constructively, the 
sum of two almost periodic functions need not be almost periodic, so M  can not 
be an integral.
8.8. A lm o st p e rio d ic  fu n c tio n s  on  m e tr ic  g ro u p s
In this section we extend the results from the previous section to arbitrary 
separable metric groups.
In this section G is a separable metric group, not necessarily locally compact 
or Abelian. Let e denote its unit.
D e f in i t io n  8.8.1. Let ƒ be a bounded continuous function on G. Let Sf be 
the set of all functions g such tha t there is s G G with ƒ (sx) =  g(x), for all x G G. 
Define for all s G G, the operator Ts on Sf by Tsg(x) := g(sx), for all g G Sf and 
x G G. Define for each x G G a seminorm px on spanSf by px (g) := |g(x)|, for 
all g G S f . The family {px : x G G} is a quasinorm on spanS f. The function ƒ is 
left almost periodic , or lap, if the set Sf =  {Ts ƒ : s G G} is totally bounded in 
the quasinormed space spanS f.
Lemma 8.8.2. Every lap-function ƒ is normable.
P r o o f . Remark th a t for all s G G, ƒ (s) =  (Ts ƒ )(e) and hence supsgG ƒ (s) =  
supggSf g(e) exists. □
Every continuous function f  on a compact group is almost periodic. Indeed, 
Sf is totally bounded, because it is the uniformly continuous image of the group, 
which is a compact set.
Let f  be almost periodic on G. Define the pseudo-metric
df (a,b) :=  sup |g (a) — g (b)| 
geS.f
on G. The space (G, df ) is totally bounded. Its completion G f is a compact group. 
The function ƒ is continuous on G f, and there are a decidable set IGf C N  and 
characters {xn : n  G IGf} such th a t ƒ =  E « e lG ƒ * X« in L2(G f, ß), where ß
denotes Haar measure on G f. Fix n  G N  and remark th a t Ts(U * x«) =  (Ts ƒ) * x«, 
so th a t ƒ * x« is lap. The function ƒ * x« is even minimal almost invariant.
This proves the following theorem.
T h e o re m  8.8.3. Let ƒ be an almost periodic function on a separable m etric  
group G. Then there are a decidable set I  C N* and, fo r  every  i G I  a m inim al  
almost invariant function  x* and a constant c* G C such that ƒ =  E ^ I ciX* in 
L2 (Gf ).
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T h e  fo llo w in g  th e o r e m  is p ro v e d  in  a  s im ila r  w a y  a s  T h e o re m  8 .7 .3 .
T h e o re m  8 .8 .4 . Let G  be a m etric  group. Every almost periodic function  
on G  can be uniformly approximated by a linear combination o f  m inim al almost 
invariant functions which is left almost periodic.
8 .8 .1 .  A n  e l e m e n t a r y  c o n s t r u c t i o n  o f  H a a r  m e a s u r e  o n  a  c o m p a c t
g r o u p .  A s  p ro m is e d  in  S e c tio n  8 .1  a n d  in  t h e  p re v io u s  s e c tio n  w e f in ish  th i s  
s e c tio n  b y  g iv in g  a n o th e r  c h a r a c te r iz a t io n  o f  H a a r  m e a s u re  o n  a  c o m p a c t  g ro u p . 
W e f ir s t  p ro v e  a  p r o p o s i t io n  w h ic h  o f  in te r e s t  in  a  m o re  g e n e ra l  c o n te x t .  T h e  
p r o o f  o f  th i s  p r o p o s i t io n ,  sh o w n  to  m e  b y  C o q u a n d ,  is  a n  a d a p t a t i o n  o f  a  p ro o f  
b y  v o n  N e u m a n n  [ v N 6 1 ,  p .4 4 8 ].
L e t e b e  t h e  u n i t  in  G  a n d  d e fin e  p (x )  :=  p (x , e ) , w h e re  p  d e n o te s  t h e  m e tr ic  
o n  G .
R e c a ll  t h a t  co  A  d e n o te s  t h e  c o n v e x  h u ll  o f  t h e  s e t  A  a n d  t h a t  c ö A  is  th e  
c lo su re  o f  co A .
P r o p o s i t io n  8 .8 .5 . Let G  be a compact group and  ƒ  G C  (G , R ) .  There is a 
constant function  a  such that fo r  each £ >  0 there are x i , . . . ,  x n G G  such that
1 1 ^  Y h = i T Xif -  « I I  <  £■
P r o o f .  R e m a r k  t h a t  S f  is t h e  u n ifo rm  im a g e  o f  G  a n d  h e n c e  to t a l l y  b o u n d e d . 
So c o S f  is t o t a l l y  b o u n d e d .  H e n c e  B  : =  { s u p  g  : g  G c o S f } is to t a l l y  b o u n d e d .  
W e c la im  t h a t  t h e  c o n s ta n t  f u n c t io n  w i th  v a lu e  M ( f )  :=  in f  B  is in  m S f .
L e t £ >  0. L e m m a  8 .1 .4  in  [B B 8 5 ]  s u p p lie s  5 >  0 su c h  t h a t  if  p ( x - i y ) <  5, 
th e n  | f ( x )  — ƒ (y ) | <  £. C h o o se , b y  C o ro l la ry  8 .1 .3  in  [ B B 8 5 ] ,  x i , . . . ,  x n in  G  
su c h  t h a t  fo r a ll  x , th e r e  is  i  <  n  su c h  t h a t  p ( x - i x )  <  5. D e fin e  fo r a ll  g  G C  (G ), 
th e  a v e ra g e  A(g) := ^ Yh= i Pxr19- R e m a r k  t h a t  A  m a p s  co S f  to  co  S f  a n d  t h a t  
s u p  A g  <  s u p  g . C h o o s e  g  G c o S f  su c h  t h a t  s u p  g  — in f  B  <  £ / n .  In  p a r t ic u la r ,  
s u p  g  — s u p  A g  <  £ / n .  H e n c e  fo r so m e  x  G G , s u p  g  — (A g )x  <  £ / n .  So fo r a ll
i  <  n ,  s u p  g  — g ( x - i x )  <  £. R e m a r k  t h a t  if  p ( x - i y ) <  5, t h e n  |g (x )  — g ( y ) | <  £, fo r 
a ll  g  G S f . H e n c e  fo r a ll  y G G , s u p  g  — g (y )  <  2£. C o n s e q u e n tly , ||g  — in f  B | | ^  <  
2£. □
W e o b ta in  a  s im ila r  r e s u l t  fo r S f  :=  { T s ƒ  : s  G G } . W e c la im  t h a t  t h e  c o n s ta n t  
f u n c t io n  in  P r o p o s i t io n  8 .8 .5  is  u n iq u e . L e t  £ >  0. C h o o s e  A  =  ( 1 / n )  E n = i T x i, 
B  =  ( 1 /m )  E m = i T yj a n d  a , b G R  su c h  t h a t  a  — £ <  A f  <  a  +  £ a n d  b — £ <  B f  <  
b +  £. R e m a r k  t h a t  fo r  a ll  s  G G , a  — £ <  T sA f  <  a  +  £, so a  — £ <  B A f  <  a  +  £. 
S im ila r ly , i t  fo llo w s t h a t  b — £ <  A B  ƒ  <  b +  £. B u t  A B  =  B A , so |a  — b| <  2£. 
C o n s e q u e n tly , t h e  c o n s ta n t  f u n c t io n  in  P r o p o s i t io n  8 .8 .5  is  u n iq u e . D e n o te  th i s  
u n iq u e  c o n s ta n t  b y  M (ƒ ) .
P r o p o s i t io n  8 .8 .5  c a n  a c tu a l ly  b e  u s e d  to  d e f in e  H a a r  m e a s u re  o n  a  c o m p a c t  
g ro u p  a s  t h e  m a p  ƒ  ^  M (ƒ ) . I t  is c le a r  t h a t  M (ƒ )  > 0, if  ƒ  > 0. M o re o v e r, 
fo r a ll  ƒ  G C (G ) a n d  x  G G , th e  c o n s ta n t  fu n c t io n s  w i th  v a lu e s  M ( T x f ) a n d  
M ( f )  a re  in  œ  Sf ,  h e n c e  M ( T xf )  =  M ( f ) .  W e c la im  t h a t  M  is l in e a r . In d e e d , le t
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ƒ, g G C( G)  and e >  0. Choose A  =  ^ E¿Li suc^ tha t ||A / — M (/)  <  e and 
B  =  such th a t \ \B(Ag)  — M (A g )\ \00 <  e. Remark th a t M(Ag) =  M( g )
and B  (M  (ƒ )) =  M  (ƒ ). So ||B (A f ) — M  (ƒ ) | |^  <  £, and hence ||B A (f +  g) — 
M (ƒ) —M ^H oo <  2e. We see th a t M ( f ) + M ( g ) G œ<S/+ir Hence M ( f )  +  M ( g ) =  
M  (ƒ +  g). We conclude th a t M  is an invariant positive linear functional on C  (G).
To prove the uniqueness of this invariant measure, observe th a t if ß  is any 
invariant probability measure on G,  then for all ƒ G C( G) ,  ß  is constant on m S f  
and hence ß (ƒ) =  ß (M (ƒ)) =  M (ƒ).
Returning to the case of almost periodic functions, we see th a t for every 
almost periodic function ƒ and every continuous function g on (G, df ), the Haar 
measure ß(g) of g on (G, d f) can be defined as the value of the unique constant 
function in m S g.

CHAPTER 9
O perator algebras
In this chapter we develop constructively some parts of the theory of algebras 
of operators. We mainly consider von Neumann algebras.
The theory of operator algebras is an infinite-dimensional generalization of 
m atrix algebra theory and can be viewed as a non-commutative version of topol­
ogy or measure theory. As such it plays an im portant role in the representation 
theory of groups and in the mathematical underpinning of quantum mechanics.
There seems to be no definitive constructive theory of operator algebras, al­
though some results have been obtained by Bridges and Dediu [DB01][Ded00].
For the classical theory we used [K R 83a][K R 83b][Lan98][M ey93] [Sak71] 
[M ur90][Dix81]. A quick introduction to the subject with an eye on physical 
applications can be found for instance in [Mey93] or [Lan98].
This chapter is organized as follows.
The first section includes a very short discussion of non-commutative measure 
theory, which is an im portant motivation for the work in this chapter. The next 
two sections are preliminary. Section 4 contains a representation theorem for von 
Neumann algebras on a finite dimensional Hilbert space. Section 5 contains a 
representation theorem for normal functionals. In section 6 we discuss faithful 
states and use them  to prove th a t the measure in the spectral theorem does not 
depend on the choice of the basis. We also use faithful states to obtain some 
connections between the weak and the strong operator topology. In section 9.7 
we prove a representation theorem for Abelian von Neumann algebras. In sec­
tion 9.8 we show th a t the classical double commutant theorem can not be proved 
constructively, but we prove this theorem for Abelian von Neumann algebras with 
a weakly totally bounded unit ball.
In this chapter all operators are (total and) bounded, unless stated otherwise. 
The letter H  will denote a (separable) Hilbert space.
9.1. N o n -c o m m u ta tiv e  m e asu re  th e o ry
We start by giving some motivation for the work in this chapter.
We discussed the theory of C*-algebras very briefly in section 5.3. This theory 
is sometimes, for example in [Mey93], called non-commutative topology for the 
following reason. Fix a compact space X. The set C (X, C) of continuous functions 
on X  is an Abelian C*-algebra. On the other hand, we proved in section 5.3.1 th a t
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every Abelian C*-algebra A  is isomorphic with C (E), where E is the spectrum 
of A  which is compact.
Many questions about the space X  can be translated into questions about 
C (X ). So the theory of Abelian C*-algebras ‘is’ topology. Hence the theory of 
general C*-algebras may be called non-commutative topology.
Similarly, we can translate questions about a measure space (X, ß) into ques­
tions about the *-algebra {Mh : h G L M(ß)}. Here Mh denotes the multiplication 
operator Mh defined by Mh ƒ :=  h ■ ƒ, for all ƒ G L 2. In fact, this algebra is a von 
Neumann algebra, th a t is a *-algebra of operators on a Hilbert space satisfying 
certain closedness properties. We will give a precise definition and examples in 
section 9.3. Classically, every Abelian von Neumann algebra is isomorphic with 
such a von Neumann algebra of multiplication operators. In this sense, the the­
ory of von Neumann algebras may be called non-commutative measure theory. 
In section 9.7 we give a constructive result partially justifying this viewpoint.
Let us give a very short dictionary for non-commutative measure theory. A 
non-commutative set or event is a projection. A non-commutative function or 
random variable is a normal operator. A non-commutative integral or expectation 
is a positive linear functional (or state).
In the algebraic approach to quantum  mechanics, the observables form a C*- 
algebra or von Neumann algebra and the states are positive linear functionals on 
this algebra, see for instance [Emc84].
9.2. P re lim in a r ie s
Let B (H ) be the quasinormed space of bounded operators on the Hilbert 
space H. The unit ball of H  is denoted by H i . Let (en)neN be a basis for H  and 
let A G B (H ). The trace Tr(A) is defined as E ^ = i (Aen, en}, whenever this limit 
exists. If A and B are bounded operators and Tr(BA) and Tr(B) exist, then 
Tr ( AB)  =  T t( BA)  and Tr (B*)  =  Tr (B) .
Denote by L i the space of compact operators A such th a t Tr(|A |) exists. 
Equip this space with the norm A ^  Tr(|A |). The space L i is called the space of 
trace class operators . One can prove th a t for A G L i , Tr(A) does not depend on 
the choice of the basis. Denote by L 2 the space of compact operators A such tha t 
Tr(A* A) exists. Equip this space with the inner product (A, B } :=  Tr(B  * A). This 
space is called the space of Hilbert-Schmidt operators. The space L i is a Banach 
space and the space L 2 is a Hilbert space. Remark tha t L i C L 2. See [BRS02] 
for more on the constructive theory of these classes of operators.
Let M  G R + . A subset B of B (H ) is said to be bounded by M  if for all A G B 
and x G H, ||Ax|| <  M ||x ||. A subset B of B (H) is norm-bounded  if there is an 
M  G R + such th a t B is bounded by M. The unit ball B (H )i of B (H ) is the set 
of operators bounded by 1.
We state some definitions of and results on several topologies on B (H ).
D efin itio n  9.2.1. Define four topologies on B (H ) as follows.
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(1) The uniform (or norm ) topology is the topology generated by the ‘oper­
ator norm ’, th a t is the topology of the quasinormed space B (H ).
(2) The strong operator topology is the topology generated by the collection 
of seminorms px(A) := ||Ax||, for all x G H .
(3) The weak operator topology is the topology generated by the collection 
of seminorms px,y(A) :=  |(Ax, y}|, for all x, y G H .
(4) The norm al (or ultra-weak) topology is the topology generated by the 
seminorms (A) := | Tr(BA)|, for all trace-class operators B.
The space B (H ) equipped with one of these last three topologies is a uni­
form space as we defined it in section 2.4. Note th a t the quasinormed space 
(B (H ), {px : x G H i }) has a different topology than the uniform space (B (H ), {px : 
x G H i }). The former has the norm topology, the latter the strong topology.
On finite dimensional Hilbert spaces all these topologies coincide. We will 
now consider the infinite-dimensional case. The following facts are well-known 
classically and the usual proofs are constructive.
The uniform topology is the strongest of the four, the weak topology is the 
weakest. The strong and normal topology are incomparable, but both are between 
the other two.
On bounded sets the normal and the weak topologies coincide.
The map T  ^  T * is not strongly continuous, but it is continuous in the 
normal topology and weakly continuous. Of course, constructively this map is 
only partially defined. The maps A, B ^  BA and A, B ^  AB are strongly 
continuous from B (H) x B (H  ) i ^  B (H  ).
The unit ball B (H )i is totally bounded in the normal topology, and hence in 
the weak topology.
On bounded sets the strong, the weak and the normal topology are metrizable 
and separable, so a sequentially closed set is closed.
9.3. V on N e u m a n n  a lg eb ras
In this section we introduce the notion of a von Neumann algebra and we give 
some examples.
It is not clear yet, what the ‘right’ constructive definition of a von Neumann 
algebra is. A good definition needs to satisfy at least two demands. First, it 
should be general enough to contain the im portant examples. Second, it should 
give a flexible theory.
We will use the following definition, which seems to be the weakest definition 
th a t is still powerful enough to prove interesting theorems.
D e f in i t io n  9.3.1. A von Neum ann algebra (or vN-algebra) A  is an algebra 
of operators on a Hilbert space H  such th a t I  G A, A  is closed in the strong- 
operator topology and A  is self-adjoint, th a t is if T  G A  and T * exists, then 
T * A.
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Remark th a t a von Neumann algebra is large enough to carry out all construc­
tions in the spectral theorem. T hat is if a Hermitian operator is in a vN-algebra, 
then all its spectral projections are also in the von Neumann algebra.
Bridges proposed to look at von Neumann algebras with a weakly totally 
bounded unit ball. Classically, all von Neumann algebras satisfy this condition. 
Constructively, the von Neumann algebra
{cI : c G C} U {A G B (H ) : 3n[n =  kgg]}
does not have a located unit ball. Although it might be tem pting to define a 
vN-algebra to have a weakly totally bounded unit ball, we will not do this.
When A  is a von Neumann algebra, we denote by A i its unit ball, th a t is the 
set A  H B (H )i .
We give some examples of von Neumann algebras.
Let for each n  G N , Mn be the m atrix algebra on C n. Then Mn is a von 
Neumann algebra. Every closed *subalgebra of Mn is a von Neumann algebra.
The space B (H ) is a von Neumann algebra.
Let (X, ß) be a measure space. For h G L^,(ß) define the multiplication 
operator Mh on L 2(ß) by Mhƒ =  h ■ ƒ. The space {Mh : h G L^,} is a von 
Neumann algebra. To see th a t it is closed, let (hn)neN be a sequence in such 
th a t the sequence (Mhn)raeN converges strongly to A G B (H ). Let m be a bound 
for A. Remark th a t if we define for all n  G N, gn :=  hnX[|hn<m], then the sequence 
(Mgn)neN also converges strongly to A. So we may suppose th a t the sequence 
(hn)nSN is bounded. Finally remark th a t strong convergence of the bounded 
sequence (Mhn)raeN implies convergence in measure of the sequence (hn)neN.
Let G be a locally compact group. Define for ƒ G L i (G) the convolution 
operator T ( f )  on L 2(G)  by T ( f ) g  := f * g ,  for all g G L 2(G).  Define for ƒ G Li ( G)  
the involution ƒ of ƒ by f ( x )  := f ( x ~ l ), for almost all x  G G.  Then T ( f ) *  =  T ( f )  
for all ƒ G L i . The strong closure of {T (ƒ) : ƒ G L i } is a von Neumann algebra.
Finally, the observables in a quantum system can be modeled by the Hermit- 
ian elements of a von Neumann algebra. By translating the Heisenberg picture 
and the Schrdinger picture of quantum mechanics into the language of opera­
tor algebras von Neumann was able to show th a t these views are equivalent, 
see [Emc84][SM 63].
Classically, one can prove th a t every vN-algebra is weakly closed. We do not 
see how to prove this constructively. But Corollary 9.6.6 contains a result in this 
direction.
9.4. F in i te  d im e n s io n a l von  N e u m a n n  a lg eb ras
We prove a representation theorem for finite dimensional von Neumann alge­
bras.
Let H  be a finite dimensional Hilbert space. Let A  be a vN-algebra with a 
weakly totally bounded unit ball. On a finite dimensional Hilbert space all the
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topologies we considered on H  and on B (H ) coincide. So A i is totally bounded 
and even compact. We claim th a t the set of unitary operators in B (H ) is closed.
Indeed, if Un is a sequence of unitary operators converging to an operator U, 
then U is an isometry. Since H  is finite-dimensional, U is unitary. So the set of 
unitary operators is closed.
We claim th a t the set of unitary operators in A i is located. Remark th a t 
taking the real part is a uniformly continuous operation. Hence A i“ := {A G 
Ai : A =  A*} is totally bounded. The map H  ^  e*2nH from A s“ to the set of 
unitary operators in A  is uniformly continuous and surjective. To see th a t it is 
surjective, let U be a unitary operator. Let ß ^  be the spectral measure for U ; 
ß ^  is concentrated on the unit circle in C. All but countably many points z in 
the unit circle satisfy {z} is ß ^ -measurable and ß ^ ({z}) =  0, see [Ye00]. We 
may assume th a t —1 is one such point. Let log be a holomorphic function on 
C — (—oo, 0] such th a t exp o log =  id; then e*27r( ¿ logf/) =  U.
We will now use the notation and the result from section 8.5.
We see th a t the set of unitary operators in A  forms a compact group G. Re­
mark th a t they form their own representation n. By recalling the construction 
of n on the group algebra from n on the group, we see th a t for all ƒ G L i (G), 
n( ƒ) G A. Moreover, each A G A  can be approximated by a finite linear combina­
tion of projections in A. Note th a t in general these projections do not commute. 
Instead of approximating a given A in A  by projections we may apprximate it 
by unitary opertors. Indeed, if P  is a projection, then 2P  — I  is unitary. So
n (L i ) =  A.
The Peter-Weyl theorem supplies a sequence (H*)ieN of finite-dimensional 
subspaces of H  such th a t H  =  ®°=i H* and for all i G N, n |Hi =  B (H*). Since H  
is finite-dimensional, the sequence is actually finite.
Remark th a t a linear subset of a finite dimensional Hilbert space is finite 
dimensional if and only if it is located if and only if its unit ball is located, 
see [BB85, Section 7.2]. We proved the following theorem.
T h e o re m  9.4.1. Let n  G N  and let H  :=  C n . Let A  be a self-adjoint located 
subalgebra o f  B (H ) which contains the identity. Then there is a finite sequence 
H i , . . . ,  H m of subspaces o f  H  such that H  =  ©M=i H* and AP* =  B(H*), where 
P* is the projection on H*.
In Takesaki [Tak79, p.50] this theorem is proved along the same lines, al­
though more directly. A problem with a constructive interpretation of his proof 
is to verify th a t the center of the algebra is separable.
Before we go deeper into the theory of general vN-algebras, we will first study 
linear functionals on the von Neumann algebra B (H).
9.5. N o rm a l fu n c tio n a ls
In this section we give a representation of the normal functionals on B (H ). 
We simplify a result by Bridges and Dudley Ward.
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Following Bridges and Dudley Ward we define a normal functional as a func­
tional th a t is uniformly continuous with respect to the normal topology on norm- 
bounded sets.
T h e o re m  9.5.1. Let 0 be a linear functional on B (H ). Then the following  
conditions are equivalent:
(1) 0 is norm al ;
(2) there is a C  G L i such that fo r  all A G B (H ), 0(A) =  Tr(CA);
(3) there are sequences xn , yn in H  such that E ^ = i Hx„ y2 and E r = i  lly™II2
exist and  0(A) =  E ^ = i (Axn, yn) , fo r  all A G B (H ).
P r o o f .  1 ^  2 using CP: Assume th a t 0 is normal. Remark th a t the unit ball 
of L 2 is totally bounded in the weak and hence in the normal topology. Because 
0 is uniformly continuous on the unit ball, 0 is normable as an L 2-functional. So 
by the Riesz representation theorem, there is a C  G L 2 such th a t for all A G L 2, 
0(A) =  Tr(C  * A). We claim th a t C  G L i . Indeed, let n be a perm utation of N  
and for all n  G N , let Pn be the projection on span{en(*) : i <  n}. Then the 
sequence (Pn)neN converges weakly to I , so T r(C *Pn) =  0(P n) ^  0 ( I ). We see 
th a t E 0 (C en(n), en(n)) exists for all perm utations n of N . By Theorem 2.2.9
0 | (Cen, en) | exists, so C  is in L i . It follows th a t the functional A ^  Tr(C  * A) 
may be extended to a normal functional on B (H ). It agrees with 0 on the unit ball 
of L 2 which is dense in B (H )i with the normal topology. So 0(A) =  Tr(C*A), 
for all A G B (H ).
A proof which does not use CP may be found in [BDW 98].
2 ^  3 : Let C  G L i such th a t for all A G B (H ), 0(A) =  Tr(CA). Let R eC  
and Im C denote the real and the imaginary part of the operator C. Remark th a t 
R eC  is selfadjoint, so we can apply the spectral theorem. Let f , g  be the to tal 
continuous functions on R  such th a t f ( x )  :=  y/\x \  and g(x)  :=  x / f ( x ) ,  for all 
x G R  — {0}. Then Re C  =  ƒ (Re C  )g(Re C  ), so for all A G B (H  ),
œ
Tr((Re C  )A) =  T r(f  (Re C  )Ag(Re C  )) =  J ]  (Ag(Re C )e„, ƒ (Re C  )e „ ) .
n= i
Define sequences (xn)neN and (yn)neN in H  such th a t for all n  G N, x 2n := 
g (Re C )en, x2n+i :=  ig(Im C  )en, yn := ƒ (Re C  )en and y2n+i := ƒ (Im C  )en. These 
sequences satisfy the conditions in 3.
3 ^  1 : This implication is clear. □
This proof seems to be simpler then the constructive proof by Bridges and 
Dudley Ward [BDW 98].
Let 0 be a normal functional on B (H ). Constructively, the map A ^  0(A*) 
is not totally defined, but there is a unique continuous extension of this map to 
B (H ), because the set of operators with an adjoint is weakly dense in B (H). In 
this chapter we will tacitly assume th a t this extension has been made and we will
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write 0(A*) even if we are not able to compute A*. A similar remark holds for 
functions we now define.
Let A G B (H ). Define the functional 0 A on B (H) by 0A(B) :=  0(BA). 
Remark th a t there is a trace class operator C  such th a t 0 A(B) := Tr(CBA) =  
Tr(ACB). So the functional 0 A is normal, because AC G L i . Because the set of 
operators with an adjoint is weakly dense in B (H ), the map A, B ^  0(B*A) =  
0A (B *) can be uniquely extended to a continuous map on B (H )2. Finally, an 
operator with an adjoint has an absolute value. So the map A ^  0(|A |) can be 
uniquely extended to a normal functional to B (H ).
9.6. F a ith fu l s ta te s
In this section we prove th a t the spectral measure of a given operator is inde­
pendent of the choice of the basis, simplifying a result by Bridges and Ishihara. 
We introduce an inner product on B (H ) and use it to obtain some results con­
necting the weak and the strong topology.
D e f in i t io n  9.6.1. A linear functional 0 on a vN-algebra A  is called positive  
if for all A G A  with an adjoint, 0(A*A) >  0. A positive linear functional on a 
vN-algebra is called a s ta te .
Let A  be a von Neumann algebra. Define for a moment a state 0 to be accurate  
if for all A G A, 0(A*A) =  0 implies A =  0. For such 0, define the norm d^(A) : =  
0(| A|) on A. Let us call the normal state 0 faithful if it is accurate and the identity 
map from (A i , d^) to the uniform space A i with the weak operator topology is 
uniformly continuous. Remark tha t the inverse of this map is continuous for any 
normal state 0.
One can prove classically th a t an accurate normal state is faithful. Usually 
one defines a state to be faithful if and only if it is accurate. We chose to use 
the present definition of faithfulness, because it seems to correspond naturally 
with the definition of absolute continuity we gave in section 3.7. Indeed, consider 
[0,1] with Lebesgue measure ß  and define the von Neumann algebra A  := {Mh : 
h G L œ [0,1]}. Suppose th a t v is a measure on [0,1] such th a t all ƒ G (ß) 
are v-integrable and if ƒ G (ß) and v (ƒ) =  0, then ß (ƒ) =  0. Then v is an 
accurate state on the von Neumann algebra (ß). If ß  is absolutely continuous 
relative to v, then v is a faithful state.
Remark th a t any spectral measure is derived from a faithful normal state. 
Indeed, define the trace class operator C  such th a t for all n  G N , Cen := 2-n en 
and define the state 0(A) :=  Tr(CA), for all A G B (H ). It is easy to check th a t 
0 is accurate. We show th a t 0 is a faithful normal state. Indeed, let £ >  0 and 
x, y G H i n  span{ei , . . . ,  em} be given. Let A be an operator with an adjoint 
in A i such th a t 0(|A |) <  2-m£. Fix an operator B in A+ such tha t |A| =  B 2. 
Then 0(|A |) =  T r(C B 2) <  2-m£ and for all n  <  m, ||Ben || <  £. So for all
x G H i and n  <  m, | (Ben, Bx) | <  ||Ben || <  £. Remark th a t by Theorem 1.1 
in [Bri81] for each x, y G H i , there is a z G H i such th a t | (Ay, x) — (|A|y, z) | <  £.
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Consequently, for all n  <  m, | (Aen, x) | <  2£, because (|A |en,x) =  (Ben, B x ) . 
Finally, remark th a t the operators with an adjoint are dense.
R em ark  9.6.2. Let A be a Hermitian operator bounded by 1. Let 0 be as 
defined above. Remark th a t the measure ß* defined by ß^( ƒ ) :=  0( ƒ (A)), for 
all ƒ G C [—1,1] is a spectral measure for A. Suppose th a t 0  is defined in a 
similar way as 0, but with respect to a different basis. Then the identity map 
from (B (H )i , d^) to (B (H )i , d*) is uniformly continuous, because 0  is a faithful 
normal state. It follows th a t the measures ß* and ß^ are equivalent. This is the 
main result obtained by Bridges and Ishihara in [BI94]. □
R em ark  9.6.3. The key fact in the proof of the spectral theorem is tha t if A is 
a Hermitian operator bounded by 1, ß  is the spectral measure for A and (pn)neN 
is a sequence of polynomials and ß (|pn |2) ^  0, then the sequence (pn(A))neN 
converges strongly. In fact, such a statem ent holds more generally. Indeed, 
if 0  is a faithful normal state and (An)neN is a uniformly bounded sequence 
of operators such th a t 0(AnAn) ^  0, then AnAn 0. So for all x G H, 
||Anx ||2 =  (AnAnx, x) ^  0. T hat is, An 0. □
9.6.1. A n  in n e r  p ro d u c t  on  B (H ). Let 0 be a faithful normal state on 
B (H  ). Define the inner product (, )* on B (H  ) by (A, B )* =  0(B  * A), for all 
A, B G B (H ). In general the space B (H ) is not complete with this inner product. 
Let H* be its completion.
Remark th a t when 0  is another faithful normal state, then the inner products 
(, )* and (, )^ are equivalent on norm-bounded sets.
Lemma 9.6.4. Let  0 be a faithful norm al state on B (H ). Let (An)neN be a 
norm-bounded sequence in B (H ) and let A G B (H ). Then An ^  A in the weak 
(strong) operator topology i f  and only i f  An ^  A in the weak (strong) sense in
H*.
P r o o f . Let (en)neN be a basis for H. Define C  as the operator such th a t for 
all n  G N, Cen =  2-n en. Remark th a t the state 0  defined by 0(A ) :=  Tr(CA), for 
all A G B (H ), is a faithful and normal. Let H ^ be the completion of (B (H ), (, )^). 
Because (, )* and (, )^ are equivalent on norm-bounded sets, we may assume that
0 =  0 .
Define for all n, m G N, the trace-class operator Unm by Unmx =  (em, x) en , 
for all x G H. Observe tha t on norm-bounded sets the weak operator topology is 
determined by the seminorms A ^  | (Aem, en) |, where n, m G N . Remark th a t 
(Aem, en) =  2n Tr(CU*mA). It follows th a t convergence in the weak topology 
implies weak convergence in H*.
Conversely, for every B G B (H ), the functional A ^  Tr(CB*A) is normal on 
B (H ), so if the sequence (An)neN converges weakly to A, then T r(C B *An) ^  
T r(C B  * A).
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On norm-bounded sets, the strong operator topology is determined by the 
norm A ^  0(A*A) =  i 2- n ||Aen ||2. So strong convergence in H* is equivalent 
to convergence in the strong operator topology. □
C o r o l l a r y  9.6.5. A norm-bounded convex inhabited subset o f  B (H ) is weakly 
totally bounded i f  and only i f  i t  is located in the strong topology.
P r o o f . This follows from Lemma 9.6.4 and Corollary 5 in [Ish01]. □
C o r o l l a r y  9.6.6. Let C  be convex inhabited norm-bounded subset o f  B (H ), 
then C  is weakly closed i f  and only i f  it  is strongly closed.
P r o o f . This follows from Lemma 9.6.4 and Lemma 5.2.4. □
9.7. R e p re s e n ta tio n  o f A b e lian  von N e u m a n n  a lg eb ras .
In this section we prove the following theorem.
T h e o re m  9.7.1. Let A  be an Abelian von Neum ann algebra containing a 
strong-operator-dense C*-algebra o f  operators B. Then there is a compact space 
E and a measure ß  on E such that A  is isomorphic with {Mh : h G L^,(ß)}.
P r o o f .  By the Gelfand representation theorem (p.53) there is a compact set 
E such th a t B is isomorphic with C  (E) as a C*-algebra. Let i : C  (E) ^  B be 
this isomorphism. Let 0 be a faithful normal state on B (H ). Define a linear 
functional ß  on C (E) by ß (ƒ) := 0 (i(ƒ)), for all ƒ G C (E). It is clear tha t ß  is 
bounded by 1. We claim tha t ß  is positive. Indeed, remark th a t ƒ G C (E) is 
positive if and only if ƒ =  | f  | =  ( ƒ ƒ ) i/2. Suppose th a t ƒ >  0. Because i is an 
isomorphism, i ( |ƒ |) =  11(ƒ )|, so i(ƒ) is a positive operator. Because 0 is a state, 
we see th a t ß  is a positive functional, and hence a measure. Because 1 G C (E), 
the measure ß  is finite.
Let (fn)neN be a bounded sequence in L^, which converges in measure to 
ƒ G . We claim th a t i ( fn) i(ƒ). Indeed, ß  is finite, so fn ^  ƒ in L 2. 
Hence 0 i( |ƒ — f n |2) ^  0. So i(ƒ — f n) 0, by Remark 9.6.3. Consequently,
l( fn) l ( f ) .
We claim th a t i(L M) is strong operator closed. Suppose tha t i ( fn) A. Let 
b be a bound for A. Let for all n  G N , gn :=  f nX[|fn|<&]. Because A  is Abelian 
the sequence (i(gn))neN also converges to A. Remark th a t for each n  G N , i(gn) 
is normal, hence i(gn)* A*, so i(|gn — gm|2) ^  0. Because 0 is faithful, 
0 i(|gn — |2) ^  0. We see tha t the sequence (gn)neN converges in L2. Let g be 
its limit. The sequence (i(gn))neN converges strongly to both i(g) and A. Hence 
i(g) =  A. □
Remark th a t if an Abelian von Neumann algebra contains a dense set of 
operators with an adjoint, then all elements have adjoints. To see this, remark 
th a t for every normal operator A and for all x G H, ||Ax|| =  ||A*x||.
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Classically, every von Neumann algebra on a separable Hilbert space contains 
a separable C*-algebra which is strong-operator-dense [K R 83b, Lemma 14.1.17].
Constructively, the examples we mentioned in the first section contain such 
a C*-algebra. Indeed, for m atrix algebras the norm topology coincides with the 
weak-operator topology, hence the von Neumann algebra of m atrix operators 
is itself a C*-algebra. When ß  is a measure on a locally compact space X, 
then {Mh : h G C (X )} is strongly dense in {Mh : h G L ^(ß )} . The operators 
{T (ƒ) : ƒ G L i } form a C*-algebra. Finally, B (H ) is the strong closure of the 
space of compact operators.
Suppose th a t A  is an Abelian von Neumann algebra and A i is weakly totally 
bounded. We claim th a t A  contains a strongly dense separable C*-algebra.
Note th a t A i is located in the strong operator topology, by Corollary 9.6.5. 
So there is a dense sequence of operators in A. All operators in A  are normal, so 
by the spectral theorem we may take a sequence of projections with dense span. 
By adding projections we may assume tha t the sequence also contains all ‘finite 
intersections’. Because the strong operator topology is metrizable on B (H )i we 
may assume tha t if P  and Q are in the sequence, then either P =  Q or P =  Q. 
Now let C be the norm closure of all simple functions, i.e. all the operators of 
the form En= i C*P*, where ci , . . . ,  cn are in C and P i , . . . ,  Pn are projections in 
the dense sequence. The C*-algebra C is dense in the strong operator topology.
9.8. T h e  D o u b le  C o m m u ta n t T h e o re m
In this section we discuss the double commutant theorem. Subsection 1 con­
tains a short discussion of this classical theorem. Subsections 2 and 3 contain 
proofs for the finite-dimensional and the Abelian case under the assumption th a t 
the unit ball of the von Neumann algebra is weakly totally bounded.
D e f in i t io n  9.8.1. Let A  be an algebra of operators on a Hilbert space. The 
commutant A ' of A  is the set {B G B (H  ) : VA G A[AB =  BA]}.
Let A  be an algebra of operators. Then A' is a weakly closed algebra. Remark 
th a t A  C A". If B is another algebra of operators and A  C B, then B' c  A '. If 
we take B =  A", we see th a t A ''' C A '. But on the other hand A ' C (A7)". So 
A ' =  A"'.
One of the fundamental theorems in the classical von Neumann algebra the­
ory is the double commutant theorem (DCT), which states th a t if A  is a von 
Neumann algebra, then A  =  A''. This theorem is the connection between the al­
gebraic property A  =  A '' and the analytical, or topological, property A  is weakly 
closed. Either of these properties may be used to define a von Neumann algebra 
classically.
It is impossible to prove the DCT constructively. Indeed, let P  b e a  statem ent 
and define
A  :=  {A G B (H ) : P  V - P } U {ci : c G C}.
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Suppose th a t A G A'; then P  V —P  ^  3c G C[A =  c i ]. So ——3c G C[A =  c i], 
because ——(P  V —P ). Since if such c exists it must equal (Aei , ei ) , we conclude 
th a t 3c G C[A =  c i]. So A ' =  {ci : c G C} and consequently A '' =  B (H). If 
A  =  A'', then P  V —P. So the double commutant theorem implies the principle 
of excluded middle.
9 .8 .1 . A  c lassica l p roo f. Let us now sketch a classical proof of the Double 
Commutant Theorem.
Let A  be a von Neumann algebra. Let B G A '', x G H  and let £ >  0. We 
want to find A G A  such tha t ||(A — B)x|| <  £. The space clAx is A-invariant. 
Let P  be a projection on clAx. One can show tha t P  G A ', so P B  =  BP. It 
follows tha t Bx G clAx, which is what we wanted to prove. Once we know how 
to find for all x such an operator A we can use a method called amplification (see 
for instance [Ped80, 4.6.3,4.6.7]) to show th a t for all finite sequences x i , . . .  ,x n 
and all £ >  0, there is A G A  such th a t for all i <  n, ||(A — B)x*|| <  £. T hat is, 
B is in the strongly closed set A.
The problem one encounters constructively is th a t clAx is in general not 
located. Hence one can not compute the projection P  above. In fact, all we need 
in the proof is th a t Ax is located for all x in a dense set. To see th a t we can not 
hope to prove th a t for all x G H, Ax is located, consider the vN-algebra
A :=  { (  0 0 )  : “ ’b G C } C  M2 .
Let a G C and define x :=  ei +  ae2. To compute the projection on Ax we need 
to know whether a =  0 or a =  0. This example is due to Bridges.
Remark that, the proof of the DCT gives us a way to find operators in the 
commutant. It also shows th a t a vN-algebra is weakly closed, because the com­
m utant of an algebra is always weakly closed.
9.8 .2 . D C T , th e  fin ite  d im e n s io n a l case. Let A  be a von Neumann alge­
bra on a finite dimensional Hilbert space. Suppose th a t A  has a totally bounded 
unit ball. Then we can compute A ' explicitly using Theorem 9.4.1, see for in­
stance [Tak79, p.53]. It is easy to see th a t A '' =  A.
9.8 .3 . D C T , th e  c o m m u ta tiv e  case. Let A  be an Abelian vN-algebra and 
suppose th a t A i is weakly totally bounded. Recall th a t when A i is weakly totally 
bounded, then for all x, y G H, (A ix, y) is totally bounded. So for all x, A ix is 
weakly totally bounded, and hence located, by a result of Ishihara [Ish01].
We will show in Lemma 9.8.4 th a t Ax is located for all x in a dense set. As 
we observed in Section 9.8.1 this is enough to complete a constructive proof of 
the DCT.
Recall th a t all elements in an Abelian vN-algebra are normal. So we can 
apply the spectral theorem to them.
Recall th a t for M  G R+, A M := {A G A  : A is bounded by M }.
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Lemma 9.8.2. Let A  be an Abelian von Neum ann algebra. Fix N  >  1. Let  
x, y G H  with ||y|| =  1. Let A G B (H ) such that |p(y, A Nx)2 — p(y, A x)2| <  £. 
For all M  G (1, N ) that are admissible fo r  A, there is a projection  P  G A  with 
\\x — P x  K <  j j ,  A P  G A m  and, \p(y,  A n P x ) 2 — p ( y , A P x ) 2\ <  e.
P r o o f . Let P  be X{x:|x|<M}(A) as defined in the spectral theorem; then P  G 
A  and A P G A M. Fix n >  0 such th a t |p(y, A Nx)2 — p(y, A x)2| <  £ +  n; then 
because A P G P A M C A M, either p(y, A P x )2 — p(y, A Nx)2 <  £ or p(y, A P x )2 > 
p(y, Ax)2. In the former case there is nothing to prove, because A P G A M C A N. 
So we may assume th a t p(y, A P x )2 >  p(y, Ax)2, tha t is ||A Px — y ||2 >  ||Ax — y ||2. 
Hence
||y |2 — 2Re(APx, y) +  ||A P x ||2 >  | |y |2 — 2Re(Ax, y) +  ||A x||2,
so IIA(i — P )x ||2 <  2 |(A (J — P )x ,y )| <  2||A (J — P )x ||||y ||. Consequently, ||A (i — 
P )x || <  2, because ||y|| =  1. Now
4 >  HA (i — P )x ||2 >  M 2||( i  — P )x ||2,
so ||x — P x ||2 <  4 /M 2.
Finally, remark th a t by the Pythagorean theorem, for all z G H,
lly — Az |2 — P(y , a n z)2 =  | P y — P A z |2 — p(P y ,P  a n z)2
+  |P  x y — P  x A z |2 — p (P  x y, P  xA n z)2.
So taking z =  P x , we get
||y — A P x |2 — p(y, A n P x )2 <  ||Py  — P A x |2 — p (P y ,P  A n x )2
+ |P  ^ H 2 — IIP x y |2
< £ +  0.
□
Classically, A Mx is a closed convex set, so for each y G H  there is a point in 
A mx which is closest to y. If Ax is an approximation to the point in A Nx closest 
to y, then by the previous lemma A (Px) is an approximation for the point in 
A n (Px) closest to y.
Lemma 9.8.3. Let A  be an Abelian von Neum ann algebra. Fix K  G N  and
x i ,y  G H. There are a sequence (Pn)neN of  projections in A  and a sequence 
(An)neN o f  operators in A  such that x ^  := limm^^(nm L i Pn)x i exists, ||x ^  — 
x i || <  1 /K  and the sequence (||y — Anx ^ ||) neN converges to i n f | | y  — A x^ ||.
P r o o f .  Let £ >  0 and N  G N . For z G H, let us call A an £-approximation 
for the distance from y to A Nz, if A G A N and ||y — A z||2 — p(y, ANz)2 <  £. 
Let Ai be a 1-approximation for the distance from y to A 2Kx i . Let A2 be a 
1/2-approximation for the distance from y to A 22Kx i . Compute a projection P 2 
as in Lemma 9.8.2 with M  =  2 K , N  =  22K , A =  A2 and x =  x i . Set x 2 := P 2x i .
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Continue in this way as follows. Let An+i be a 2-n -approximation for the 
distance from y to A 2n+iKxn and compute Pn+i as in Lemma 9.8.2 with M  =  2nK, 
N  =  2n+iK, A =  An+i and x =  xn . Set xn+i :=  Pn+ixn .
Now for all n  G N , ||Pn+ixn — xn || <  2-(n+i)/ K . Set x ^  := limn^ ^  xn; then 
||x ^  — x i |  <  i 2-(n+i)/K  =  1 /K . To see th a t the sequence (Anx ^ ) neN 
converges observe tha t
|A n+ix^  — Anx< |^|2 =  lim || (nm= n+2Pi)(An+ixn+i — Anxn)|2m>n+2
< |A n+ixn+i Anx
< 2i-n  +  2i-n
x 2 n I|
This last inequality holds, because for all n  G N, An+ixn+i =  An+iPn+ixn G 
A 2n+iKxn and the operators AnPn+i and An+iPn+i are 2i-n -approximations to 
for the distance from y to A 2nKPn+ixn. □
P r o p o s i t io n  9.8.4. Let A  be an Abelian von Neumann algebra. The set Ax 
is located for all x in a dense set.
P r o o f .  Let x G H  and £ >  0. We claim th a t there is z G H  such tha t 
p(x, z) <  £ and the projection P[az exists.
Define by the previous lemma x i G H  such th a t p(x, x i ) <  £/2 and the 
projection of ei on clAxi exists. Continue in this way as follows. Define xn+i G H  
such th a t p(xn, xn+i) <  £ /2n+i and the projection of en+i on cl(Axn+i) exists. 
Recall from the proof of Lemma 9.8.2 th a t for all N  G R+, P  G A  and A G A N:
p(y, A Px) — p(y, A n Px) <  p(y, Ax) — p(y, A n x).
We see from the construction of xn+i th a t for all i <  n, the projection of e* on 
clAxn+i exists.
Define x ^  := limn^ ^  xn; then for all n  G N, the projection of en on clA x^ 
exists. Because a projection is linear and contracts the norm we see th a t we can 
compute the projection of y on clA x^, for all y G H. □
From this last proposition we can obtain the double commutant theorem for 
Abelian vN-algebras with a weakly totally bounded unit-ball:
T h e o re m  9.8.5. Let A  be an Abelian von Neumann algebra with weakly to­
tally bounded unit ball, then A" =  A.
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Sam envatting
In de filosofie van de wiskunde stelt men vragen als: ‘Wat bedoelen we als 
we zeggen dat een wiskundige uitspraak waar is?’ of ‘Wat bedoelen we als we 
zeggen dat een wiskundig object bestaa t?’. De constructieve interpretatie van 
de wiskunde geeft een antwoord op deze vragen. In die interpretatie bestaat 
een object als we het kunnen construeren en een uitspraak is waar als we er een 
bewijs voor hebben. Dus om constructief te bewijzen ‘er bestaat een x zodat 
P (x ) ’ moeten we een object x construeren en bewijzen dat het de eigenschap P  
heeft. Om constructief een disjunctie, ‘A of B ’, te bewijzen moeten we een van 
de twee uitspraken ‘A ’ of ‘B ’ kiezen en die bewijzen. Brouwer heeft laten zien dat 
indien men vasthoudt aan deze interpretatie men het principe van het uitgesloten 
derde, ‘A of niet A ’, niet als axioma kan aanvaarden, want dit zou inhouden dat 
men van ieder wiskundig probleem de oplossing zou weten. Dit standpunt over de 
grondslagen van de wiskunde heeft dus verstrekkende gevolgen voor de wiskundige 
praktijk.
Afgezien van deze filosofische motivatie, is het ook interessant constructieve 
wiskunde te bestuderen met het oog op het programmeren van computers. Con­
structieve wiskunde kan gezien worden als een hogere-orde-programmeertaal. Uit 
een geformaliseerd constructief bewijs van een existentiele uitspraak kunnen we 
een programma destilleren met een bewijs dat dit programma correct werkt.
Er zijn dus goede redenen om de constructieve wiskunde te doen, maar men 
kan zich afvragen of het mogelijk is ook gevorderde wiskunde constructief te ont­
wikkelen. Voor grote delen van de wiskunde is inmiddels bekend dat ze construc­
tief opgebouwd kunnen worden. Toch is onlangs de discussie over het antwoord 
op deze vraag opnieuw opgelaaid. Deze discussie ging hoofdzakelijk over de vraag 
of de mathematische fysica, en vooral de wiskunde nodig voor de quantum me­
chanica, constructief opgebouwd kan worden. Uit deze discussie zijn een aantal 
precieze wiskundige vragen naar voren gekomen. Sommigen zijn al beantwoord: 
van enkele problematische stellingen zijn inderdaad constructieve versies gevon­
den. Enkele andere vragen worden in dit proefschrift beantwoord.
Deze vragen kunnen we rekenen to t de functionaalanalyse. Dit proefschrift 
voegt enkele stellingen toe aan de constructieve functionaalanalyse zoals die door
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B is h o p  e n  a n d e r e n  w e rd  o n tw ik k e ld . M e t ‘c o n s t r u c t i e f ’ w o rd t  d u s  b e d o e ld  ‘c o n ­
s t r u c t i e f  in  d e  z in  v a n  B is h o p ’, m a a r  w e z u lle n  a a n g e v e n  w a a r  b e w ijz e n  v e re e n ­
v o u d ig d  k u n n e n  w o rd e n  d o o r  ee n  b e ro e p  t e  d o e n  o p  d e  in tu ï t io n is t i s c h e  a x io m a ’s 
v a n  B ro u w e r.
N u  v o lg t  e e n  m e e r  g e d e ta i l le e rd  o v e rz ic h t v a n  d e  r e s u l t a t e n  in  d i t  p ro e f s c h r if t .
In  H o o f d s tu k  3 w o rd t  d e  th e o r ie  v a n  d e  m e e tb a r e  fu n c t ie s  o p n ie u w  c o n s t r u c t ie f  
o p g e b o u w d  m e t  b e h u lp  v a n  e e n  m e tr ie k . U it  e e n  lo g isc h e  ‘t r u c ’ v a n  I s h ih a r a  v o lg t 
d a n  d a t  v ee l m a te n  re g u lie r  z ijn . D i t  fe it  le id t  o p  z i jn  b e u r t  t o t  e e n  v e r s te rk in g  v a n  
ee n  a a n ta l  in tu ï t io n is t i s c h e  s te l l in g e n . H o o f d s tu k  4 b e v a t  e e n  r e p r e s e n ta t ie s te l l in g  
v o o r  C h a n ’s m e e tb a r e  ru im te n .
In  H o o f d s tu k  5 w o rd e n  v e rs c h il le n d e  v a r ia n te n  v a n  d e  s p e c t r a a l s te l l in g  b e ­
s p ro k e n . In  H o o f d s tu k  6 w o rd t  d e  s p e c t r a a l s te l l in g  u i tg e b r e id  t o t  d e  o n b e g re n s d e  
o p e r a to r e n  o p  e e n  H i lb e r t r u im te .
H o o fd s tu k  7 b e v a t  c o n s t r u c t ie v e  v e rs ie s  v a n  en k e le  e rg o d e n s te l l in g e n .
In  H o o f d s tu k  8 w o rd t  d e  F o u r ie r - th e o r ie  v o o r  (n ie t-A b e ls e )  c o m p a c te  g ro e p e n  
o n tw ik k e ld  en  e e n  c o n s t r u c t ie f  b e w ijs  g e g e v e n  v a n  d e  s te l l in g  v a n  P e te r  e n  W ey l. 
U it  d e z e  s te l l in g  v o lg t  d e  a p p r o x im a t ie s te l l in g  v a n  B o h r  v o o r  b i jn a -p e r io d ie k e  
fu n c t ie s  o p  m e tr is c h e  g ro e p e n .
In  H o o f d s tu k  9 w o rd t  ee n  d e e l v a n  d e  th e o r ie  v a n  a lg e b r a ’s v a n  o p e r a to r e n  
c o n s t r u c t ie f  o p g e b o u w d . D e  b e la n g r i jk s te  r e s u l t a te n  z ijn : r e p r e s e n ta t ie s te l l in g e n  
v o o r  e in d ig d im e n s io n a le  en  v o o r  A b e ls e  v o n  N e u m a n n a lg e b r a ’s. E e n  e e n v o u d ig  
b e w ijs  d a t  d e  s p e c t r a le  m a a t  o p  e q u iv a le n tie  n a  o n a fh a n k e l i jk  is  v a n  d e  k e u z e  v a n  
d e  b a s is  v a n  d e  o n d e r l ig g e n d e  H i lb e r t r u im te .  D e  z w a k k e  en  d e  s te rk e  a f s lu i t in g  
v a n  ee n  n o rm b e g re n s d e  c o n v e x e  v e rz a m e lin g  z i jn  g e lijk . D e  k la s s ie k e  s te l l in g  v a n  
d e  d u b b le  c o m m u ta n t  k a n  n ie t  c o n s t r u c t ie f  b e w e z e n  w o rd e n , m a a r  d e  s te l l in g  is 
j u i s t  in  ee n  s p e c ia a l  g ev a l, n a m e li jk  v o o r  e e n  A b e ls e  v o n  N e u m a n n - a lg e b ra  m e t  
ee n  to ta a l - b e g r e n s d e  e e n h e id s b o l .
Curriculum  vitae
1 9 9 3 -1 9 9 7  S tu d ie  W is k u n d e  (c u m  la u d e )
K a th o l ie k e  U n iv e r s i te i t  N ijm e g e n
19 9 8 -2 0 0 2  A s s is te n t  in  o p le id in g
A fd e lin g  W is k u n d e  
K a th o l ie k e  U n iv e r s i te i t  N ijm e g e n
v a n a f  20 0 2  P o s td o c
G r o n d s la g e n  v a n  d e  W is k u n d e  e n  I n f o r m a t ic a  
K a th o l ie k e  U n iv e r s i te i t  N ijm e g e n
2 november 1974 Geboren te Wageningen
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